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INTRODUCTION
This Methodological Annex mirrors the structure of the final report of project IARM (www.transcrime.it/iarm)
and is structured as follows:










A.1 – Annex Chapter 1 provides:
o

some excerpts of the relevant legislation at international and European level on ML risk and
risk assessment;

o

an in-depth review of ML threats, mentioned in Chapter 1 of the report;

o

an in-depth review of ML vulnerabilities;

o

an in-depth review of ML consequences.

A.2 – Annex Chapter 2 – Italy presents some details related to the analysis conducted in Italy and in
particular:
o

the main findings of the 2014 Italian NRA and 2016 FATF Mutual evaluation report;

o

details on the selection and operationalisation of ML threats and vulnerabilities;

o

details on the methodology used to develop the ML risk indicator, at both regional and
business sector level;

o

full results of the sensitivity analysis of the ML risk indicator, at both regional and business
sector level;

A.3 – Annex Chapter 3 – the Netherlands presents some details related to the analysis carried out
in the Netherlands with particularly focus on the analysis at business sector level, especially:
o

details on the selection and operationalisation of ML threats and vulnerabilities;

o

details on the methodology used to develop the ML risk indicator, at business sector level;

o

full results of the sensitivity analysis of the ML risk indicator, at business sector level;

A.4 – Annex Chapter 4 – United Kingdom presents some details related to the analysis in the UK
and in particular:
o

a review of the UK AML regime;

o

the main findings and methodological issues of the UK NRA conducted in 2015;

o

details on the selection and operationalisation of ML threats and vulnerabilities;

o

details on the methodology used to develop the ML risk indicator, at police area level;

o

full results of the sensitivity analysis of the ML risk indicator, at police area level;

A.5 – Annex Chapter 5 – Opacity of Business Ownership
o

details on the methodology used to operationalise and measure the complexity of business
ownership and the ownership links with risky jurisdictions at country level.
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A.1 – ANNEX CHAPTER 1
A.1.1 Money Laundering Risk Assessment
This section reports some extracts of relevant references in the international legislation (both hard- and softlaw) related to money laundering risk-based approach and risk assessment.

FATF Recommendation 1
“Countries should identify, assess, and understand the money laundering and terrorist financing risks for the
country, and should take action, including designating an authority or mechanism to coordinate actions to
assess risks, and apply resources, aimed at ensuring the risks are mitigated effectively. Based on that
assessment, countries should apply a risk-based approach (RBA) to ensure that measures to prevent or
mitigate money laundering and terrorist financing are commensurate with the risks identified. This approach
should be an essential foundation to efficient allocation of resources across the anti-money laundering and
countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regime and the implementation of risk based measures
throughout the FATF Recommendations. Where countries identify higher risks, they should ensure that their
AML/CFT regime adequately addresses such risks. Where countries identify lower risks, they may decide to
allow simplified measures for some of the FATF Recommendations under certain conditions.
Countries should require financial institutions and designated non-financial businesses and professions
(DNFBPs) to identify, assess and take effective action to mitigate their money laundering and terrorist
financing risks” (FATF, 2012b, p. 11).

Interpretive note to Recommendation 1 (Assessing risks and applying a risk-based
approach)
“1. The risk-based approach (RBA) is an effective way to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. In
determining how the RBA should be implemented in a sector, countries should consider the capacity and
anti-money laundering/countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) experience of the relevant sector.
Countries should understand that the discretion afforded, and responsibility imposed on, financial institutions
and designated non-financial bodies and professions (DNFBPs) by the RBA is more appropriate in sectors
with greater AML/CFT capacity and experience. This should not exempt financial institutions and DNFBPs
from the requirement to apply enhanced measures when they identify higher risk scenarios. By adopting a
risk-based approach, competent authorities, financial institutions and DNFBPs should be able to ensure that
measures to prevent or mitigate money laundering and terrorist financing are commensurate with the risks
identified, and would enable them to make decisions on how to allocate their own resources in the most
effective way.
2. In implementing a RBA, financial institutions and DNFBPs should have in place processes to identify,
assess, monitor, manage and mitigate money laundering and terrorist financing risks. The general principle
of a RBA is that, where there are higher risks, countries should require financial institutions and DNFBPs to
take enhanced measures to manage and mitigate those risks; and that, correspondingly, where the risks are
lower, simplified measures may be permitted. Simplified measures should not be permitted whenever there
is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing. Specific Recommendations set out more precisely
how this general principle applies to particular requirements. Countries may also, in strictly limited
circumstances and where there is a proven low risk of money laundering and terrorist financing, decide not
to apply certain Recommendations to a particular type of financial institution or activity, or DNFBP (see
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below). Equally, if countries determine through their risk assessments that there are types of institutions,
activities, businesses or professions that are at risk of abuse from money laundering and terrorist financing,
and which do not fall under the definition of financial institution or DNFBP, they should consider applying
AML/CFT requirements to such sectors” (FATF, 2012b, p. 33).

Directive 2015/849/EC (Fourth AML Directive)
“SECTION 2 – Risk Assessment
Article 6
1. The Commission shall conduct an assessment of the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing
affecting the internal market and relating to cross-border activities. To that end, the Commission shall, by 26
June 2017, draw up a report identifying, analysing and evaluating those risks at Union level. Thereafter, the
Commission shall update its report every two years, or more frequently if appropriate.
2. The report referred to in paragraph 1 shall cover at least the following: (a) the areas of the internal market
that are at greatest risk; (b) the risks associated with each relevant sector; (c) the most widespread means
used by criminals by which to launder illicit proceeds.
3. The Commission shall make the report referred to in paragraph 1 available to the Member States and
obliged entities in order to assist them to identify, understand, manage and mitigate the risk of money
laundering and terrorist financing, and to allow other stakeholders, including national legislators, the
European Parliament, the ESAs, and representatives from FIUs to better understand the risks.
4. The Commission shall make recommendations to Member States on the measures suitable for addressing
the identified risks. In the event that Member States decide not to apply any of the recommendations in their
national AML/ CFT regimes, they shall notify the Commission thereof and provide a justification for such a
decision.
5. By 26 December 2016, the ESAs, through the Joint Committee, shall issue an opinion on the risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing affecting the Union's financial sector (the ‘joint opinion’). Thereafter,
the ESAs, through the Joint Committee, shall issue an opinion every two years.
6.In conducting the assessment referred to in paragraph 1, the Commission shall organise the work at Union
level, shall take into account the joint opinions referred to in paragraph 5 and shall involve the Member
States' experts in the area of AML/CFT, representatives from FIUs and other Union level bodies where
appropriate. The Commission shall make the joint opinions available to the Member States and obliged
entities in order to assist them to identify, manage and mitigate the risk of money laundering and terrorist
financing.
7. Every two years, or more frequently if appropriate, the Commission shall submit a report to the European
Parliament and to the Council on the findings resulting from the regular risk assessments and the action
taken based on those findings.
Article 7
1. Each Member State shall take appropriate steps to identify, assess, understand and mitigate the risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing affecting it, as well as any data protection concerns in that regard. It
shall keep that risk assessment up to date.
2. Each Member State shall designate an authority or establish a mechanism by which to coordinate the
national response to the risks referred to in paragraph 1. The identity of that authority or the description of
the mechanism shall be notified to the Commission, the ESAs, and other Member States.
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3. In carrying out the risk assessments referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, Member States shall make
use of the findings of the report referred to in Article 6(1).
4. As regards the risk assessment referred to in paragraph 1, each Member State shall: (a) use it to improve
its AML/CFT regime, in particular by identifying any areas where obliged entities are to apply enhanced
measures and, where appropriate, specifying the measures to be taken; (b) identify, where appropriate,
sectors or areas of lower or greater risk of money laundering and terrorist financing; (c) use it to assist it in
the allocation and prioritisation of resources to combat money laundering and terrorist financing; (d) use it to
ensure that appropriate rules are drawn up for each sector or area, in accordance with the risks of money
laundering and terrorist financing; (e) make appropriate information available promptly to obliged entities to
facilitate the carrying out of their own money laundering and terrorist financing risk assessments.
5. Member States shall make the results of their risk assessments available to the Commission, the ESAs
and the other Member States.
Article 8
1. Member States shall ensure that obliged entities take appropriate steps to identify and assess the risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing, taking into account risk factors including those relating to their
customers, countries or geographic areas, products, services, transactions or delivery channels. Those steps
shall be proportionate to the nature and size of the obliged entities.
2. The risk assessments referred to in paragraph 1 shall be documented, kept up-to-date and made available
to the relevant competent authorities and self-regulatory bodies concerned. Competent authorities may
decide that individual documented risk assessments are not required where the specific risks inherent in the
sector are clear and understood.
3. Member States shall ensure that obliged entities have in place policies, controls and procedures to
mitigate and manage effectively the risks of money laundering and terrorist financing identified at the level of
the Union, the Member State and the obliged entity. Those policies, controls and procedures shall be
proportionate to the nature and size of the obliged entities.
4. The policies, controls and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 shall include: (a) the development of
internal policies, controls and procedures, including model risk management practices, customer due
diligence, reporting, record-keeping, internal control, compliance management including, where appropriate
with regard to the size and nature of the business, the appointment of a compliance officer at management
level, and employee screening; (b) where appropriate with regard to the size and nature of the business, an
independent audit function to test the internal policies, controls and procedures referred to in point (a).
5. Member States shall require obliged entities to obtain approval from their senior management for the
policies, controls and procedures that they put in place and to monitor and enhance the measures taken,
where appropriate.” (EC, 2015, paras 6–8)

th

th

While Directive 2015/849/EC was adopted on 20 May 2015, on 5 July 2016 further amendments to the
text have been adopted to reinforce EU rules on AML and CTF. The draft presented introduces changes
related, e.g., to the use of virtual currencies, of pre-paid cards and to extend the access to the beneficial
ownership register. The proposed update is under discussion and will be adopted by the European
Parliament and the Council of Ministers under the ordinary legislative procedure. To be noted that no
amendments have been proposed on the way countries should conduct risk assessment through the
identification and mitigation of its risks (EC, 2016).
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A.1.2 Threats 1
Chapter 1 of the IARM final report provides a definition of money laundering threats according to the
literature, and in particular to FATF, 2013c. It also provides a brief overview of the main threats and in
particular of those taken into account in the IARM model in the three countries. This section enriches that
description with a more in-depth review of the most relevant threats identified in the literature (including
those not taken into account in the IARM model). For each threat it will be provided a brief discussion: (a) of
the relationship with ML; (b) of the main challenges in measuring these factors.

Organised Crime
Organised crime (OC hereinafter) involves a wide variety of criminal activities, many of which are identified
as money laundering predicate offences in their own right, such as illicit drug trafficking; trafficking of human
beings; trafficking in firearms; and corruption (discussed separately, below). Organised crime groups (OCGs
hereinafter) are often involved in more than one, or multiple, spheres of criminal activity (HM Government,
2011). These kinds of OCGs are sometimes referred to as “poly-crime groups” (Europol, 2013, p. 33). The
diverse activities of OCGs makes defining and categorising organised crime problematic (Mills, Skodbo, &
Blyth, 2013). A broad definition is that provided in Article 2(a) of the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organised Crime, which states that organised crime involves:
“[…] a structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the
aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences […] in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a
financial or other material benefit” (United Nations, 2004, p. 5).
This definition has been adopted also by the Council of Europe and therefore by Europol SOCTA (Europol,
2013, p. 42; Europol, 2017, p. 13).
Organised crime is a global issue and OCGs operate both within and across borders. It is a pervasive threat
with far-reaching social and economic effects that can impact on a country’s international reputation, and
represents a major risk factor for money laundering (National Crime Agency, 2015). Traditional OCGs have
progressively expanded their operating range, taking advantage of the opportunities presented by new
technologies and economic globalisation; they have developed working relationships with OCGs in other
jurisdictions to facilitate criminal activities, such as trafficking of illicit goods, and thus reduce costs and
increase profits (MONEYVAL, 2015). Larger-scale organised crime is dynamic and adaptive to emerging
crime trends – it has diversified into a global and transnational phenomenon involving vast amounts of
money, through the development of increasingly sophisticated and flexible criminal networks (UNODC,
2016a).
Global estimates for the illicit funds generated by transnational OC activities in 2009 amount to US$870
billion, or 1.5% of global GDP, with US$580 billion of these proceeds – equivalent to around 1% of global
GDP – available for laundering (UNODC, 2011). In terms of prevalence and income, drug trafficking has
been identified as being the most widespread OC activity both globally and within the EU, amounting to
around half of transnational OC proceeds (Europol, 2013; UNODC, 2011).
Whilst a share of these illicit proceeds funds further criminal activities, a significant proportion of criminal
profits are laundered via investment in a variety of legitimate industries and businesses within the legal
economy (MONEYVAL, 2015; Savona, Riccardi, & Berlusconi, 2016; Levi, 2015). According to Europol

1 Section written by Nikki Shelton – University of Leicester
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(2013) OCGs employ a range of traditional and newer or emerging methods to launder illicit proceeds, such
as:


Shell companies and accounts in offshore jurisdictions;



Money Service Businesses (MSB) and Informal Value Transfer Systems (IVTS);



Use of new technologies. The use of the internet and other relatively recent technological
innovations, such as pre-paid cards and electronic money;



Exploitation of poorly regulated sectors; and



Exploitation of broader legal, regulatory and other weaknesses, such as countries with relatively weak
border controls and anti-money laundering regimes.

The most common OC money laundering characteristics are identified by MONEYVAL (2015, p. 9) as:


Complex transactions via the use of transnational infrastructures involving multiple national and
international contacts, to disguise the source of the illicit funds and/or avoid confiscation;



Complex legal structures to obscure the ultimate beneficial owner;



Sums involved are usually large, but may be split into a number of smaller, connected transactions;



Bribery or intimidation of employees and officials in financial institutions and DNFBPs (Designated
Non-Financial Businesses and Professions) in order to launder funds.

OC presence and OC infiltration
Given the widespread and diverse nature of organised crime and the use of the legal entities to launder
criminal proceeds of OC activities, a high level of OC presence and a high level of OC infiltration in the
legitimate economy are recognised as two key money laundering risk factors.
In terms of OC presence, there are an estimated 3,600 active international OCGs in the EU, over 30% of
which are poly-crime groups (Europol, 2013). The Europol SOCTA 2017 has revised up this number to more
than 5,000 groups (Europol, 2017). A general consensus has been voiced by representatives of European
institutions and agencies, major businesses, civil society, national law enforcement authorities and
Governments from outside the EU that organised crime continues to increase in scale; in the range of areas
it operates in; in its transnational nature; and in its sophistication, particularly in terms of exploiting new
technologies (Forum Europe, 2013).
OC infiltration in the legitimate economy, by corruption or other means, represents a serious and growing
threat, and all countries are affected by this phenomenon (Europol, 2013). Savona & Berlusconi (2015, p.
19) define ‘OC infiltration in the legitimate economy’ as:
“[…] any case in which a natural person belonging to a criminal organisation or acting on its behalf, or an
already infiltrated legal person, invests financial and/or human resources to participate in the decisionmaking process of a legitimate business”.
Infiltration in the legitimate economy provides OCGs with opportunities to not only launder illicit proceeds, but
also to extend their influence and criminal activities (Savona et al., 2016; Walker, 2016, p. 177; Joras
Ferwerda & Unger, 2016, p. 35). Savona & Riccardi (2015, p. 6) identify the main reasons why OCGs
infiltrate the legitimate economy:


Maximise profit;
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Money laundering;



Control of the territory;



Influence on the political sphere;



Social consensus;



Personal benefit;



Concealment of criminal activities.

Traditional sectors of OC infiltration are: bars and restaurants, construction and public works, waste
management, wholesale and retail trade (especially of food products and clothing), transportation, hotels and
real estate (MONEYVAL, 2015; Savona & Riccardi, 2015). Other sectors that have been identified as being
vulnerable to OC infiltration are jewellery, exchange offices, the financial sector, tourism, casinos, and
procurement, which, collectively, provide diverse means to reinvest illicit proceeds through legal economic
mechanisms (MONEYVAL, 2015). A high level of OC infiltration can negatively impact on the legal economy
and distort markets, creating unfair competition and crowding out legitimate enterprises (Walker, 2016, p.
177) – see also section 1.4 of the main report.

Illicit markets
Trade in illicit markets is a global issue with far-reaching and harmful social, economic and political
consequences, relating to public health and safety, the environment, lost tax revenues, the legitimate
economy, and jobs (OECD, 2016; World Economic Forum, 2014).
Illicit markets relate to illegal and largely unethical trade, and encompasses a broad range of illegal activities,
most notably illicit drug and tobacco trafficking, and the trafficking of human beings (World Economic Forum,
2012), and also illegal trade in other areas, such as counterfeiting and trafficking in fire arms (see Other
Threats section, below). Global illicit trade has expanded at an unprecedented rate - it is highly lucrative and
has close ties with organised crime and money laundering; it operates on a vast scale and proceeds from
illicit markets fuel the magnitude of the illicit economy (World Economic Forum, 2015).
It is difficult to assess the volume and value of trade in illicit markets with precision. Data is scarce and
attempts to measure the scale of criminal activity in this area have tended to use different methodologies,
which has resulted in a broad range of estimates (Haken, 2011; OECD, 2016). The issue is further
complicated by legal divergences – both within and across borders, and also over time – on what goods and
services are considered to be contraband or prohibited, which persist despite international conventions
aimed at harmonising these legal variances (OECD, 2016).
Nonetheless, these estimates consistently confirm the magnitude and pervasiveness of trade in illicit
markets. The World Economic Forum (2014) estimate the value of illicit trade and organised crime (including
money laundering) to the global economy to be between 8%-15% of global GDP; or, in monetary terms,
US$3 trillion, as compared with the legitimate global trade figure of around US$10-12 trillion. According to
OECD (2016), OC profits derived from trade in illicit markets is estimated to be as high as US$870 billion, or
1.5% of global GDP. From and EU perspective and, again, acknowledging the limitations of the data
available, (Savona & Riccardi, 2015) calculate that illicit markets in the EU generate around 110 billion euro
annually, or approximately 1% of the EU GDP.
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Notwithstanding the difficulties and limitations of these estimates, there is consensus in the literature that the
most widespread and lucrative illicit market is illicit drug trafficking, both globally and within the EU (see, for
example, Europol, 2013; UNODC, 2011).

Illicit drug trafficking
Illicit drugs production and trafficking is identified as a major source of criminal proceeds (ECOLEF, 2013).
Cannabis is the most widely cultivated and most trafficked drug worldwide, followed by cocaine and opiates
(heroin, morphine and opium), amphetamine-type stimulants and new psychoactive substances (Europol,
2016a; UNODC, 2016b).
Although the trading in illicit drugs represents one of the most lucrative forms of organised crime (Europol,
2013), illicit drug trafficking is not confined to the activities of OCGs. A variety of actors are involved,
including individual operators (for example, facilitators, corrupt officials, professional enablers), independent
traffickers, loosely structured criminal groups, traditional OCGs and broad-based transnational crime groups,
each potentially playing a part at different stages, from the production through to the distribution and sale of
illicit drugs (Europol, 2016a; Savona & Riccardi, 2015). Within the EU, it is estimated that around one third
of OCGs are involved in illicit drugs production and distribution, with poly-drug trafficking (trafficking across
multiple drug types) becoming an increasingly common feature of OC activity in this area (Europol, 2013,
2016b).
OCGs operating in the illicit drugs arena are inventive and adaptive, and trafficking methods are continually
changing (Europol, 2013). Globalisation and technological advances are fuelling changes in the nature of
the illicit drugs market, and OCGs have been quick to recognise and utilise the new opportunities arising
from these developments to increase profits and evade detection (Europol, 2016b; OECD, 2016).
In particular, online illicit trade in drugs is steadily increasing, as is the proportion of internet users making
use of the ‘dark net’ to purchase drugs (UNODC, 2016b). Both OCGs and independent criminals are
exploiting opportunities presented by online marketplaces to access an expanding range of buyers, who can
purchase these illicit goods remotely, at their own convenience, and with a perceived level of anonymity
(Europol, 2015a). It is estimated that there are 40.000 to 60.000 illegal sites selling drugs, but powers to
combat this illicit activity are limited (World Economic Forum, 2015).
Although ‘dark net’ illicit drugs trading is thought to only amount to a small proportion of the illicit drugs
market, there a number of concerns associated with the increasing use of the ‘dark net’ and its potential to
expand activity in the relatively lower risk, online illicit drugs arena (see, for example, EMCDDA, 2016a;
Europol, 2016a; UNODC, 2016; World Economic Forum, 2015). For example:


The ‘dark net’ cannot be accessed via mainstream web searches. It is accessed through the ‘onion
router’, an online communication method utilising layers of encryption to ensure the anonymity of the
sender.



The use of remote, difficult to trace cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, for making payments.



The potential to develop new networks of illicit drug producers and distributors on a scale that
significantly exceeds what has been possible though conventional networks.



The potential to attract new users in both developed and developing countries.
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The reduction of risk by removing the need for physical interaction with various criminal actors during
the various stages in the supply chain.



The transient nature of many of the vendors, who operate on a relatively small-scale for a short
period of time before ceasing trading.

In terms of scale, the criminal proceeds generated globally via the illicit drugs trade as a whole are
substantial. However, although it is possible to identify trends in the routes, hubs and primary actors
involved in the global illicit drugs market, along with the flows and sub-classes of the various illegal drugs
being trafficked, it is considerably more problematic to accurately assess the value and size of this illicit
market, largely due to the scarcity of accessible and reliable data (OECD, 2016).
Nevertheless, estimations are important and useful indicators of the potential scale of the problem. From a
global perspective, and acknowledging the shortcomings of the available data, it is estimated that criminal
proceeds generated globally through the production and distribution of illicit drugs represents around half of
transnational OC income, and equates to between 17%-25% of all criminal proceeds – which amounts to
between 0.6%-0.9% of global GDP – with the proportion of illicit drug proceeds available to be laundered
through the legitimate economy estimated to be equivalent to between 0.4%-0.6% of global GDP (UNODC,
2011).
From an EU perspective, the illicit retail drug market in 2013 was assessed to be worth between 20.8 and
30.8 billion euro (EMCDDA, 2016b), which equates to approximately 0.1-0.6% of the gross EU GDP
(Europol, 2016a). However, it is again emphasised that these estimations should be viewed as minimum
approximations, as they are based upon limited data that is characterised by gaps in coverage, underreporting and significant knowledge gaps (EMCDDA, 2016, see p. 4).
The value of illicit trade in individual drug categories across the EU for the same year was estimated to be
(EMCDDA, 2016b, p. 34; Europol, 2016a, p. 27):
Table 1 – Estimated value of drug in EU per type
Percentage of total EU
illicit drugs proceeds
Cannabis
8.4 - 12.9
38%
Heroin
6.0 - 7.8
28%
Cocaine
4.5 - 7.0
24%
Amphetamines
1.2 - 2.5
8%
Ecstasy
0.6 - 0.7
3%
All
20.8 - 30.8
100%
(Percentages amount to more than 100% due to
rounding)
Source: Authors’ elaboration on EMCDDA (2016b) and Europol (2016a)
Drug type

Value (billion €)

ECOLEF (2013, p. 38) calculate that around 75% of drug trafficking proceeds are available for laundering,
and it is estimated that drug trafficking accounts for around 21% of cash in money laundering schemes
(Europol, 2015b).
Trafficking in Human Beings
Trafficking in human beings (THB) is a global problem that affects almost every country in the world
(UNODC, 2014). The United Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol defines the trafficking in persons as:
“[…] the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the
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abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose
of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices
similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs” (United Nations, 2000, p. 2).
According to (FATF, 2011), there is increasing evidence that THB (and the smuggling of migrants) is on the
rise, due to the highly profitable and relatively low-risk nature of this form of criminal activity. This trend is
also highlighted by the United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT, 2008), who
report THB to be the fastest growing international crime and the third most significant income source for
organised crime (after trafficking in drugs and firearms). (UNODC, 2010a, p. 7) identify that the landscape of
organised criminal involvement in THB is diverse, involving mafia-like structured organised crime groups and
crime networks of more loosely connected ‘specialists’; additionally, THB can involve individual traffickers
and family or friends of trafficking victims.
Regardless of the profile of traffickers, the criminal proceeds generated by THB are estimated to be
substantial. For example, illegal profits derived from the forced sexual exploitation and forced labour of
trafficked individuals are estimated to amount to US$150.2 billion per year globally, with an estimated 20.9
million victims worldwide (ILO, 2014). It is estimated that 73.3% of these illicit profits are laundered
(ECOLEF, 2013, p. 38) and that in the EU, cash derived from THB accounts for 10% of cash used in money
laundering schemes (Europol, 2015b). The main trends that have been identified for laundering the criminal
proceeds of THB broadly coincide with the means used for other predicate offences (such as cash-intensive
and money service businesses, investment in high value goods and real estate, cash couriers,
hawala/informal banking systems, and front companies); however, a new trend specific to THB has been
reported in the UK, which is the use of identity documents confiscated by traffickers from their victims to
open bank accounts (which are also used to gain access to credit/loans) (FATF, 2011).
Illicit trafficking in tobacco products
Illicit trade and trafficking in tobacco products is defined in the World Health Organisation’s Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (World Health Organisation, 2003, p. 4) as: ‘any practice or conduct
prohibited by law and which relates to production, shipment, receipt, possession, distribution, sale or
purchase including any practice or conduct intended to facilitate such activity.’ It is identified as a low-risk,
high-reward form a criminal activity with known links to money laundering, as well as other criminal
behaviours, such as identity theft, cash smuggling and the financing of terrorism (US Department of State,
2015).
The illicit trafficking in tobacco products (ITTP) is a widespread phenomenon. The value of ITTP in 2013 was
estimated to be almost US$40 billion globally, which equates to significant tax losses to individual
governments (Euromonitor International, 2014). Within the EU, illicit trafficking in tobacco products (ITTP)
across Member States represents a largescale and fast-moving market that incurs significant financial costs
for national economies (Antonopoulos & Hall, 2015). ITTP is a growing market, particularly in Western
Europe, where illicit trade increased more than any other world region between 2008-2013 (Euromonitor
International, 2014).
As such, ITTP generates substantial levels of criminal proceeds via the both the illegal trading and the
related customs and tax offences (FATF, 2012a). In addition to this, ITTP has been identified as a key
activity of organised crime gangs, who use the illicit proceeds to fund further criminal activities, such as the
smuggling of drugs, weapons and the trafficking of human beings (HMRC & UK Border Force, 2011).

Corruption
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Corruption is a worldwide problem and affects all countries to a greater or lesser degree (OECD, 2015a).
Within the European Union, despite perceptions of corruption in EU Member States being relatively low
when compared internationally (Europol, 2013), the annual cost of corruption to the EU economy as a whole
is estimated to be EUR 120 billion – which almost amounts to the European Union’s annual budget
(European Commission, 2014).
Corruption is an umbrella term for a diverse variety of activities, including bribery, extortion and
embezzlement of public funds (for a glossary of corruption types, see (Søreide, 2014, pp. 2–3). Although
there is no international consensus regarding the meaning of corruption, the most commonly used definition
states that it is ‘the abuse of public office or public position for private gain’ (June, Chowdhury, Heller, &
Werve, 2008, p. 6). Corruption activities fall into two main categories:


Bureaucratic Corruption (sometimes referred to as petty corruption) – this relates to corruption at
regional and local levels.



Political/Grand Corruption – this usually involves larger sums of money and has the potential to
negatively impact on a country as a whole (OECD, 2015a).

In addition to this, there is a clear association between both types of corruption and organised crime, which
is of particular concern to those Member States where organised crime is more prevalent; for example, in
terms of bureaucratic corruption, there is concern about links at local and regional levels between organised
crime groups and politicians, businesses; and at the political level, concerns relate to how corruption could
be used as a means to gain access, either directly or indirectly, to power ((European Commission, 2014).
This association is confirmed by (Europol, 2013), who identify that corruption poses a serious threat in terms
of facilitating the infiltration of organised crime groups into both public and private sectors.
However, regardless of the form it takes and the level at which it occurs, the significant and negative
influence of corruption on a country’s potential for developing and maintaining accountable political
leadership, and on the legitimacy of public offices and institutions is widely recognised (IMF, 2011). Further,
from an economic perspective, corruption can have a major distorting effect on a country’s capital flows (for
example, relating to public expenditure decisions); it can undermine the development of fair market
competition, create reputational risk for financial institutions and sectors, and erode a nation’s wealth and
financial stability (IMF, 2011; Søreide, 2014). Corruption is also identified as a major contributor to global
poverty (Hardoon & Heinrich, 2013).
The inextricable relationship between corruption and money laundering is well-recognised. Corruption is
identified as a major source of criminal proceeds and illicit financial flows (FATF, 2010a; IMF, 2011).
Referring to grand corruption in particular, FATF (2011) identify that all three stages of the money laundering
process (placement, layering, and integration) are evident in the laundering of corruption proceeds
regardless of the type of corrupt activity, the main methods being:


Use of Corporate Vehicles and Trusts



Use of Gatekeepers



Use of Domestic Financial Institutions



Use of Offshore/Foreign Jurisdictions



Use of Nominees



Use of cash
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With regard to use of cash, Europol (2015b) estimate that proceeds from corruption/bribery amount to 14%
of cash used in money laundering schemes. Additionally, Transparency International UK (2015) identify a
particular money laundering vulnerability in the UK high-end property market, and note that that property
acquisition for money laundering purposes usually occurs at the final ‘integration’ stage of the money
laundering process.

Tax evasion
Tax crimes are included in the FATF Recommendations’ designated categories of criminal activities that
constitute predicate offences for money laundering (FATF, 2012b). Tax evasion is defined as ‘the illegal
non-payment of tax to the government of a jurisdiction to which it is owed by a person, company, trust or
other organisation who should be a tax payer in that place’(Tax Justice Network, 2011). Onshore and
offshore tax havens, and jurisdictions with excessive banking secrecy laws are known to be significant
facilitators in tax evasion and money laundering (Tavares, 2013).
However, the link between tax evasion and money laundering is not straight forward. For example, the
relationship is described as ‘precarious’ by (Unger, 2009, p. 2), as estimates of money laundering sometimes
do, and sometimes do not, include tax evasion – an inconsistency (Unger, 2009) suggests is due to
differences in individual countries’ legal definitions of money laundering and classifications of tax evasion as
a predicate crime. Similarly, (Storm, 2014, p. 20) found that although much research has been carried out on
both money laundering and tax evasion, no research could be found that explicitly establishes a link between
the two. However, after analysing legal definitions and court cases relating to both tax evasion and money
laundering, (Storm, 2014) concluded that a link is present, and observed that whilst tax evasion ‘does not
automatically indicate money laundering … where money is being laundered, the chances of tax evasion
being part of the equation are perceived to be 100%’.
The association between tax evasion and money laundering is also clearly recognised by FATF, as tax
evasion (including excise evasion) is identified as a major source illicit proceeds in the FATF summary of the
main sources of money laundering (FATF, 2010a). This view is supported by the (Tax Justice Network,
2011), who estimate the scale of tax evasion globally to be in excess of US$3.1 trillion, which equates to
around 5.1% of world GDP, and suggest that the ‘shadow economy’ is largely created by activities
surrounding tax evasion. ECOLEF (2013, p. 38) have calculated estimates of the percentage of illicit
proceeds laundered by crime type, and suggest that 66.7% of proceeds arising from tax and excise evasion
are laundered. In the EU, it is estimated that tax fraud/crime contributes 9% of cash used in money
laundering schemes (Europol, 2015b).
Although the relationship between tax evasion and money laundering is recognised, establishing the extent
or value money laundering arising from tax evasion is, again, not straight forward. Notwithstanding the
inherent difficulties in estimating the extent of illicit financial flows in general, UNODC (2011) present ‘best
estimates’ of amount of money laundered globally in terms of monetary value and GDP, and use the
‘consensus range’ to illustrate the impact when tax evasion is included in the calculations. The ‘consensus
range’ is the estimated scale of money laundering transactions as a percentage of global GDP (2%-5% of
global GDP), which was first referred to in 1998 by the then head of the IMF (see Camdessus, 1998).
According to UNODC (2011), best estimates of the amount of money laundered in 2009 is around US$1.6
trillion or 2.7% of GDP, which is around the mid-point of the ‘consensus range’. However, if the calculation
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was adjusted to include money laundering arising from tax and excise evasion, then the scale of money
laundering would increase, thus moving the results towards, and possibly exceeding, the upper end of the
‘consensus range’.
As such, tax evasion appears to be pervasive and a significant contributory factor in the volume of money
laundered globally.

Fraud
Fraud falls within the category of white collar crimes (along with corporate crimes, tax offences,
embezzlement and intellectual property crimes), which have been identified collectively as a major source of
criminal proceeds (FATF, 2010a). Fraud relates to a diverse range of activities – it can be carried out by
individuals or organised groups; it affects a broad number of economic sectors; and victims can range from
individuals, to the private sector organisations, and to governments (Savona & Riccardi, 2015).
Fraud involves a wide variety of crime types, with online frauds – such as cyber-enabled banking and card
fraud – becoming increasingly prevalent (ECOLEF, 2013; HM Treasury, 2015). The most prominent types of
fraud are (for fuller descriptions of these, see, for example, ECOLEF, 2013; Europol, 2015; Savona &
Riccardi, 2015):


Value Added Tax (VAT) fraud



Excise tax frauds



Card and bank account fraud



Mortgage fraud



Public funds fraud



Insurance fraud



Benefits fraud

It should also be noted that frauds are frequently linked to, and facilitated by other criminal activities,
including organised property crime; cybercrime and identity theft; corruption; and money laundering (Savona
& Riccardi, 2015).
Although fraud can be carried out by individuals, various forms of fraud are known to form an important and
expanding element of OC activities (Levi, 2014). Due to the often complex nature of fraud investigations, the
risk of detection and prosecution is relatively low, whereas the potential for generating profits is high – which
makes fraud a highly attractive option for OCGs (Europol, 2013). The infiltration of OCGs into legitimate
business structures in the commission of fraud further complicates the task of law enforcement in tackling
this type of crime (Europol, 2011). It is therefore unsurprising that fraud appears to be the most lucrative of
emerging OC activities, generating 29 billion euro per annum from missing trader intra-community (MTIC)
fraud alone (Savona & Riccardi, 2015). MTIC fraud is a major form of cross-border VAT fraud. It involves
exploiting national taxation differences within a multi-jurisdictional trading area that allows VAT-free crossborder movement of goods (such as the EU), whereby VAT is charged on the sale of goods but the fraudster
does not then pay this duty to the government (National Crime Agency, 2015a). This type of VAT fraud
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deprives MS governments of significant tax revenues resulting in less funds being available to maintain
public services (Europol, 2015a).
As with other predicate ML offences, accurately assessing the scale and cost of fraud is problematic. Official
statistics are not a reliable indicator of scale due to under-reporting (Gee & Button, 2015). A limited number
of alternative estimates are available, but these tend to have unclear methodologies, and measure fraud in
terms of losses suffered or amounts recovered, rather than in terms of the illicit revenues they generate
(Savona & Riccardi, 2015).
In terms of global losses, Gee & Button (2015) calculated an estimate for the annual global cost of fraud as a
percentage of global GDP, based on a review of 382 loss measurement exercises carried out between 1997
and 2013 in 46 organisations from 9 countries. From this data, the average global fraud loss rate was
calculated to be 5.6% (averaged from the 0.02 to 22.1 range of percentages losses found from the data),
which, when taken as a proportion of global GDP equates to an annual global fraud loss of US$4.23 trillion
for 2013 (for a fuller account of the methodology, see Gee & Button, 2015, pp. 9–10).
The global average loss rate can also be used to gauge the potential annual cost of fraud for individual
countries, which allows for some interesting comparisons to be drawn. For example, applying the global
average loss rate of 5.6% to the UK’s GDP indicates total fraud losses of £98.6 billion per year, which is
greater than the level of UK Government spending in 2013 on education and only slightly lower than the
amount spent on military defence (Gee & Button, 2015). This figure is also considerably higher than the UK
National Fraud Authority estimation of £52 billion fraud losses for 2012-2013 (National Fraud Authority,
2013), which equates to around 3% of UK GDP for that year (UK GDP £1.739 trillion for 2013 (ONS, 2016)).
Conversely, if the average global fraud loss rate of 5.6% is applied to UK figures for 2015, it implies UK
annual fraud losses of £102.66 billion. This is considerably less than the estimate of up to £193 billion
annual cost of fraud for 2013-14 provided in the latest Annual Fraud Indicator – although key weaknesses in
the data underpinning a significant proportion of this estimate (procurement) is clearly highlighted (Centre for
Counter Fraud Studies, 2016). Nevertheless, an annual cost of up to £193 billion for fraud potentially
equates to around 10.75% of UK GDP for that year (UK GDP £1.793 trillion for 2014 (ONS, 2016)).
At EU level, available estimates are predominantly for the economic costs of specific fraud types, as
opposed to for fraud as a whole, but considered together they provide a useful illustration of the scale of the
losses associated with fraud across the EU. Again, methodological variations may account for the disparities
that are apparent in the selection of specific fraud type estimates presented below:


MTIC fraud: Member states identified 177 billion euro of missing VAT revenues in 2012. To provide
this figure with some context, these losses are higher than the EU budget for 2014 for 135.5 billion
euro (Europol, 2015a). (Levi, Innes, & Gundur, 2013) present a more modest cost estimation of 20
billion euro for MTIC fraud in 2011. Looking at potential revenues from organised MTIC fraud (as
opposed to losses/costs), Savona & Riccardi (2015) calculated proceeds from MTIC frauds as
percentages of each EU Member State’s VAT gap, which indicated collective MTIC fraud revenues
across EU 26 MS in 2011 to range from a minimum of 21.225 billion euro to a maximum of 37.433
billion euro, with an above level of MTIC fraud revenue estimated to be 29.329 billion euro (for a fuller
account of the methodology, see Savona & Riccardi, 2015, p. 87).



Payment card fraud: The total amount of payment card fraud in 2011 was 1.16 billion euro,
reportedly a 5.8% decrease on the previous year (Levi et al., 2013). However, the European Central
Bank (2015) point out that that card fraud losses reached a 5-year low in 2011 but had since
increased to 1.33 billion euro in 2012, and stood at a 5-year high of 1.44 billion euro in 2013.
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Insurance fraud: 1 billion euro, in the UK alone (Levi et al., 2013).



Excise tax frauds: The estimated annual revenue loss to EU Governments from unpaid excise taxes
– for example, on smuggled commodities such as tobacco, alcohol and fuel – amounted to 10.9
billion euro in 2013 (Europol, 2015a). Conversely, the 2012 EU-wide tax loss arising from cigarette
smuggling alone is estimated to be 11.3 billion euro (Levi et al., 2013)

Notwithstanding the limitations associated with these estimates, it is clear fraud in its various forms is a
significant and increasingly prominent source of criminal proceeds, and represents a large proportion of the
illicit funds that are laundered in EU Member States and, on a broader scale, globally (ECOLEF, 2013;
FATF, 2009, 2010a). In the EU, estimates suggest that between 64.5% and 80% of proceeds arising from
the various forms of fraud are laundered (ECOLEF, 2013, p. 38). Fraud (including swindling/scams) is
estimated to account for 11% of cash used in money laundering schemes (Europol, 2015b).

Other Threats
Counterfeiting (and IPR infringements)
According to OECD & EUIPO (2016, p. 16), the terms ‘counterfeiting’ and ‘piracy’ are used to describe a
diverse range of illicit activities relating to infringements of intellectual property rights (IPR). Counterfeiting
and piracy is defined as ‘the wilful use of someone else’s trade mark or copyrighted work … without the
proper authorisation to do so’ (IP Crime Group, 2014, p. 7). There has been a substantial increase in
counterfeiting and piracy over the last two decades, with a notable increase in digital piracy over the last ten
years (Frontier Economics, 2011).
Counterfeiting and IPR infringements is a global phenomenon. Counterfeit and pirated goods are found in
almost all countries and in almost every sector of the world economy (Frontier Economics, 2011). Trade in
counterfeit and pirated products operates on many levels, ranging from street markets to the internet, and
there is significant evidence of close links to organised crime (IP Crime Group, 2014). Counterfeiting and
piracy represents one of the largest and most lucrative strands of OC activity, with ties to money laundering
(Savona & Riccardi, 2015). It is a relatively low risk crime, involving comparatively moderate penalties whilst
delivering high profits – both key factors that attract OCGs to this kind of illicit trade (Europol, 2013).
Although there is a high degree of social tolerance surrounding the purchase of counterfeit and pirated
products, the wider social and economic harms of this kind of criminal activity are significant (Europol, 2013).
Trade in counterfeit and pirated goods deprives governments of revenue from duties and taxes; it
significantly reduces levels trade, profits and investments of legitimate businesses; it creates higher burdens
on tax payers, affects legitimate employment opportunities and conditions; and carries significant health and
safety issues for consumers through exposure potentially dangerous or defective products (Europol, 2013;
Frontier Economics, 2011).
In terms of scale, there is a good deal of variation in estimates making it difficult to draw meaningful
comparisons, but all concur that production and trade in counterfeit and pirated goods is a multi-billion dollar
underground economy (Frontier Economics, 2011).
For example, from a global perspective, IP Crime Group (2014) estimated that in the year 2013/14
counterfeit goods amount to 10% of world trade, with over $174 million worth of counterfeit and illicit trade
goods were seized during INTERPOL facilitated actions across the globe. However, OECD & EUIPO (2016)
present the more modest calculation for 2013, estimating that trading in counterfeit and pirated products
amount to up to 2.5% of global trade. Alongside these estimates, the World Economic Forum (2015) project
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that the cost of counterfeiting and piracy to the global economy for 2015 could reach US$1.77 trillion, and is
expected to continue to increase. Picking up on this projection, Frontier Economics (2011) calculate that
global production of counterfeit and pirated goods could make up as much as 2% of global GDP, and
emphasise that these estimates are likely to be conservative.
From a European Union perspective, trade in counterfeit and pirated goods is estimated to generate 42
billion euro annually (Savona & Riccardi, 2015). An alternative representation of scale is that counterfeit and
pirated products amount to up to 5% of imports (OECD & EUIPO, 2016). However, it is estimated that illicit
cash arising from counterfeiting, product piracy and IP crime accounts for only 3% of cash used money
laundering schemes (Europol, 2015b).
Trafficking in firearms
Article 3 of the UN Protocol Against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and
Components and Ammunition (United Nations, 2001, p. 3) states ‘illicit trafficking’ to mean:
“[…] export, acquisition, sale, delivery, movement or transfer of firearms, their parts and components and
ammunition from or across the territory of one State Party to that of another State Party if any one of the
States Parties concerned does not authorize it in accordance with the terms of this Protocol or if the firearms
are not marked in accordance with article 8 of this Protocol”.
In light of the current level of violent conflicts and attacks across the world, the illicit manufacture and
trafficking of firearms, as described in the UN Protocol above, is a major and increasing concern to the
international community (World Customs Organization, 2015). The two main markets for acquiring illicit
arms are weapons for criminal purposes (most notably, concealable hand guns) and weapons for political
aims. (UNODC, 2010b).
ITF activity is generally sporadic and driven by specific requirements and regional developments, often
drawing from already accumulated stockpiles (UNODC, 2010b). Trafficking has often involved concealing
relatively small quantities in vehicles, such as long distance coaches but illicit firearms, parts and
components are increasingly being traded online and delivered though postal or other general delivery
services (European Commission, 2013).
There is a general consensus in the literature that accurately assessing the scale of ITF is challenging. This
is reflected in the limited number and the variations in the estimates available, which have been calculated
using differing and, at times, unclear methodologies (Savona & Riccardi, 2015). However, from a global
perspective, it is commonly estimated that the illicit firearms market equates to 10%-20% of the licit market,
which amounts to around US$170 million to US$320 million per annum (UNODC, 2010b). Drawing on the
UNODC estimate and a global estimate presented the 2002 Small Arms Survey (Small Arms Survey, 2002),
Haken (2011) provides an estimation for the value of global trade to be between US$300 million and US$ 1
billion, but this relates solely to illicit trade in small and light weapons. From a European Union perspective,
recent estimates for the scale of ITF in the EU range between 246.5 and 493.0 million euro, which
corresponds with 10%-20% of legal firearms trade revenues for 2012. It is estimated that around 67.5% of
illicit revenues derived from ITF are laundered (ECOLEF, 2013, p. 39).
In terms of OC involvement, trafficking in firearms identified is a key aspect of OCG activity in the EU, as
both a generator of profits and as ‘essential assets’ to enable OCGs to effectively carry out their activities
(Savona & Riccardi, 2015, p. 61). The EU ITF market is ‘modest in size’ – it is generally characterised by
weapons trafficked for personal use or to meet a particular demand, and, for the relatively low number of
OCGS engaging in this crime, represents a subsidiary profit source to supplement the primary income
stream (Europol, 2013, p. 31). However, it is unclear what proportion of firearms trafficking involves OCGs,
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and what share is attributable to illicit traders driven by political, as opposed to economic, motives (Savona &
Riccardi, 2015; UNODC, 2010b).
Extortion racketeering
Extortion has been defined as ‘a typical predatory activity of organised crime groups. By means of
intimidations and threats, the principal aim is to achieve cash or other utilities, especially from businesses’
(Lisciandra, 2014, p. 93). Extortion that is perpetrated regularly over time is referred to as racketeering
(Scandizzo & Ventura, 2015).
There are two main categories of extortion, as described by (Transcrime, 2009):


Systemic – where the phenomenon is well established and well-spread within a territory, and
extortion racketeering is a routine and core element of OCGs’ activities.



Casual – where extortion is not a routine practice of OCGS, so is more sporadic and not widespread
within a territory.

Within the two main types of extortion, the two most prevalent forms of extortion are monopolistic extortion
and protection racketeering, with labour racketeering, and extortions linked to usury identified less often
(Center for the Study of Democracy, 2016, p. 9):


Monopolistic extortion racketeering aims to eliminate competitors or create monopolistic alliances



Protection racketeering involves regular taxation, often imposed by violence and intimidation,
ostensibly for the ‘sale and provision of extra-legal protection services’.

It should also be noted that, whilst extortion is closely associated with OC, not all extortion is perpetrated by
OCGs – systemic extortionist practices involving networks of public officials and corporate executive have
been identified in a number of counties, including Bulgaria, Romania, Greece and Spain (Center for the
Study of Democracy, 2016).
Extortion is identified by the FATF as a criminal activity that can generate significant levels of illicit cash
(FATF, 2010a). Although extortion represents a common and serious problem, there are very few studies
estimating the value of illicit proceeds generated by this crime (Lisciandra, 2014). Savona & Riccardi (2015)
also note this paucity of studies, particularly at global level, identifying Baker (2005) as the only source
available providing global estimates for the extent of extortion proceeds.
According to Baker's (2005, p. 172) summations, the total annual cross-border flows of ‘dirty money’ range
between US$1,599 billion and US$1,061 billion, with proceeds from ‘Racketeering’ accounting for between
US$50 to US$100 billion of this. Other, or more recent estimations do not appear to be available. However,
notwithstanding the significant limitations of data to estimate the scale of revenues generated by extortion
racketeering, it is estimated that 73.3% of these revenues are laundered (ECOLEF, 2013, p. 38), and that
extortion/racketeering accounts for 9% of cash in money laundering schemes in the EU (Europol, 2015b).
Usury
Usury, or loan-sharking, relates to illegal money lending with high interest rates to individuals or businesses
who are facing financial difficulties (Scaglione, 2014) and who are generally not able to access credit through
legitimate means (National Trading Standards, 2015). Illegal money lending is typically concentrated in
deprived communities and victims are usually, but not always, poor and disadvantaged (Ellison, Dignan,
Forster, & Whyley, 2010). A further key characteristic of illegal money lending is that lenders control victims
and collect payments within a climate of fear, intimidation and the threat of potential violence (Ellison,
Collard, & Forster, 2006). The long term and negative effects of the financial crisis on unemployment levels
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and wages, coupled with the rising attraction of the consumerist lifestyle have considerably increased the
risk of individuals borrowing from the illegal lending market (Scaglione, 2014).
Information relating to the prevalence and nature of usury is very limited. In the UK, illegal lending has
tended to be relatively local, small-scale operations that have generally fallen outside activities of organised
crime (Ellison et al., 2006). However, OCGs are becoming increasingly involved in loan sharking activities,
not least for the scope it offers for laundering funds derived of other illicit activities and, in contrast to the UK,
there is strong evidence of OC involvement in Italy (Savona & Riccardi, 2015). In the UK context, OC
involvement tends to be larger-scale business lending, with enforcement being ‘at the extreme end of
violence and extortion’ (Ellison et al., 2010, p. 26). In Italy, usury has reportedly been used to infiltrate and
take over legitimate small businesses that have not been able to access legitimate loans (Savona &
Berlusconi, 2015).
Estimates for the scale of usury are extremely scarce, with no overall estimates for global or EU-wide illegal
lending revenues or victim numbers available. At national level, Savona & Riccardi (2015) found that
estimations of the revenues generated by illicit lending are only available in a few EU Member states, most
notably for Italy and the UK, although there is evidence of OCG involvement in usury France and the
Netherlands. Estimates for Italy and the UK have been drawn together by Savona & Riccardi (2015, p. 82)
and indicate that usury revenues are potentially high; however, notwithstanding the incompatible years and
victim groups that have been measured, these estimates also highlight large revenue differences between
the two countries – which may be a reflection of the level of OC involvement in usury in the Italy and the UK:


Italy: Between 3.1 and 6.2 billion euro revenues generated with 372,000 companies affected in 2012
(Scaglione, 2014).



UK: 175.1 million euro profit generated with almost 165,000 households using illegal loans in 2005
(Ellison et al., 2006).

Organised property crime
Organised property crime is a significant problem affecting all EU MS. It is usually carried out by highly
mobile organised crime groups (MOCGs) with relatively few members, who target a specific area for a short
period of time before then moving on to another region (Europol, 2015a). This mobility is a defining feature
of these OCGs, in terms of the nature of the threat they pose and their widespread impact within the EU
(Europol, 2013). The primary driver for the kinds of goods/items that MOCGs steal is demand for specific
goods and their resale value (Europol, 2013).
Organised property crimes involve a diverse variety of targets, which generally fall within the following main
categories (see, for example, Europol, 2013; Mills et al., 2013; Savona & Riccardi, 2015):


Theft of cash and valuables in transit



Distraction/residential burglary



Armed robbery



Organised shoplifting



Metal theft



Plant theft



Cargo/freight theft
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Vehicle theft



Theft of pharmaceuticals

OC involvement in the theft of cultural goods, such as antiquities and works of art, is relatively limited with
only a few incidents reported per year: theft of these kinds of goods tend to be carried out more by individual
offenders than OCGs (Europol, 2015a). A number of trends have been noted across MS in some of the key
target categories:


Increases in OCGs targeting elderly people using a variety of scams or deception (Europol, 2013).



Many MS have seen a significant rise in residential burglaries committed by OCGs (Europol, 2015a).



In recent years metal theft, and particularly theft of copper, has been an increasing problem across all
MS. OCGs are taking advantage of differences in individual MS legislation relating to the sale and
processing of scrap metal, with metal stolen in one MS then being sold elsewhere in the EU (Europol,
2013).



Increases have been noted in recent years in the level of cargo thefts (Europol, 2013). For example,
the number of reported cargo thefts in the EU increased from 555 incidents in 2011, to 689 incidents
in 2012 – an increase of 24% - although it should be noted that cargo theft is heavily under-reported
throughout the EU (FreightWatch International, 2013). Nevertheless, this trend appears to be
stabilising as Europol (2015) report that in the past two years, the number of cargo thefts has not
increased and that the average value of goods stolen is decreasing.



Organised theft of motor vehicles has seen a stable to declining trend, but theft of heavy vehicles,
such as farming or construction machines/vehicles, buses and trailers has risen recently, largely from
demand arising in Eastern Europe (Europol, 2013, 2015a).

Assessing the scale and/or the value of revenues arising from organised property crime is problematic.
There are very few sources that provide estimations relating to organised property crime, either as a whole
or in relation to specific targeted goods or categories. However, some statistics and estimations are
available for a number of the key target areas, most notably, cargo/freight theft, which can provide a broad
indication of the depth of the threat organised property crime as a whole poses and the illicit revenues that
may arise from these offences.
The European Parliament’s study on organised theft of commercial vehicles and their loads in the EU
(European Parliament, 2007, p. iii) defines organised theft as: “[…] all vehicle and/or freight theft of which the
circumstance of the crime suggest that the theft was well-planned and that the robbers knew exactly what
the target goods of the theft were”.
The total annual loss value arising from this kind of organised property crime is estimated to be in excess of
8.2 billion euro across the EU, which provides a clear illustration of the magnitude of the losses and the scale
of the problem (estimate based on data drawn from the Transported Asset Protection Associated (TAPA)
EMEA ISS incident information database) (European Parliament, 2007). This is a broad-based estimation
that includes the direct cost of the thefts, plus the indirect, or secondary costs arising from repairing damage
to vehicles/trailer and replacing stock; and costs associated with reputational damage (loss of customer
confidence), and additional shipping and security costs (European Parliament, 2007). A further illustration of
the scope of the problem is provided in the Cargo Theft Report (Europol, 2009), which estimates annual
losses in 2007 relating solely to cargo/freight theft (that is, excluding theft of commercial vehicles and
secondary costs) to be in excess of 424.4 million euro across the 27 EU MS.
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Organised property crime can represent the primary enterprise of an OCG; however, it can also be a
subsidiary activity used to finance the OCG and its involvement in other illicit activities, such as fraud,
smuggling, illicit trade, money laundering, drug dealing, and corruption (Europol, 2009; Interpol, 2014;
PSNI/An Garda Síochána, 2012). Estimates relating to the percentage of organised property crime
proceeds that are laundered are rather unclear, not least due to the diverse range of activities and targets
that are associated with this area of OC. However, estimates that are available suggest the percentage of
illicit proceeds laundered from organised property crime to be relatively modest. For example, estimates for
specific types of theft, such as burglary, theft of vehicles and shoplifting, indicate that between 2-10% of
these illicit proceeds are laundered (ECOLEF, 2013). Similarly, theft/acquisitive crimes carried out by OCGs
is estimated to account for 4% of cash used in money laundering schemes, although it should be noted that
VAT fraud is also included in this figure (ECOLEF, 2013).

A.1.3 Vulnerabilities2
A number of ML vulnerabilities have been considered in the analysis of ML risk in Italy, the Netherlands and
United Kingdom, and they are discussed in the Final Report. Here focus is posed on those two which play a
crucial role in easing ML activities and for which an innovative analysis has been carried out by IARM:


Cash-intensiveness



Opacity of business ownership

Some background is discussed here, while details on how these risk factors have been measured and how
proxies are calculated are presented in each country annex (A2, A3 and A4).

Cash-intensiveness
The use of cash as ML/TF risk factor has been highlighted by numerous studies (FATF, 2010a, 2013b; IMF,
2011; World Bank, 2011) and stressed in various national risk-assessment exercises, for example in Italy
(CSF, 2014), in the UK (HM Treasury, 2015) and in the US (U.S. Department of the Treasury, 2015).
Cash is a facilitator for committing crimes and for laundering the proceeds of crime. It is anonymous and
cannot normally be traced. It is a bearer negotiable instrument which gives no details either on the origin of
the proceeds or on the beneficiary of the exchange (Soudijn & Reuter, 2016). This makes it harder for law
enforcement to follow the audit trail (Riccardi & Levi, 2017). It can be relatively easily moved or transported;
it is not restricted to specific offences nor to specific money laundering phases or activities (Europol, 2015b;
U.S. Department of the Treasury, 2015).
In this report it is assumed that those territories and business sectors where the use of cash is more
intensive are at higher ML/TF risk. In particular, for the purpose of the analysis, the concept of cash
intensiveness is broken down in two sub-dimensions, which are discussed below:


high use of cash as a means of payment in the legal economy;



high cash-intensive nature of businesses and sectors.

Intensive use of cash as means of payment
The first sub-dimension is analysed only in Italy. It must be noted that, as hard to trace, cash is also hard to
measure routinely (Riccardi & Levi, 2017). Because cash payments are not usually recorded, there are no
direct proxies of how (for which purpose, how often, in which form) it is used by individuals and businesses.

2 Section written by Riccardo Milani and Michele Riccardi, Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore - Transcrime
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Therefore cash-intensiveness as means of payment is measured through a range of proxies. In Italy, they
include the so-called cash-ratio (see A.2), which measures the share of transactions carried out in cash out
of the total volume of payment transactions.
Given available data, it is possible to measure this ratio at sub-national regional level only in Italy. While
national aggregate figures can be calculated for each EU MS. On average (2011-2015) in the EU about 42%
of payments are made in cash, but large differences exist across countries: if in Finland, the UK, France and
Sweden the cash-ratio is below 30%, in Greece, Bulgaria and Romania banknotes and coins are used for
more than 80% of payments. Among big countries, also Germany and Italy record high values (respectively
65% and 53.2%).

Table 2 – Cash-ratio across European countries. First and last 5 countries
Country

Cash-ratio (average 2011-2015)

1. Greece

88.8%

2. Bulgaria

86.8%

3. Romania

84.8%

4. Slovakia

73.6%

5. Latvia

70.9%

[…]
24. Netherlands

33.8%

25. Finland

28.7%

26. United Kingdom

27.0%

27. France

25.3%

28. Sweden

23.4%

Euro Area

46.8%

European Union

41.9%
Source: Riccardi & Levi, 2017

These differences across countries may be driven by different factors, including maximum thresholds on the
use of cash posed by regulation (see below), financial culture, ageing of the population and availability of
alternative payment instruments, first of all point-of-sales (POS) among merchants. As regards the latter, the
table below presents the first 10 countries in the European Union (and UK) by number of POS per capita.
Luxembourg ranks first, representing an outlier, followed by Italy, UK and Spain. It has to be noted that much
depends on the nature of the local economy, as POS diffusion much varies across economic sectors, with
hotels, restaurants and retail trade on top.

Table 3 – First 10 EU countries with highest POS rate
EU countries
Luxembourg

POS terminals per million inhabitants
260,596
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Italy

32,596

United Kingdom

30,077

Spain

29,841

Finland

27,985

Portugal

27,645

Cyprus

26,931

Netherlands

26,273

Denmark

24,639

Croatia

24,551
18,758.47

EU AREA (median)

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration of ECB (2016: 54)
Another factor influencing cash-use is related to the presence of maximum thresholds for the use of cash.
The set of rules largely vary worldwide. Practices range from cash thresholds on all types of goods to
thresholds on certain types of goods; from maximum limits per day/month and per person and per type of
consumer (e.g. resident versus non-resident). Some countries have no thresholds at all, while others require
businesses accepting large amounts of cash to report these transactions to the public authority or respond to
the same AML obligations pending on banks or professionals (Riccardi & Levi, 2017).
As regards the European Union: Italy, France, Belgium, Spain, Poland and other member states all have
maximum thresholds for cash purchases, which range between 1,000 euro (e.g. in France, for French
residents) to 15,000 euro (e.g. in Poland for all consumers or in Spain for non-residents). In Romania, cash
payments are limited to 10,000 RON (about 2,300 euro) per person per day. In Germany, Austria, Slovenia
and in some Baltic countries no limitations exist, while in Hungary they apply only if the transaction is made
by legal persons.
High cash-intensive nature of businesses
Beyond cash as a means of payment, also cash-intensive businesses are frequently highlighted as facilitator
of laundering activities by criminals and terrorists (Gilmour & Ridley, 2015; Riccardi & Levi, 2017). A
business can be considered highly cash-intensive if:
(i)

it operates mainly on cash-transaction basis;

(ii)

its assets consist mostly of cash or current assets.

Although empirical studies in this field are lacking, economic activities such as restaurants, casinos, car
washes, retail trade shops and supermarkets are often reported as examples of cash-intensive businesses
(FATF, 2010a; Savona & Riccardi, 2015; Gilmour & Ridley, 2015; Gilmour, 2014; Di Bono, Cincimino,
Riccardi, & Berlusconi, 2015; Riccardi, 2014).
In this report, cash-intensive businesses are identified looking at the nature of their assets. In particular,
proxies for cash-intensiveness adopted for Italy, Netherlands and the UK are indirect measures of how much
companies in a certain sector detain assets in cash or liquidity. For this purpose, two financial ratios are used
(see O’Regan, 2006):
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the average ratio cash/total assets of the companies operating in a certain sector, which measures
the weight of cash & equivalents on a company’s total assets.



the average ratio current assets/total assets, which respect to the previous one takes into account,
besides cash, other types of current assets (e.g. trade receivables, inventory, etc).

As for how these ratios are measured, and with which data, see below in each relevant national section of
the Annex (A2, A3 and A4).

Opacity of business ownership
The need for ownership information has been emphasised in the FATF Recommendations - in particular
Recommendation 10, 24, 25 - (FATF, 2012b, para. 10) and in the 4th AMLD (EC, 2015, paras 14–17). The
4th AMLD stresses the need for accurate and up-to-date information on the BO as a key factor in tracing
criminals who might otherwise hide their identity behind a corporate structures (EC, 2015, paras 14–17).
Establishing beneficial ownership of legal entities, from securities issuers to trading counterparties and
clients, is considered one of the most effective to combat financial crime, including money laundering (BvD,
2015; Egmont Group, 2015). Hiding the beneficial ownership behind corporate veils allows BO to conceal the
illegal source of funds, to avoid tax or to carry out “off-balance sheet” operations (Riccardi & Savona, 2013;
The World Bank & UNODC, 2011).
For these reasons, legal and beneficial ownership information and information regarding the source of the
corporate vehicle’s assets can assist law enforcement and other competent authorities by identifying those
natural persons who may be responsible for the underlying illegal activity (FATF, 2014). In responding to the
demand for transparency, most jurisdictions have passed legislation mandating shareholders to disclose and
report the accumulation of a substantial ownership of shares (Vermeulen, 2012). With a view to enhancing
transparency, Member States should ensure that beneficial ownership information is stored in a central
register located outside the company, in full compliance with Union law (EC, 2015, paras 14–17).
However, devising an effective legal framework that facilitates the disclosure of the “ultimate” beneficial
owner, the “true” ownership of a company can remain opaque or, in many cases, impossible to establish
(Fenwick & Vermeulen, 2016). One way to keep it secret is using formal nominee shareholders and directors
where the identity of the nominator is undisclosed or informal nominee shareholders and directors, such as
close associates and family (FATF, 2014).
In IARM analysis, thanks to the access to BvD data and to the development of an innovative set of proxies,
an exploratory analysis of the degree of opacity of business ownership in Italy, the Netherlands and the UK
has been conducted. In particular, the concept of low transparency of business ownership has been broken
down and studied in two categories:


High level of complexity of businesses’ ownership structure



Business ownership connections with risky jurisdictions

The exploration is only the first attempt to investigate how European companies are controlled, by whom and
for which purpose. The analysis is limited by lack of coverage, as in some countries (e.g. the Netherlands)
information on shareholders and beneficial owners (e.g. nationality) is available only for a low number of
registered companies. Therefore, results of the analysis should be taken cautiously.
Level of complexity of businesses’ ownership structure
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The ability to easily create complex ownership structures to hide beneficial ownership has been identified as
a key ML risk factor (FATF, 2014, 2013b; EURODAD, 2015; FATF, 2014; HM Treasury, 2015). Systems of
companies structured in a ‘Chinese boxes’ fashion make it hard to identify who ultimately control these
companies and which assets can be linked with funds of illicit origin (Riccardi & Savona, 2013; HM Revenue
& Customs, 2010; Alves & Moreira, 2015).
In this report, it is assumed that companies which show excessively complex or anomalous corporate
ownership structure are at higher ML/TF risk. For operationalising the notion of ownership complexity, an
indicator retrieved from BvD data has been used: the so-called Beneficial ownership (BO) distance, which
measures the number of steps separating the legal entity from those natural persons who actually and
ultimately own the company (see section A.2, A.3, A.4 and A.5 for details on how BO distance was
calculated).

Business ownership connections with risky jurisdictions
Another factor which has been taken into account by IARM analysis of ML risk is the degree of connections
that one country has with natural or legal persons resident in off-shore countries and in other ‘risky’
jurisdictions, i.e. those which show low levels of financial and banking transparency.
Information on company accounts, ownership and other corporate information is not always easy to consult
or access (OECD, 2014). Identifying and accessing this information can allow LEA and to “follow the money”
in financial investigations involving suspect accounts/assets held by corporate vehicles (FATF, 2014).
However, the presence of bank secrecy laws, poor bank regulation and other areas of deficiency in certain
jurisdictions make it difficult to perform effective financial investigations and facilitate money laundering
schemes (FATF, 2010b). When companies locate in jurisdictions with laws in place to protect financial
secrecy or with weak requirements to disclose ownership information it is not possible to fully follow the audit
trail (Blum, Levi, Naylor, & Williams, 1999; EURODAD, 2015; OECD, 2009).
For assessing this risk, IARM has developed an innovative methodology, based on data provided by BvD
and Tax Justice Network, which combines the volume of shareholders and BOs of certain jurisdictions
weighted by a measure of the opacity of the same jurisdictions (see A.2, A.3, A.4 and A.5 for details on how
this was conducted).

A.1.4 Consequences3
Introduction
This chapter shows that although we have numerous analyses of what the consequences of money
laundering could be, the empirical underpinning is generally lacking. The FATF guidance for NRAs (FATF,
2013a, p. 7) defines the consequence of ML (or TF) as “the impact or harm that ML or TF may cause and
includes the effect of the underlying criminal and terrorist activity on financial systems and institutions, as
well as the economy and society more generally.” This would mean that the consequence of money
laundering includes all the consequences of all different predicate crimes, making it a very diffuse and broad
subject. This chapter focuses on consequences of money laundering and leave out the consequences of the
(often unknown) predicate crimes. The FATF guidance for NRAs (FATF, 2013a, p. 7) admits that
3 Section written by Joras Ferwerda, VU Amsterdam, the Netherlands
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determining and estimating the consequences of money laundering can be so challenging that focusing the
NRA on the other risk factors – threats and vulnerabilities – is justified. This chapter points out that indeed
the empirical research on the consequences of money laundering is still in its infancy.
Most crimes eventually have a clear effect: A dead body (murder), a missing item (theft) or a counterfeit
product, yet money laundering should leave no trace at all. On top of that, most crimes have a clear victim,
whereas in the case of money laundering it is unclear who the actual victim is. These two aspects combined
make money laundering often an invisible crime with consequences that are hard to notice. (Joras Ferwerda,
2013, p. 35)
This chapter gives a literature overview of the consequences of money laundering with a specific focus on
the empirical underpinning.

Literature overview of the consequences of money laundering
The literature mentions one clear consequence of the criminalization of money laundering for law
enforcement agencies: they now have an additional opportunity to catch criminals. A comprehensive
literature review yields 24 other consequences that money laundering can have on the real and the financial
sector, as shown in Table 4. Money laundering can affect the real economy by distorting consumption,
savings, investment, inflation, competition, trade and employment. Furthermore, money laundering can affect
the financial sector with an increased risk on the solvability, liquidity, reputation and integrity of the sector.
Money laundering, on the other hand, could also be good for the economy, e.g. because it increases the
profits for the financial sector and leads to a greater availability of credit. The literature is therefore not
conclusive on whether money laundering would have a net positive or negative effect on the economy in the
long run.
Table 4 - The consequences of money laundering as mentioned in the literature

Economic
1. Law enforcement gets a second
chance
2. Distortion of consumption
3. Distortion of investment and
savings
4. Artificial increase in prices
5. Unfair competition
6. Changes in imports and exports
7. More (or less) economic growth

Not
economic
X

Effect in which Sector?
Public and
Real Financial
monetary

4

Short
term

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Long
term

X
X
X
X
X

4 The sources for each consequence are listed in the Annex. Although this literature overview is based on an extensive literature
research, its completeness can, of course, not be guaranteed. This literature review is based on a systematic reviewing of the
publications by international organisations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Organisation for Economic Development
(OECD) and the Financial Action Task Force (FATF). In addition we browsed through Econlit, an economic search database that
includes about 750 journals and over 44,000 working papers. We also used the search engine of the Dutch Central Catalogue (NCC),
which includes around 14 million books and 500 000 magazines and Google Scholar. We analysed the Journal of Money Laundering
Control and the Journal of Financial Crime. Moreover, we followed the references that were made in the retrieved articles in order to find
more literature on the consequences of money laundering. It is not in all sources clear whether the consequences of money laundering
are described, or also (or only) the effect of anti-money laundering policy. This overview is an updated version of the literature overview
that has been published in Unger et al. (2006, pp. 110–111). Also the description and explanation that follows is consequently based on
Unger et al. (2006), Unger (2007) and (Joras Ferwerda, 2013).
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8. Change in output income and
employment
9. Higher/lower revenues for the
public sector
10. Threatens privatisation
11. Changes in the demand for
money, interest and exchange
rates
12. Increase in the volatility of
interest and exchange rates
13. Greater availability of credit
14. Higher capital inflows/outflows
15. Changes in foreign direct
investment
16. Risk for the financial sector,
solvability and liquidity
17. Profits for the financial sector
18. Reputation of the financial
sector
19. Illegal business contaminates
legal business
20. Distortion of economic statistics
21. Corruption and bribery
22. Increase in crime
23. Undermines political institutions
24. Undermines foreign policy
goals
25. Increase in terrorism

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration
Hardly any of the consequences listed in Table 4 are supported by empirical evidence. Most of them are
theorized and some even seem to have no traceable source at all. Bartlett (2002) might be a good example
of this with explanations like ‘it is clear from available evidence’, without ever mentioning this evidence. To
our knowledge, this suggested evidence simply does not exist. Empirical research on the consequences of
money laundering is mainly hampered by the lack of a reliable estimate of the amount of money laundering
in every country in every year (Levi & Reuter, 2006, p. 294). Unger et al. (2006) conclude that ‘most literature
on money laundering effects is pure speculation [..] one source refers to the other source, without much of
an empirical solid back up’. All these consequences of money laundering are in need of empirical testing.
Mainly economists, like Tanzi (1997), Baker (2005), Quirk (1997), and Ferwerda (2009) attempt to estimate
these effects. The section below describes most consequences and will focus on the relevant empirical
studies and observations that we do have. This chapter will only shortly or not at all discuss those
consequences for which we have no empirical studies or observations.

Law enforcement agencies get a second chance
The criminalization of money laundering gives law enforcement agencies a second chance to catch the
criminal. The criminal that got away might still reveal himself when he starts to invest the money he made
from his crime. Even if the police are unable to proof the original crime, the criminal can still be convicted for
money laundering, and the proceeds of the crime can be confiscated. All is well that ends well. This idea
seems the reason money laundering was criminalized in the first place. When the US found out that it could
not win the ‘war on drugs’, it decided to go after the money made from the drugs trade. In 1986, the Money
Laundering Control Act was enacted, which basically started a ‘war on drugs money’ (J. Ferwerda, 2012).
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It might seem easy to get an idea how big this consequence is as we have statistics on how many
convictions for money laundering occurred, but it is actually more complicated. The criminals convicted for
money laundering exist of two subgroups; some of them are detected while laundering their money and
convicted consequently for money laundering and possibly also the predicate crime, while others are caught
for the predicate crime and subsequently also or only convicted for money laundering. While the size of the
former gives us an idea of how many criminals are actually caught because of the criminalization of money
laundering, the latter is simply a different labeling of the crime the criminal is eventually convicted for. To
make it even more complicated, it could also happen that a criminal draws the attention of the law
enforcement agencies while laundering the money, but that the criminal is eventually convicted for only the
predicate crime. For instance in Ireland, money laundering is often harder to proof than the predicate crime.
Consequently, the authorities normally prosecute only the predicate crime, which results in low conviction
rates for money laundering. Basically the opposite is true in the Netherlands, where authorities quite often
5
only charge the criminal for money laundering to increase the chance to get the criminal behind bars .
Therefore, a simple analysis of money laundering conviction rates is uninformative.

Distortion of (statistics on) consumption, investment, savings, imports and exports, output,
income and employment
The criminalization of money laundering might make criminals spend their money differently (J. Walker,
1995). Criminals might buy or invest solely for money laundering purposes (like real estate), might not buy
something because it might attract the attention of the authorities (e.g. jewellers that have to report possible
money laundering transactions), or buy things in a different way or at another supplier to avoid the suspicion
of money laundering. When this different spending and investing pattern is related to foreign produced
goods, it also has its effect on imports and exports. This consequence seems to be particularly relevant for
developing countries (Bartlett, 2002, p. 20), where rich criminals spend their money on imported luxury
goods.
But do criminals really consume significantly different than normal people? Unger (2007, p. 122) did a simple
comparison on spending behaviour of criminals and normal people to verify this effect. Meloen et al. (2003)
analyses the spending behaviour of criminals in the Netherlands, based on confiscated proceeds in 52 court
cases. After comparing this spending behaviour with the asset ownership of Dutch households (based on
Alessie, Hochguertel, & Soest, 2002, p. 358), Unger (2007, p. 128) concludes that ‘at a first glance, the
patterns seem to not be extremely diverse’. Therefore we have to expect that, at least in the Netherlands, the
size of these distortion effects is not that large.
Walker (1995, p. 33) uses an input output model to estimate that if A$1 million of laundered money is
invested in dwelling properties rather than in more productive sectors of the economy, the Australian
economy on average loses A$1.126 million of output, A$609,000 income and 25 jobs. Note that this is a
hypothetical situation. Walker (1995) was not able to measure or estimate whether this different spending
behaviour actually happens.

Artificial increase in prices and unfair competition
Holding on to illegally acquired funds is incriminating, so criminals attempt to convert them into assets (like
real estate or a business) that are less conspicuous. Because of their large funds, criminals will outbid
honest buyers to acquire such assets (J. Walker, 1995, p. 33). Not only is this unfair competition, it also
artificially increases prices. Keh (1996, p. 5) gives anecdotal evidence of this effect by describing land
purchases by the Medellin group in the 1980s which pushed up prices from US$ 500 to US$ 2000 per
5 Based on interviews conducted in the EU-funded project ECOLEF (see Unger, Ferwerda, Broek, & Deleanu, 2014).
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hectare. Since the profits made by the Medellin group in the 1980s can be considered an outlier, it is unclear
to what extent this also holds for other countries and other times.

Higher capital inflows / outflows and its effects
Walker (1999, p. 25) concludes that worldwide money laundering is ‘heavily concentrated in Europe and
North America’. The reasons for this probably lie in the more advanced financial systems of the western
world, and the fact that these countries are a good place to enjoy a luxurious life (Baker, 2005). This
geographic concentration of money laundering has its effect on capital flows worldwide. Proceeds of crime
arise from all around the world and, when a large proportion of this money finds its way into the western
economies, it means that it subtracts money from other parts of the world. Baker (2005) estimates that about
US$ 500–800 billion flows from the developing and transitional economies into the financial systems in the
west. The money laundering process thus removes a significant amount of capital (and therefore, potential
development) from developing countries. He concludes that the rich are getting richer and the poor are
getting poorer—as average income globally is increasing, while at the same time the number of people living
below the poverty line is increasing—and suggests that this flow of capital might be one of the important
reasons behind it. Baker (2005) estimates that, for every US$ 1 of foreign aid sent to developing nations by
the west, US$ 10 finds its way back to the west ‘under the table’ by means of illicit financial flows.
Tanzi (1997) estimates the outflows of cash money from the US by calculating the difference between
money printed and the money circulating in the US. This analysis led to the estimate that $5 billion cash
money was flowing out of the US in 1984. Tanzi (1997) allocates this outflow to illegal drugs trade, but one
should not neglect the possibility that cash money was taken out of the US for legal reasons, such as safe
investment or for the use of an alternative currency.
These unanticipated inflows and outflows of money lead to volatility in exchange rates and interest rates and
directly affect the demand for money in the respective countries (Tanzi, 1997, p. 8; McDonell, 1998, p. 10;
Camdessus, 1998, p. 2; FATF, 2002, p. 3; Boorman & Ingves, 2001, p. 9). It seems that the implicit
assumption for these effects is that money laundering flows are irregular in size and destination. Since direct
measurement of money laundering is impossible and since our estimation models so far give no indications
on the size and destination over time, one can only speculate about the extent to which this is the case.
Countries can also get less capital inflows due to a bad reputation, coming from negative evaluations of their
anti-money laundering policies or detected money laundering operations. This reputation effect is similar for
the financial sector.

Effects for the financial sector
If launderers’ economic behaviour is less predictable than those of conventional investors, this could be a
risk for the solvability and liquidity of the financial sector (Alldridge, 2002, p. 310). The literature seems to
suggest that an even bigger concern for the financial sector is the effect of money laundering on its
reputation. When money laundering operations are detected, the financial sector—specifically those financial
institution it concerns—will lose credibility and customer confidence (Bartlett, 2002).

Greater availability of credit and changes in foreign direct investment
If money is brought to a specific country for laundering, its financial institutions might have higher profits and
deposits, which leads to higher credit availability, even for legitimate businesses (Unger, 2007, p. 140). The
reputation of being a country with high money laundering inflows however can have a detrimental effect on
foreign direct investment (Boorman & Ingves, 2001, p. 9).
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Although it is not the result of published scientific research, it might be worthwhile to discuss here also
another observation, namely that money launderers might have even saved banks. In an interview with the
Observer (December 13, 2009) Antonio Maria Costa (head of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime)
stated drug money saved our banks during the financial crisis. When banks stopped lending money, drug
money was the only liquid investment capital available. Costa has seen evidence that € 238 billion worth of
drug money was laundered during the financial crisis. Adding these amounts of money during financial
downtimes actually stabilizes financial markets. Unfortunately, the statement of Costa is just anecdotal and
the evidence he speaks of has never been made publicly available.

Increases in crime
Money laundering could increase crime. Money laundering makes criminal activities worthwhile and provides
criminal organizations with capital they can use to further expand their criminal activities (Mackrell, 1997).
Ferwerda (2009) finds a relation between money laundering and crime when estimating the effect of antimoney laundering policy on other crimes. If governments succeed in making money laundering difficult, then
6
becoming a criminal will be less attractive since it will be harder to enjoy the ill-gotten gains–even when the
crimes that are committed result in large gains and are not detected. Therefore anti-money laundering policy
might not only decrease money laundering, but also crime in general.
Ferwerda (2009) theorizes this reasoning and assesses whether this reasoning can be found empirically. To
do so, one needs to quantify the level of crime and the effectiveness of anti-money laundering policy in each
country. Although one can argue crime levels are not precisely measureable, data such as police records of
total crimes committed can be used to approximate levels of crime.
Data on the effectiveness of anti-money laundering policy is more cumbersome to acquire. Ferwerda &
Bosma (2007) completely reapplied the scores in FATF mutual evaluations to make them more comparable
in an cross-national study. They consistently applied 680 cross-country comparable scores to measure the
degree of anti-money laundering policy in 17 countries. Ferwerda (2009) used this data in an econometric
study to estimate the relation between anti-money laundering policy and crime, taking into account country
characteristics such as the legal framework, economic strength, levels of corruption and public enforcement.
The conclusion of this econometric research suggests that anti-money laundering policy can be used to
reduce crime levels, and that especially more intense international cooperation in the fight against money
laundering is associated with lower crime rates. This result is in line with the idea that we can make crime
less worthwhile by fighting money laundering.

The effect of money laundering on economic growth
Money laundering can dampen economic growth, because of all the above mentioned effects, like its
damaging effect on financial institutions (Tanzi, 1997, p. 96), distorted investments and facilitation of crime
and corruption (Bartlett, 2002, p. 18). On the other hand, money laundering could also have positive effects
for a country, for example due to more capital inflows and great availability of credit (Unger, 2007, p. 140).
The question therefore is whether the net result for a country would be positive or negative.
Quirk (1997) used the economic growth model of Barro (1991) to estimate the effect of money laundering on
economic growth. Quirk changed Barro’s growth model by replacing the human capital variable with a money
laundering variable. As he had no estimates of money laundering, he used countries’ crime levels as a proxy

6 How AML policy influences the incentives of (potential) criminals is modeled in Ferwerda (2009), one can use this model to show
algebraically that anti-money laundering policy reduces crime.
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variable instead. This led him to basically not estimate the effect of money laundering specifically, but the
effect of crime in general. Quirk found that money laundering (actually crime) dampens economic growth.
Ferwerda & Bosma (2005) did a follow-up study on the work of Quirk. They also estimated the effect of
money laundering on economic growth based on Barro, but used six different actual estimates of money
7
laundering for 17 countries, all based on the Walker model and the adjusted Walker model. To test the
robustness of Quirk’s results, the crime level was also used as a proxy for money laundering. It turned out
that the result found in Quirk (1997)—that money laundering dampens economic growth—was consistent
with Ferwerda & Bosma’s study. Higher values in the six different estimates of money laundering and the
crime rate were all associated with lower economic growth rates. Since Ferwerda & Bosma had estimates of
8
crime and money laundering, they were able to estimate their effects separately . Their research showed
that while money laundering itself does not dampen economic growth, the crime that is intermingled with it
does. Hence, it might not be the actual capital flow from money laundering that is hurting the economy, but
the criminals that follow this money or the crime that this money finances.

Conclusion
This chapter shows that there are 25 theorized consequences of money laundering, but that there have been
only several attempts to find the empirical underpinnings for these consequences. For those consequences
for which we an empirical estimation or example, we generally have only one. In this report we try to provide
a quantitative approach complementary to the national risk assessments that have to be performed in
different countries. The fact that we do not have any empirical indications for most consequences and
otherwise only a single experimental study without robustness checks makes it clearly unfeasible to include
them in our quantitative research. This is in line with the statement of the FATF that focusing on the threats
and vulnerabilities is justified (FATF, 2013a, p. 7). One can also see in already performed and published
national risk assessments that the consequences are not included in the risk evaluations (see van der Veen
& Ferwerda, 2016). We follow this tradition and restrict ourselves to this chapter qualitatively describing the
possible consequences of money laundering.

7 Walker pioneered estimating the amount of money laundering worldwide, see Walker (1995). His model was modified by Unger et al.
(2006).
8 The money laundering estimations that Ferwerda & Bosma (2005) used are from the estimation models of Walker (1995) and Unger
et al. (2006). The methodological problem that we should highlight is that one of the main inputs of these estimation models is crime,
which could hurt the pureness of estimations of Ferwerda & Bosma (2005) that include crime and money laundering simultaneously.
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A.2 – ANNEX CHAPTER 2: ITALY9
A.2.1 Italian National Risk Assessment
ML NRA – Money Laundering National Risk Assessment
The first ML National Risk Assessment (NRA) was conducted in 2014, in compliance with FATF
Recommendation n. 1, by the Financial Security Committee (CSF - Comitato di Sicurezza Finanziaria). The
methodological approach adopted by the NRA encompasses:


An assessment of the inherent ML and TF risks, through identification of threats and vulnerabilities of
the socio-economic system;



An assessment of the effectiveness of the AML/CFT regime at preventive, investigative and
repressive level;

The NRA focuses on the categories of entities subject to AML/CFT obligations (financial intermediaries,
professionals, non-financial operators). For each of them, it provides a list of recommended measures
suggesting priorities for adoption.
In terms of main findings, the NRA suggests that the risk of money laundering in Italy is significant in
particular due to:


the presence of domestic criminal organizations (first of all, Italian mafias)



the economy that is largely cash-based



the relatively high levels of tax evasion and corruption.

FATF Mutual Evaluation Report (MER)
In February 2016, the FATF Mutual Evaluation Report (MER) of Italy was published as a result of the
AML/CFT assessment conducted in 2015 (including on-site visits). The report, in line with FATF 2013
methodology (FATF, 2013b; Dawe, 2013), assesses the level of compliance of Italy with the 40 FATF
Recommendations and the level of effectiveness of its AML/CFT system.
According to the MER, Italy faces significant ML risks but has a “mature and sophisticated AML/CFT regime,
with a correspondingly well-developed legal and institutional framework” (FATF, 2016, p. 19). In particular,
as far as technical compliance is concerned, Italy is evaluated as compliant (see taxonomy in FATF, 2013b,
p. 5) for 10 Recommendations; largely compliant with 26; partially compliant with 4 recommendations. No
recommendations are rated as non-compliant (FATF, 2016, p. 14). In terms of effectiveness, 11 aspects
were rated from high to low, with the result of 8 aspects of substantial effectiveness and 3 with moderate
effectiveness.

9 Written by Riccardo Milani and Michele Riccardi, Transcrime – Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore (Italy)
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Table 5 – Italy AML Effectiveness & Technical Compliance Ratings
(High, Substantial, Moderate, Low)
Immediate outcome

Rating

Immediate outcome

Rating

IO.1 – Risk, policy and coordination

Substantial

IO.7 – ML investigation &
prosecution

Substantial

IO.2 – International cooperation

Substantial

IO.8 – Confiscation

Substantial

IO.3 – Supervision

Moderate

IO.9 – TF investigation &
prosecution

Substantial

IO.4 – Preventive measures

Moderate

IO.10 – TF preventive measures &
financial sanctions

Moderate

IO.5 – Legal persons and
arrangements

Substantial

IO.11 – PF financial sanctions

Substantial

IO.6 – Financial intelligence

Substantial

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration of FATF Mutual Evaluation Report (2016)

Table 6 – Technical Compliance Ratings of the 40 AML & CFT FATF Recommendations
C = Compliant, LC = Largely Compliant, PC = Partially Compliant
Recommendation

Rating

Recommendation

Rating

R.1 – Assessing risk & applying riskbased approach

LC

R.21 – Tipping-off and confidentiality

LC

R.2 – National cooperation and
coordination

LC

R.22 – DNFBPs: Customer due diligence

LC

R.3 – Money laundering offence

LC

R.23 – DNFBPs: Other measures

LC

R.4 – Confiscation & provisional
measures

C

R.24 – Transparency & BO of legal
persons

LC

R.5 – Terrorist financing offence

C

R.25 – Transparency & BO of legal
arrangements

LC

R.6 – Targeted financial sanctions –
terrorism & terrorist financing

LC

R.26 – Regulation and supervision of
financial institutions

LC

R.7 – Targeted financial sanctions proliferation

PC

R.27 – Powers of supervision

LC

R.8 – Non-profit organisations

LC

R.28 – Regulation and supervision of
DNFBPs

LC

R.9 – Financial institution secrecy

C

R.29 – Financial intelligence units

LC
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laws
R.10 – Customer due diligence

LC

R.30 – Responsibilities of law enforcement
and investigative authorities

C

R.11 – Record keeping

C

R.31 – Powers of law enforcement and
investigative authorities

C

R.12 – Politically exposed persons

LC

R.32 – Cash couriers

LC

R.13 – Correspondent banking

PC

R.33 – Statistics

LC

R.14 – Money or value transfer
services

C

R.34 – Guidance and feedback

LC

R.15 – New technologies

LC

R.35 – Sanctions

PC

R.16 – Wire transfers

PC

R.36 – International instruments

C

R.17 – Reliance on third parties

LC

R.37 – Mutual legal assistance

LC

R.18 – Internal controls and foreign
branches and subsidiaries

LC

R.38 – Mutual legal assistance: freezing
and confiscation

LC

R.19 – Higher-risk countries

C

R.39 – Extradition

C

R.20 – Reporting of suspicious
transactions

LC

R.40 – Other forms of international
cooperation

LC

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration of FATF Mutual Evaluation Report (2016)
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A.2.2 Analysis at sub-national area level in Italy
STEP 1 – 2: ML RISK FACTORS IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATIONALISATION
The table below illustrates the variables and proxies considered in the IARM analysis in Italy at territorial level. Last column refers to if the
variable was included in the Principal Component Analysis. Only variables available at NUTS 2 and NUTS 3 level have been considered for
the analysis. As regards criteria for inclusion in the PCA see main report, section 2.2 (step 5).
Table 7 – Risk factors and proxies in Italy – Analysis at provincial level

ML Risk factor
(Threats)

ML Risk subdimension

Proxy
variable

Variable labels

Source

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

Used in
PCA

Mafia
homicides /
Population

MAFIA_HOMICIDES

Ministero
dell'Interno /
ISTAT

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2014

YES

Mafia
associations
(416bis) /
Population

MAFIA_ASSOCIATION

Ministero
dell'Interno /
ISTAT

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2014

YES

Dissolved city
councils /
Population

PA_DISSOLVED

Ministero
dell’Interno /
ISTAT

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2014

YES

Seized
companies /
Registered
companies

SEIZED_COMPANIES

DIA

NUTS 3
(Province)

2013 2014

YES

OC presence

Organised crime
(OC)

OC infiltration
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Confiscated
companies /
Registered
companies

CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

ANBSC

NUTS 3
(Province)

2004 2012

YES

Confiscated
real estate /
Registered
Houses

REAL_ESTATE

ANBSC

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2012

YES

Drug trafficking

Illicit drugs
revenues as
% GDP

DRUG

Giommoni,
2014

NUTS 2 (Region)

2008,
2011,
2012

YES

ITTP

ITTP
revenues as
% GDP

ITTP

Calderoni,
2014

NUTS 2 (Region)

2006 2013

YES

Counterfeiting

Counterfeiting
revenues as
% GDP

COUNTERFEITING

Calderoni,
Favarin,
Garofalo, &
Sarno, 2014

NUTS 2 (Region)

2008

YES

Sexual
exploitation

Sexual
exploitation
as % GDP

SEX_EXPLOITATION

Mancuso, 2014

NUTS 2 (Region)

2004 2009

NO

Extortion
racketeering

Extortion as
%GDP

Illicit markets

EXTORTION

Lisciandra,
2014

2011 –
NUTS 0
(Country)

2012

NO

Transcrime,
2013
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Scaglione,
2014
Usury

Usury as
%GDP

NUTS 0
(Country)

USURY

2010 –
NO
2012

Transcrime
2013
Calderoni et
Trafficking in
firearms

Trafficking in
Firearms as
%GDP

al. 2014
FIREARMS

NUTS 0
(Country)

2010

NO

NUTS 0
(Country)

2011

NO

Transcrime,
2013
Calderoni et

Illegal gambling

Illegal
gambling as
%GDP

al. 2014
GAMBLING
Transcrime,
2013

Corruption

Tax Evasion &
Underground
economy

Corruption

Corruption as
%GDP

CORRUPTION

SAeT, 2010

NUTS 0
(Country)

na

NO

Tax evasion

Tax gap (%)

TAX_GAP

Agenzia delle
Entrate

NUTS 3
(Province)

20012009

YES

Irregular labour

Irregular
labour (%
total labour
units)

IRREGULAR_LABOUR

ISTAT

NUTS 2 (Region)

20012010

YES
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ML Risk factor
(Vulnerabilities)

Cashintensiveness

ML Risk subdimension

High use of cash

Complexity
business
ownership
structure

Variable labels

Source

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

Used in
PCA

Cash-ratio

CASH_RATIO

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration on
ABI data

NUTS 3
(Province)

2011 2015

YES

Bank
deposits as %
of GDP

BANK_DEPOSITS

Banca d’Italia

NUTS 3
(Province)

2014

YES

Point of sales
(POS) per
capita

POS_NUMBER

ABI

NUTS 3
(Province)

2011 2015

YES

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration on
BvD data

NUTS 3
(Province)

Last
available
year

Proxy
variable

BO_DISTANCE
BO distance
BO_DISTANCE_w a

Complexity of
business
ownership

RISKY_BENEFICIAL_OWNER
Ownership links
with risky
jurisdictions

BOs’ risk
score
RISKY_BENEFICIAL_OWNER_w
a

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration on
BvD and TJN
data

NO

YES

NO
NUTS 3
(Province)

Last
available
year
NO
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RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS

NO
Transcrime UCSC
elaboration on
BvD and TJN
data

Shareholders’
risk score

NUTS 3
(Province)

Last
available
year

RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w a

Other
vulnerabilities

Controls and
other variables

Control variables
and ML
measures

YES

REMITTANCES

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration on
Banca d’Italia
and Eurostat

NUTS 3
(Province)

2011 –
2013

YES

Transit hubs
score

TRANSIT_HUB

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration

NUTS 3
(Province)

na

NO

Sub-dimension

Proxy
variable

Variable labels

Source

Available
Disaggregation
level

Covered
years

Used in
PCA

ML measures

STRs / N.
Bank
agencies

STR_BANK

Transcrime –
UCSC
elaboration on
UIF and ABI
data

NUTS 3
(Province)

2012 2014

Used for
validation

ML offences /
Population

ML_OFFENCES

Ministero
dell'Interno –
ISTAT

NUTS 3
(Province)

2004 2013

Used for
validation

High volume of
money
remittances

Money
remittances
as % GDP

Presence of
transit hubs

Used for
validating ML risk
score
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GDP (market
prices)

GDP

Eurostat

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2013

-

GDP per
capita
(market
prices)

GDP_PC

Eurostat

NUTS 3
(Province)

2009 2013

-

Population

POPULATION

Eurostat

NUTS 3
(Province)

2001 2014

-

Controls
Used to calculate
ratios and in
corrplot

a

Variables ending with “_w” are weighted for the average company size in the area so as to control for the presence of multinational companies (see below
for details)

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Here follows a more detailed description of how some proxies have been calculated. The information below
complements what already included in the main body of the report.

Cash-intensiveness: cash-ratio
The level of cash use across Italian areas is measured through three different proxies (see table above).
a) Cash-ratio (discussed in detail below)
b) Bank deposits as % of GDP: it is calculated as the ratio between the monetary value of bank
deposits in a given province i and the GDP of the same province. Available data refer to 2014.
c) Number POS per capita: it is calculated as the average (2011-2015) of the ratio between number of
POS (points of sale) in a given province i and the province population,
As regards the cash-ratio: it is an indirect proxy of cash use (Ardizzi, Petraglia, Piacenza, & Turati, 2014). It
measures the ratio between the economic value of ATM withdrawals, taken as a proxy of cash use
(assuming that all what is withdrawn is used for transaction purposes), on the sum of the total monetary
value of POS operations and ATM withdrawals. For the purpose of this study, only operations (both
withdrawals and POS transactions) with debit cards are considered. In details, given:
i = province
ATM = Withdrawals at ATM (value, euro)
POS = Operations at POS (value, euro)

Information on ATM withdrawals and POS operation is provided for the years 2011 – 2015 by ABI
(Associazione Bancaria Italiana). Cash-ratio is computed for each year from 2011 and 2015 and then
averaged.

Opacity of business ownership
It is analysed with respect to two sub-dimensions: complexity of business ownership and ownership links
with risky jurisdictions.
Complexity of business ownership: BO distance
It is measured through the so-called Beneficial ownership distance (BO distance), provided by Bureau van
Dijk (BvD). BOs in BvD definition are identified as the individual(s) who ultimately own or control an
entity. They are identified by BvD reconstructing the ownership chain until finding natural persons holding
above a certain shareholding. For the purpose of this study it has been decided to set the minimum
thresholds at 10% at the first level of company structure and 10% at further levels. The adopted threshold is
lower than EU Directive definition (25% threshold) but allows for a more comprehensive analysis.
BO distance in BvD definition is the number of ownership levels separating the BO from a given company.
When BO distance equals 1, the company is directly controlled by its BO(s). If the BO distance equals 2, it
means that between a given company and its BO(s), there is another intermediate corporate entity.
BO distance is provided by BvD for each company and for each one of its BO(s), like in the example below:
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Company name

BO - First name

BO - Last name

BO - Country

6.

Company 1

John

Smith

IT

BO - Distance
1

7.

Company 2

C indy

Ross

AT

3

John

Smith

IT

3

Louise

Ivanovic

AT

3

Paul

Mayer

AT

3

For the purpose of this study, the BO distance for each area and business sector is computed as the
average of the BO distances of the BOs of all the companies registered in that area or in that sector.
As illustrated in the report, a higher BO distance in a certain area or sector may be due to a higher number of
multinational companies registered in that area or sector. This is not assumed to be a risk factor per se,
while it is interesting to identify ‘unnecessarily complex’ business structures, i.e. those which record high BO
distance despite the presence of relatively small companies. For this reason, and in order to control for
company size and identify actual ownership complexity anomalies, the BO distance in each area or sector is
weighted by the average company size calculated as the ratio between total assets on number of companies
in each area or sector (unfortunately, it is not possible to discriminate this directly at a company level). In
detail, given:
i = province
C = number of companies registered in the province i
BO_DISTANCE = average BO distance of the BOs of the companies registered in the province i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(

∑

)

After calculating it, weighted BO distance is normalised min-max on the scale 0-100 (see main report).
Ownership links with risky jurisdictions
In each area or business sector, the volume of connections with ‘risky jurisdictions’ can be understood
by considering the average level of opacity of the jurisdictions of the shareholders and BOs of the companies
registered in that area or business sector. The level of opacity of each jurisdiction is measured through the
Secrecy Score of the FSI – Financial Secrecy Index developed by TJN – Tax Justice Network.
The Financial Secrecy Score (hereafter FSS) is a composite indicator published by the Tax Justice Network
(http://www.taxjustice.net/), covering 102 countries in 2015, which combines different dimensions (see Tax
Justice Network, 2015):


access to beneficial ownership information;



corporate transparency;



efficiency of tax and financial regulation;



compliance with international standards;



international cooperation (Tax Justice Network, 2015).
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The FSS is preferred to other measures of opacity of risky jurisdictions (e.g. international or national
blacklists, Transparency International CPI, Basel AML Index, etc.) because of its independency, consistency
and methodological reliability. Moreover, this indicator has been also used in previous studies (Cassetta,
Pauselli, Rizzica, & Tonello, 2014; Gara & De Franceschis, 2015; Riccardi, Milani, & Campedelli, 2016).
In each area or business sector, the volume of ownership links with risky jurisdictions has been calculated as
follows:


it is calculated the % of each nationality of shareholders (natural and legal persons) and BOs on the
total number of shareholders and BOs respectively in that area or sector;



the % of each nationality is multiplied by the relevant value of the FSS of that jurisdiction (for the
countries not originally covered by the FSS, the average FSS value of available jurisdictions is
assigned)



the obtained values are summed in order to obtain a single score for each area or business sector.
The higher, the higher the level of opacity of that area or sector.

In detail, given:
x = number of shareholders
y = number of BOs
j = nationality of shareholders or BOs
i = area or business sector
FSS = Secrecy Score of the FSI

∑[

(∑

∑[

(∑

]

)

)

]

Italy is attributed FSS = 0. In other words, the score is calculated only on foreign shareholders and BOs. This
because it is assumed that the ‘local’ shareholders and BOs pose less risk (whatever the FSS of the
jurisdiction) since easier to investigate and monitor. Obviously, this approach implies that areas or sectors
with a higher number of foreign shareholders and BOs would record a higher risk score.
Again, the volume of shareholders’ and BOs’ connections with risky jurisdictions may be subject to the
number of multinational companies active in a certain area and sector. And again for this reason it is decided
to weigh the risk score by the average company size in order to identify ‘actual anomalies’. In particular,
given:
i = province
C = number of companies registered in the province i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c
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STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION AND NORMALISATION
Data collection, cleaning, imputation of missing value, validation
The table presented above summarises the variables collected and the data availability. As described
before, most variables represent proxies and measures of ML risk factors. Relevant data have been
collected from official reports and official data tables publicly available or received upon request (e.g. data
provided by BvD or Agenzia delle Entrate). Most of the variables collected refer to a selected number of
years. The median year of the variables collected is 2011.
The data at province level have been combined and collected in a single panel database including 110
observations (rows) equivalent to the number of Italian provinces. As mentioned, data available at microlevel (such as the variables on companies’ ownership data) have been aggregated at province level in the
illustrated way and then added to the database.
After the construction of the full database, data have been inspected to check double imputations, miscoded
or mismatched entries, and errors have been consequently cleaned.
Missing data have been identified and their patterns have been analysed. Most of the missing data in the
variables are not missing at random, because they refer to specific Italian provinces that were recently
created. In this case, missing values have been replaced through imputation of the value of contiguous
provinces weighted by the province population.

Data transformation and normalisation
As said before, IARM model builds up on a concept of relative risk (see Chapter 1 of the main report), i.e.
each ML threat and vulnerability should be considered relatively to the size of the local population and/or the
economy. For this reason, when necessary, for each proxy variable counts have been transformed into ratios
on population, GDP or other relevant control variables. For examples, variables expressed in monetary
values (such as value of bank deposits or the amount of proceeds of crime) are weighted according to GDP;
crime statistics (e.g. number of homicides or number of arrested people brought into formal contact with the
police) are expressed as ratios on the population. After having computed the ratios, all variables available for
multiple years/all longitudinal data are aggregated according to the arithmetic mean.

STEP 4 – 5: DATA EXPLORATION, CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND PRINCIPAL
COMPONENTS ANALYSIS (PCA)
Once collected, data are analysed through descriptive statistics and basic inference tests to identify specific
data patterns. Association among the proxies is explored through a correlation analysis.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate data analysis technique used, in a similar way of other
approaches (e.g. factor analysis), to reduce the information contained in large datasets into a smaller
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number of components (or factors, in factor analysis), each of them able to summarise a specific
phenomenon explained by a range of correlated variables. For doing so, PCA uses an orthogonal
transformation of the correlated variables into a set of principal components which are uncorrelated each
other (Jolliffe, 2002; OECD & JRC, 2008; Kabacoff, 2015). For the purpose of IARM, PCA is particularly
useful because:


it allows to confirm the starting hypothesis on the theoretical framework on ML risk factors;



it allows to easily identify components of the overall ML risk;



it allows to aggregate the different components of ML risk using non-discretionary weights extracted
from the PCA, namely the proportion of variance explained.

The PCA is conducted on a selected subset of variables (see table below). First of all, variables showing
non-significant linear correlations with the other variables are dropped (e.g., sexual exploitation). Then, also
variables which can be used as proxies of money laundering (ML offences and STRs) are not included in the
PCA, as they are later used to validate the final composite indicator of ML risk.
Table 8 - List of selected variables used in PCA
Proxy variable

Variable labels

Tax gap (%)

TAX_GAP

Irregular labour (% of total labour units)

IRREGULAR_LABOUR

Bank deposits as % of GDP

BANK_DEPOSITS

Point of sales (POS) per capita

POS_NUMBER

Cash-ratio

CASH_RATIO

Illicit drugs revenues as % GDP

DRUG

ITTP revenues as % GDP

ITTP

Counterfeiting revenues as % GDP

COUNTERFEITING

Shareholders’ risk score

RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w

BO distance

BO_DISTANCE_w

Money remittances as % GDP

REMITTANCES

Confiscated real estate / Registered houses

REAL_ESTATE

Confiscated companies / Registered companies

CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

Seized companies / Registered companies

SEIZED_COMPANIES

Mafia homicides / Population

MAFIA_HOMICIDES

Dissolved city councils / Population

PA_DISSOLVED

Mafia associations (416bis) / Population

MAFIA_ASSOCIATION

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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The selection of the number of meaningful components to retain follows three main criteria (OECD & JRC,
2008; Rencher, 2002):
1) The eigenvalue-one criterion for which each observed component that displays an eigenvalue
greater than 1 is retained. Results of a parallel analysis based on the analyses of the eigenvalues of
the principal components (the so called Kaiser-Harris criterion, with Cattell Scree test and parallel
analysis) is shown below (see Figure 1).
2) Proportion of variance accounted for. Any component that accounts for at least 10% of the total
variance in the data is retained.
3) Amount of variance explained. The components, which accordingly to the previous points, have
eigenvalue greater than 1 and account for at least 10% of the total variance in the data, should
explain at least 65% of the variability in the data to be kept in the model.

Figure 1 – Scree plot with parallel analysis

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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STEP 6: AGGREGATION AND COMPOSITE INDICATOR CONSTRUCTION
The principal components, identified through the PCA, are then combined together in order to construct a
synthetic composite indicator of ML risk. For doing so, they are aggregated using as weight the
proportion of variance (of the model) explained by each component, and then normalized to the scale 0100 according to a min-max criterion, where 100 = highest ML risk. In other words, given:
i = 1, ..,I provinces (in our case I = 110)
j = 1, … , J component (in our case case J = 5)
wj ∈ [0, 1] , so that ∑

= 1  Proportion of variance explained

Sij = PCA score (provinces)

∑

(

)=

+

+

+

+
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Table 9 - ML Risk Composite Indicator at sub-national area level

NUTS 3 - PROVINCE

Reggio di Calabria
Vibo Valentia
Catanzaro
Crotone
Napoli
Imperia
Caserta
Agrigento
Palermo
Caltanissetta
Trapani
Prato
Catania
Salerno
Cosenza
Benevento
Enna
Brindisi
Avellino
Lecce
Siracusa
Oristano
Ragusa
Foggia
Matera
Taranto
L'Aquila
Nuoro
Messina
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MACRO
REGION

S
S
S
S
S
NW
S
I
I
I
I
C
I
S
S
S
I
S
S
S
I
I
I
S
S
S
C
I
I

PC1 - OC
presence and
infiltration

PC5 Underground
and cashintensive
economy

PC2 - Illicit
markets

PC3 - Opacity
of business
ownership

PC4 - Money
remittances

ML RISK
COMPOSITE
INDICATOR

Bari
Campobasso
Gorizia
Ogliastra
Sassari
Cagliari
La Spezia
Olbia-Tempio
Latina
Isernia
Potenza
Carbonia-Iglesias
Frosinone
Savona
Vercelli
Barletta-Andria-Trani
Como
Rovigo
Massa-Carrara
Medio Campidano
Teramo
Verbano-Cusio-Ossola
Fermo
Rieti
Viterbo
Terni
Asti
Grosseto
Genova
Pavia
Pescara
Arezzo
Varese
Ferrara
Chieti
Lodi
Pisa
Roma

S
S
NE
I
I
I
NW
I
C
S
S
I
C
NW
NW
S
NW
NE
C
I
S
NW
C
C
C
C
NW
C
NW
NW
S
C
NW
NE
S
NW
C
C
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Cremona
Monza e della Brianza
Padova
Alessandria
Piacenza
Macerata
Livorno
Rimini
Pordenone
Perugia
Trieste
Udine
Ascoli Piceno
Pistoia
Mantova
Pesaro e Urbino
Bolzano
Brescia
Venezia
Firenze
Lecco
Verona
Biella
Treviso
Novara
Belluno
Ravenna
Vicenza
Lucca
Forli'-Cesena
Modena
Cuneo
Torino
Ancona
Valle d'Aosta
Siena
Milano
Parma

NW
NW
NE
NW
NE
C
C
NE
NE
C
NE
NE
C
C
NW
C
NE
NW
NE
C
NW
NE
NW
NE
NW
NE
NE
NE
C
NE
NE
NW
NW
C
NW
C
NW
NE
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Bergamo
Reggio nell'Emilia
Bologna
Sondrio
Trento

NW
NE
NE
NW
NE

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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STEP 7: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The final step of the methodology proposed checks the robustness of the composite indicator and its
dependence on the methodological choices taken during the construction of the indicator. To do so, other
PCA using alternative criteria are computed, especially:


PCA resulting from the application of different methodological options (e.g. weighting, normalisation,
etc. – see below)



PCA produced after dropping from the final model (Model 1) one selected variable at the time

PCA resulting from the application of the different options
The methodological options taken into consideration rely on OECD & JRC, 2008; Dugato, De Simoni, &
Savona, 2014:


Rotation of components (Varimax or Oblimin)



Normalisation method (either of the components and the final indicator)



Weighting



Components’ aggregation

ROTATION OF COMPONENTS
Rotation of components enhances the interpretability of the results, by seeking so-called "Simple Structure".
The goal is to obtain a pattern of loadings where each item loads strongly on only one component, and much
more weakly on the other components. Rotations (either orthogonal or oblique) drive loadings towards zero
or towards their maximum possible absolute value (equal to 1). The idea is to identify for each component
the variables with loadings closed to 1 (Jolliffe, 2002, p. 271). Two rotation options are explored:
-

Varimax is an orthogonal rotation method that minimizes the number of fields with high loadings on
each component

-

Direct Oblimin is a method for oblique (non-orthogonal) rotation.

DATA NORMALISATION
Two different methods to normalise the data are explored and compared:
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-

Min – max (100)

-

Z – score (calculated by subtracting from any given value the mean of the distribution and dividing
the results by the standard deviation of the original variable)

̅

WEIGHTING
Weights can have a significant effect on the overall composite indicator and the country rankings. Two
weighting methods are explored and compared.
-

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained by the PCA model: it is a technique that
allows to weight each principal component (PC) according to the variability of the data explained by
the component. The PC associated with a higher variance are attributed a higher weight.

-

Equal weights: each component is assigned the same weight. Therefore, those PC which do not
explain much data variability receive the same ‘importance’ of those associated with higher variance.

COMPONENTS’ AGGREGATION
Components are aggregated using only weighted arithmetic mean. Weights refer what illustrated above,
i.e. to the weights derived from the proportion of variance explained or to equal weights.
The Table below summarises all the methodological options used in the PCA and compared through the
sensitivity analysis. Options highlighted in grey are those adopted for computing the ‘final’ model presented
in the main body of the report (Model 1 – VPSTM).
Please note that due to confidentiality of some of the data, the precise scores have been removed. One can
see that the results of the final PCA presented in the main text are robust with respect to these
methodological choices.

Table 10 – List of methodological options for constructing the Composite Indicator in the PCA
Step

Methodological options

Label

Varimax

V

Oblimin

O

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained

P

Equal weights (average score)

E

Weighted arithmetic mean

S

Standardisation or Z-scores

T

Min - Max

D

Standardisation or Z-scores

Z

PCA rotation of components

Weighting

Aggregation
Normalisation method of the
components
Normalisation method of the
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final indicator

Min - Max

M

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration

Table 11 – List of models using different methodological options with description
Model
name/
code

Description
Final model presented in the report  ML risk composite indicator
Rotation: Varimax

VPSTM

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax

VPSDM

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSDM

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSTM

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax.

VESDM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalised: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax

VESTM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OESDM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.

OESTM

Rotation: Oblimin
PC Weighting: Equal weights
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PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax
VPSTZ

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score.
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSTZ

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VESTZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin
PC Weighting: Equal weights

OESTZ

PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VPSDZ

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VESDZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSDZ

PC Weighting: Proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin

OESDZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.

Source: Transcrime - UCSC elaboration
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Reggio di Calabria
Vibo Valentia
Catanzaro
Crotone
Napoli
Imperia
Caserta
Agrigento
Palermo
Caltanissetta
Trapani
Prato
Catania
Salerno
Cosenza
Benevento
Enna
Brindisi
Avellino
Lecce
Siracusa
Oristano
Ragusa
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OESDZ

OPSDZ

VESDZ

VPSDZ

OESTZ

VESTZ

OPSTZ

VPSTZ

OESTM

OESDM

VESTM

VESDM

OPSTM

OPSDM

VPSDM

Province

VPSTM

Table 12 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator at Provincial level. Use of different methodological options.

Foggia
Matera
Taranto
L'Aquila
Nuoro
Messina
Bari
Campobasso
Gorizia
Ogliastra
Sassari
Cagliari
La Spezia
Olbia-Tempio
Latina
Isernia
Potenza
Carbonia-Iglesias
Frosinone
Savona
Vercelli
Barletta-Andria-Trani
Como
Rovigo
Massa-Carrara
Medio Campidano
Teramo
Verbano-Cusio-Ossola
Fermo
Rieti
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Viterbo
Terni
Asti
Grosseto
Genova
Pavia
Pescara
Arezzo
Varese
Ferrara
Chieti
Lodi
Pisa
Roma
Cremona
Monza e della Brianza
Padova
Alessandria
Piacenza
Macerata
Livorno
Rimini
Pordenone
Perugia
Trieste
Udine
Ascoli Piceno
Pistoia
Mantova
Pesaro e Urbino
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Bolzano-Bozen
Brescia
Venezia
Firenze
Lecco
Verona
Biella
Treviso
Novara
Belluno
Ravenna
Vicenza
Lucca
Forlì-Cesena
Modena
Cuneo
Torino
Ancona
Valle d'Aosta/Vallée
d'Aoste
Siena
Milano
Parma
Bergamo
Reggio nell'Emilia
Bologna
Sondrio
Trento

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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PCA produced after dropping from the final model one selected variable at the time
In order to check the robustness of the ML risk indicator produced, another sensitivity analysis is carried out
dropping from the final model (Model 1) one selected variable at the time.
The table below shows the corresponding variable dropped for each model.
Table 13 – List of models produced dropping one selected variable at the time
PCA Code

Type of variable excluded from the PCA

1

MODEL 1

FINAL MODEL

2

MODEL 2

Italy’s FSS ≠ 0 in RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w and RISKY_BENEFICIAL OWNERS_w

3

MODEL 3

Ownership risk not weighted by average company size: i.e. RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS instead than
RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w

4

MODEL 4

No TAX_GAP

5

MODEL 5

No IRREGULAR_LABOUR

6

MODEL 6

No BANK_DEPOSITS

7

MODEL 7

No POS_NUMBER

8

MODEL 8

No CASH_RATIO

9

MODEL 9

No DRUG

10

MODEL 10

No ITTP

11

MODEL 11

No COUNTERFEITING

12

MODEL 12

No RISKY_BENEFICIAL_OWNERS_w

13

MODEL 13

No BO_DISTANCE_w

14

MODEL 14

No REMITTANCES

15

MODEL 15

No REAL_ESTATE

16

MODEL 16

No CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

17

MODEL 17

No SEIZED_COMPANIES

18

MODEL 18

No MAFIA_HOMICIDES

19

MODEL 19

No PA_DISSOLVED

20

MODEL 20

No MAFIA_ASSOCIATION

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Reggio di Calabria
Vibo Valentia
Catanzaro
Crotone
Napoli
Imperia
Caserta
Agrigento
Palermo
Caltanissetta
Trapani
Prato
Catania
Salerno
Cosenza
Benevento
Enna
Brindisi
Avellino
Lecce
Siracusa
Oristano
Ragusa
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MODEL
20

MODEL
19

MODEL
18

MODEL
17

MODEL
16

MODEL
15

MODEL
14

MODEL
13

MODEL
12

MODEL
11

MODEL
10

MODEL 9

MODEL 8

MODEL 7

MODEL 6

MODEL 5

MODEL 4

MODEL 3

MODEL 2

Province

MODEL 1

Table 14 - Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator by Province. One variable dropped at the time.

Foggia
Matera
Taranto
L'Aquila
Nuoro
Messina
Bari
Campobasso
Gorizia
Ogliastra
Sassari
Cagliari
La Spezia
Olbia-Tempio
Latina
Isernia
Potenza
Carbonia-Iglesias
Frosinone
Savona
Vercelli
Barletta-AndriaTrani
Como
Rovigo
Massa-Carrara
Medio Campidano
Teramo
Verbano-CusioOssola
Fermo
Rieti
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Viterbo
Terni
Asti
Grosseto
Genova
Pavia
Pescara
Arezzo
Varese
Ferrara
Chieti
Lodi
Pisa
Roma
Cremona
Monza e della
Brianza
Padova
Alessandria
Piacenza
Macerata
Livorno
Rimini
Pordenone
Perugia
Trieste
Udine
Ascoli Piceno
Pistoia
Mantova
Pesaro e Urbino
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Bolzano-Bozen
Brescia
Venezia
Firenze
Lecco
Verona
Biella
Treviso
Novara
Belluno
Ravenna
Vicenza
Lucca
Forlì-Cesena
Modena
Cuneo
Torino
Ancona
Valle
d'Aosta/Vallée
d'Aoste
Siena
Milano
Parma
Bergamo
Reggio nell'Emilia
Bologna
Sondrio
Trento

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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A.2.3 Analysis at business sector level in Italy
Classification of Business Sectors
For the purpose of this study, the NACE Rev.2 classification of business sectors, reference at EU level, is
adopted. For more details see:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL&StrNom=NACE_R
EV2 and relevant documents. NACE Rev. 2 has a hierarchical structure, made of business sectors and subsectors. The analysis is conducted at two levels: NACE Section level and NACE Division level (see below).
Table 15 – List of NACE Rev.2 Business sectors – Section level
NACE REV2 SECTOR – SECTION LEVEL
CODE
DESCRIPTION LABEL

COVERED by
10
ANALYSIS

A

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

YES

B

Mining & quarrying

YES

C

Manufacturing

YES

D

Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply

YES

E

Water Supply, Sewerage, Waste Management and Remediation Activities

YES

F

Construction

YES

G

Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor-vehicles and Motorcycles

YES

H

Transportation and Storage

YES

I

Accommodation and Food Service Activities

YES

J

Information and Communication

YES

K

Financial and Insurance Activities

YES

L

Real estate activities

YES

M

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

YES

N

Administrative and Support Service Activities

YES

O

Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security

NO

P

Education

YES

Q

Human Health and Social Work Activities

YES

R

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

YES

S

Other service activities

YES

10 In order to avoid biases deriving from a low number of observations, the analysis has considered only those sections with more than
500 registered companies. As a result, analysis covers 18 NACE sections (i.e. excluding sections O, T and U).
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T

Activities Of Households as Employers; Undifferentiated Goods and Services
Producing Activities of Households For Own Use

NO

U

Activities Of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies

NO

Source: Transcrime Elaboration

Table 16 – List of NACE Rev.2 Business sectors – Division level
NACE REV2 SECTOR – DIVISION LEVEL
CODE
DESCRIPTION LABEL

Covered by
11
Analysis

A 01

Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities

YES

A 02

Forestry and logging

YES

A 03

Fishing and aquaculture

YES

B 05

Mining of coal and lignite

NO

B 06

Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas

NO

B 07

Mining of metal ores

NO

B 08

Other mining and quarrying

YES

B 09

Mining support service activities

NO

C 10

Manufacture of food products

YES

C 11

Manufacture of beverages

YES

C 12

Manufacture of tobacco products

NO

C 13

Manufacture of textiles

YES

C 14

Manufacture of wearing apparel

YES

C 15

Manufacture of leather and related products

YES

C 16

Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture;
manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials

YES

C 17

Manufacture of paper and paper products

YES

C 18

Printing and reproduction of recorded media

YES

C 19

Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products

YES

C 20

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products

YES

C 21

Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations

YES

C 22

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

YES

11 In order to avoid biases deriving from a low number of observations, the analysis has considered only those divisions with more than
500 registered companies. As a result, analysis covers 77 NACE divisions (excluding divisions B05, B06, B07, B09, C12, H51, M75,
O84, T97, T98 and U 99).
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C 23

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

YES

C 24

Manufacture of basic metals

YES

C 25

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment

YES

C 26

Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products

YES

C 27

Manufacture of electrical equipment

YES

C 28

Manufacture of machinery and equipment nec

YES

C 29

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

YES

C 30

Manufacture of other transport equipment

YES

C 31

Manufacture of furniture

YES

C 32

Other manufacturing

YES

C 33

Repair and installation of machinery and equipment

YES

D 35

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

YES

E 36

Water collection, treatment and supply

YES

E 37

Sewerage

YES

E 38

Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery

YES

E 39

Remediation activities and other waste management services

YES

F 41

Construction of buildings

YES

F 42

Civil engineering

YES

F 43

Specialised construction activities

YES

G 45

Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES

G 46

Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES

G 47

Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES

H 49

Land transport and transport via pipelines

YES

H 50

Water transport

YES

H 51

Air transport

NO

H 52

Warehousing and support activities for transportation

YES

H 53

Postal and courier activities

YES

I 55

Accommodation

YES

I 56

Food and beverage service activities

YES

J 58

Publishing activities

YES

J 59

Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and

YES
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music publishing activities
J 60

Programming and broadcasting activities

YES

J 61

Telecommunications

YES

J 62

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities

YES

J 63

Information service activities

YES

K 64

Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

YES

K 65

Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security

YES

K 66

Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities

YES

L 68

Real estate activities

YES

M 69

Legal and accounting activities

YES

M 70

Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities

YES

M 71

Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis

YES

M 72

Scientific research and development

YES

M 73

Advertising and market research

YES

M 74

Other professional, scientific and technical activities

YES

M 75

Veterinary activities

NO

N 77

Rental and leasing activities

YES

N 78

Employment activities

YES

N 79

Travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities

YES

N 80

Security and investigation activities

YES

N 81

Services to buildings and landscape activities

YES

N 82

Office administrative, office support and other business support activities

YES

O 84

Public administration and defence; compulsory social security

NO

P 85

Education

YES

Q 86

Human health activities

YES

Q 87

Residential care activities

YES

Q 88

Social work activities without accommodation

YES

R 90

Creative, arts and entertainment activities

YES

R 91

Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities

YES

R 92

Gambling and betting activities

YES

R 93

Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities

YES
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S 94

Activities of membership organisations

YES

S 95

Repair of computers and personal and household goods

YES

S 96

Other personal service activities

YES

T 97

Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel

NO

T 98

Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households for
own use

NO

U 99

Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

NO

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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STEP 1 – 2 : ML RISK FACTORS IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATIONALISATION
The table below shows the proxies considered in IARM analysis at business sector level.
Table 17 - List of proxy variable considered for IARM analysis at business sector level (NACE Rev. 2 classification)
ML Risk
subdimension

Proxy
variable

Variable labels

Source

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

USE
D in
PCA

OC
infiltration

Seized and
confiscated
companies /
Registered
companies

CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

ANBSC

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

1984-2015

YES

OC
presence

No data available at NACE Rev.2 classification level (sections – divisions). Not applicable

NO

Tax
evasion

No data available at NACE Rev.2 classification level (sections – divisions). Not applicable

NO

Irregular
labour

% Irregular
working units

IRREGULAR_LABOUR

ISTAT

NACE Rev.2
Sections

2001-2013

YES

ML Risk factor
(Vulnerabilities)

ML Risk
subdimension

Proxy
variable

Variable labels

Source

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

USE
D in
PCA

Cash
intensiveness

Cashintensive
nature of
businesses

CASH_ ASSETS

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year

YES

ML Risk factor
(Threats)

Organised Crime
(OC)

Tax Evasion &
Underground
economy
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Cash / Total
Assets

Current
assets / Total
assets

REICEVAB
LE DAYS

Debtors /
Turnovers *
365 days

Point of
sales
(POS)

Point of sales
(POS) per
capita

CURRENT_ASSETS

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year

YES

RECEIVABLES_DAYS

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year

NO

POS_NUMBER

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on ABI
data

2011 2015

NO

BO_DISTANCE
Complexity
business
ownership
structure

BO distance
BO_DISTANCE_w a

Complexity of
business
ownership

RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS

Ownership
links with
risky
jurisdictions

Shareholders
’ risk score
RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w a

RISKY_BO
BOs’ risk
score

RISKY_BO_w a

NACE Rev.2
Sections

NO

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
and TJN
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
and TJN

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year
YES

NO
Last
available
year

Last
available
year

YES

NO
YES
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data

Business
profitability

Business
profitability

EBITDA /
Turnover

PROFIT

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

Controls and
other variables

Subdimension

Proxy
variable

Variable labels

Source

Assets /
companies

ASSETS_AVERAGE

Turnover /
assets

TURNOVER_AVERAGE

Control variables
Used to calculate
ratios and in
corrplot

a

Company
size
Employees /
companies

EMPLOYEES_AVERAGE

Number of
companies

NUM_COMPANIES

NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year

YES

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

Used
in
PCA

NO

Transcrime
– UCSC
elaboration
on BvD
data

NO
NACE Rev.2
Divisions

Last
available
year
NO

NO

Variables ending with “_w” are weighted for the average company size in the area so as to control for the presence of multinational companies (see below
and Annex for details)

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Cash-intensiveness
As illustrated in the main report (Section 2.3) and mentioned above, proxies for cash-intensiveness
adopted here are indirect measures of how much companies in a certain sector detain assets in cash or
liquidity. In particular two financial ratios are used (see O’Regan, 2006):


the average ratio cash/total assets of the companies operating in a certain sector, which measures
the weight of cash & equivalents on a company’s total assets.



the average ratio current assets/total assets, which respect to the previous one takes into account,
besides cash, other types of current assets (e.g. trade receivables, inventory, etc).

Both ratios are calculated relying on BvD data collected for the last available year for each company, and
then aggregated. In details, given :
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
CASH = amount of cash & equivalents in the last available year (value, euro)
CURRENT_ASSETS = amount of current assets in a given year (value, euro)
TOTAL ASSETS = amount of total assets in the last available year (value, euro)

∑

(
∑

(

∑
∑

)

)

Opacity of business ownership
As in the analysis at area level, the complexity of corporate structures at industry level is analysed with
respect to two sub-dimensions:


The level of complexity of businesses’ ownership structure as such;



The volume of business ownership connections with shareholders and BOs from risky jurisdictions;

Complexity of business ownership: BO distance
12

It is measured through the so-called Beneficial ownership distance (BO distance) , provided by Bureau van
Dijk (BvD). For the purpose of this study, the BO distance for each business sector is computed as the
average of the BO distances of the BOs of all the companies registered in that sector.
As illustrated in the report, a higher BO distance in a certain sector may be due to a higher number of
multinational companies registered in that sector. This is not assumed to be a risk factor per se, while it is
interesting to identify ‘unnecessarily complex’ business structures, i.e. those which record high BO distance
12 BO distance definition is given in section A.2.2
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despite the presence of relatively small companies. For this reason, and in order to control for company size
and identify actual ownership complexity anomalies, the BO distance in each sector is weighted by the
average company size calculated as the ratio between total assets on number of companies in each sector
(unfortunately, it is not possible to discriminate this directly at a company level). In detail, given:
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
BO_DISTANCE = average BO distance of the BOs of the companies registered in the business sector i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(

∑

)

Ownership links with risky jurisdictions
In each area or business sector, the volume of connections with ‘risky jurisdictions’ can be understood
by considering the average level of opacity of the jurisdictions of the shareholders and BOs of the companies
registered in that area or business sector. The level of opacity of each jurisdiction is measured through the
Secrecy Score of the FSI – Financial Secrecy Index developed by TJN – Tax Justice Network.
The Financial Secrecy Score (hereafter FSS) is a composite indicator published by the Tax Justice Network
(http://www.taxjustice.net/), covering 102 countries in 2015, which combines different dimensions (see Tax
Justice Network, 2015):


access to beneficial ownership information;



corporate transparency;



efficiency of tax and financial regulation;



compliance with international standards;



international cooperation (Tax Justice Network, 2015).

The FSS is preferred to other measures of opacity of risky jurisdictions (e.g. international or national
blacklists, Transparency International CPI, Basel AML Index, etc.) because of its independency, consistency
and methodological reliability. Moreover, this indicator has been also used in previous studies (Cassetta et
al., 2014; Gara & De Franceschis, 2015; Riccardi et al., 2016).
In each business sector, the volume of ownership links with risky jurisdictions has been calculated as
follows:


it is calculated the % of each nationality of shareholders (natural and legal persons) and BOs on the
total number of shareholders and BOs respectively in that sector;



the % of each nationality is multiplied by the relevant value of the FSS of that jurisdiction (for the
countries not originally covered by the FSS, the average FSS value of available jurisdictions is
assigned)



the obtained values are summed in order to obtain a single score for business sector. The higher,
the higher the level of opacity of that area or sector.
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In detail, given:
x = number of shareholders
y = number of BOs
j = nationality of shareholders or BOs
i = business sector
FSS = Secrecy Score of the FSI

∑[

∑[

(∑

(∑

]

)
]

)

Italy is attributed FSS = 0. In other words, the score is calculated only on foreign shareholders and BOs. This
because it is assumed that the ‘local’ shareholders and BOs pose less risk (whatever the FSS of the
jurisdiction) since easier to investigate and monitor. Obviously, this approach implies sectors with a higher
number of foreign shareholders and BOs would record a higher risk score.
Again, the volume of shareholders’ and BOs’ connections with risky jurisdictions may be subject to the
number of multinational companies active in a certain sector. And again for this reason it is decided to weigh
the risk score by the average company size in order to identify ‘actual anomalies’. In particular, given:
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(
(

∑

∑

)
)

STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION AND NORMALISATION
Data are collected from a variety of sources. In some cases, data are already available aggregated at NACE
section or division level. In other cases, only microdata (i.e. at company level) are available and have to be
aggregated by sector. In particular, per each ML risk factor presented in Table 17:
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Organised crime: data on confiscated companies is provided by ANBSC – Agenzia Nazionale Beni
Sequestrati and Confiscati at company level, and then aggregated by sector; data on registered
companies is provided by Infocamere Stockview.



Tax evasion & Underground economy: data on irregular labour is provided by ISTAT already
aggregated at NACE Section level.



Cash-intensiveness and Business profitability: data is provided by BvD Orbis database. In
particular, Orbis allows to download total values by area and by sector (at various NACE
disaggregations) per selected financial variables, in this case cash&equivalents, current assets, total
assets (see above), EBITDA and turnover. Ratios at sector level have been then calculated.



Opacity of business ownership: 2 datasets provided by BvD reporting companies’ ownership
information at micro level (i.e. per each company and individual) are used:
• the first database includes information on shareholders of companies registered in Italy,
where 1 observation = 1 shareholder, for a total of 5,221,265 shareholders/rows of 3,669,902
million registered companies.
• the second database gathers data on beneficial owners of companies registered in Italy, with
1 observation = 1 beneficial owner, for a total of 4,708,932 million beneficial owners/rows.
Each of the two databases provides information on the nationality of shareholders and BOs and, in
the case of BO, of their BO distance. This information is classified, harmonised and then used for
the calculation of the risk scores as illustrated above.

Variables’ time coverage varies depending on data availability. Data available for multiple years (e.g. ISTAT
data on irregular labour – 2001 to 2013; and ANBSC data on confiscated companies – 1984 to 2015) are
calculated according to the longitudinal average. For BvD information, the last available year is considered.
As a result of the data collection, two datasets are produced, respectively on the 21 NACE sections and 88
divisions.
As mentioned, in order to avoid biases deriving from low number of businesses, the analysis has considered
only those sections and divisions with more than 500 registered companies. As a result, analysis covers
18 NACE sections (i.e. excluding sections O, T and U) and 77 NACE divisions (excluding divisions B05,
B06, B07, B09, C12, H51, M75, O84, T97, T98 and U 99).
After the construction of the full database, data have been inspected to check double imputations, miscoded
or mismatched entries, and errors have been consequently cleaned.
Missing data at division level are replaced with the average value of the section weighted by the number of
businesses registered in the division.

STEP 4: DATA EXPLORATION, CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
Risk factors, once operationalised, are then analysed through descriptive statistics and inference tests as for
the analysis at area level.
As in the analysis at province level, the approach adopted to downsize the variety of risk factors in a single
composite indicator at the business sector level is the PCA – Principal component analysis. The PCA is
performed on the 77 NACE divisions, excluding those variables used as controls (e.g.
EMPLOYEES_AVERAGE, ASSETS_AVERAGE and TURNOVER_AVERAGE) and using the version of the
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proxies for business ownership complexity weighted by company size (as in the analysis at provincial level).
The selection of the number of components follows the same criteria highlighted in the section A.2.2. The list
of variables used in PCA is listed below.
Table 18 - List of selected variables used in PCA
Proxy variable

Variable labels

BOs’ risk score

RISKY_BO_w

Shareholders’ risk score

RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w

BO distance

BO_DISTANCE_w

% Irregular working units

IRREGULAR_LABOUR

Current assets / Total assets

CURRENT_ASSETS

Cash / Total Assets

CASH_ASSETS

EBITDA / Turnover

PROFIT

Seized and confiscated companies/ Registered companies

CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
The selection of the number of meaningful components to retain follows three main criteria (OECD & JRC,
2008; Rencher, 2002):
4) The eigenvalue-one criterion for which each observed component that displays an eigenvalue
greater than 1 is retained. Results of a parallel analysis based on the analyses of the eigenvalues of
the principal components (the so called Kaiser-Harris criterion, with Cattell Scree test and parallel
analysis) is shown below (see Figure 1).
5) Proportion of variance accounted for. Any component that accounts for at least 10% of the total
variance in the data is retained.
6) Amount of variance explained. The components, which accordingly to the previous points, have
eigenvalue greater than 1 and account for at least 10% of the total variance in the data, should
explain at least 65% of the variability in the data to be kept in the model.
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Figure 2 – Scree plot with parallel analysis.
Analysis at business sector level. NACE division

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration

STEP 6: AGGREGATION AND COMPOSITE INDICATOR CONSTRUCTION
The principal components, identified through the PCA, are then combined together in a synthetic composite
indicator of ML risk at business sector level. As in the analysis at provincial level (see 2.2), they are
aggregated using as weight the proportion of variance (of the model) explained by each PC, and then
normalized to the scale 0-100 according to a min-max criterion, where 100 = highest ML risk. In other words,
given
i = 1, .., I business sectors at NACE division level (in our case I = 77)
J component (J = 4)
wj = proportion of variance

∑

(

)=

+

+

+
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Table 19 - ML risk composite indicator across NACE divisions in Italy
Model 1 including business profitability. Business sector level. NACE division

Business Sector (NACE division)

I 56. Food and beverage service activities
J 59. Motion picture video and television
programme production sound recording and music
publishing activities
S 95. Repair of computers and personal and
household goods
R 92. Gambling and betting activities
R 90. Creative arts and entertainment activities
S 96. Other personal service activities
N 79. Travel agency tour operator reservation
service and related activities
M 74. Other professional scientific and technical
activities
P 85. Education
R 93. Sports activities and amusement and
recreation activities
A 03. Fishing and aquaculture
C 19. Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum
products
S 94. Activities of membership organisations
M 73. Advertising and market research
A 02. Forestry and logging
N 81. Services to buildings and landscape activities
A 01. Crop and animal production hunting and
related service activities
F 43. Specialised construction activities
J 62. Computer programming consultancy and
related activities
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PC1 Opacity and
irregular labour

PC2 Cash
intensiveness

PC3 Business
profitability and
cash

PC4 OC
infiltration

ML RISK
COMPOSITE
INDICATOR

E 39. Remediation activities and other waste
management services
N 77. Rental and leasing activities
M 72. Scientific research and development
R 91. Libraries archives museums and other
cultural activities
J 63. Information service activities
I 55. Accommodation
G 47. Retail trade except of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
H 52. Warehousing and support activities for
transportation
N 82. Office administrative office support and other
business support activities
J 60. Programming and broadcasting activities
M 69. Legal and accounting activities
G 46. Wholesale trade except of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
C 32. Other manufacturing
C 14. Manufacture of wearing apparel
J 61. Telecommunications
C 15. Manufacture of leather and related products
C 23. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral
products
B 08. Other mining and quarrying
F 42. Civil engineering
F 41. Construction of buildings
Q 88. Social work activities without accommodation
C 18. Printing and reproduction of recorded media
C 33. Repair and installation of machinery and
equipment
J 58. Publishing activities
G 45. Wholesale and retail trade and repair of
motor vehicles and motorcycles
E 38. Waste collection treatment and disposal
activities; materials recovery
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C 13. Manufacture of textiles
Q 86. Human health activities
M 71. Architectural and engineering activities;
technical testing and analysis
C 25. Manufacture of fabricated metal products
except machinery and equipment
C 27. Manufacture of electrical equipment
L 68. Real estate activities
C 21. Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical
products and pharmaceutical preparations
C 26. Manufacture of computer electronic and
optical products
C 28. Manufacture of machinery and equipment nec
C 22. Manufacture of rubber and plastic products
Q 87. Residential care activities
C 10. Manufacture of food products
H 50. Water transport
H 49. Land transport and transport via pipelines
C 11. Manufacture of beverages
C 31. Manufacture of furniture
M 70. Activities of head offices; management
consultancy activities
K 64. Financial service activities except insurance
and pension funding
E 37. Sewerage
N 80. Security and investigation activities
C 17. Manufacture of paper and paper products
N 78. Employment activities
D 35. Electricity gas steam and air conditioning
supply
C 30. Manufacture of other transport equipment
E 36. Water collection treatment and supply
C 20. Manufacture of chemicals and chemical
products
C 16. Manufacture of wood and of products of wood
and cork except furniture; manufacture of articles of
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straw and plaiting materials
C 24. Manufacture of basic metals
C 29. Manufacture of motor vehicles trailers and
semi-trailers
H 53. Postal and courier activities
K 66. Activities auxiliary to financial services and
insurance activities
K 65. Insurance reinsurance and pension funding
except compulsory social security

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration

Table 20 - ML risk composite indicator across NACE divisions in Italy
Model 2 excluding business profitability. Business sector level. NACE division

Business Sector (NACE division)

PC1 Opacity
and Irregular
labour

PC1 Cash
intensiveness

PC3 OC
infiltration

ML RISK
COMPOSITE
INDICATOR (no
profitability)

I 56. Food and beverage service activities
S 95. Repair of computers and personal and household goods
S 96. Other personal service activities
N 79. Travel agency tour operator reservation service and related activities
R 92. Gambling and betting activities
R 90. Creative arts and entertainment activities
P 85. Education
A 03. Fishing and aquaculture
M 74. Other professional scientific and technical activities
C 19. Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
R 93. Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities
M 73. Advertising and market research
A 02. Forestry and logging
A 01. Crop and animal production hunting and related service activities
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N 81. Services to buildings and landscape activities
F 43. Specialised construction activities
S 94. Activities of membership organisations
J 59. Motion picture video and television programme production sound
recording and music publishing activities
G 47. Retail trade except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
G 46. Wholesale trade except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
J 62. Computer programming consultancy and related activities
J 63. Information service activities
M 72. Scientific research and development
R 91. Libraries archives museums and other cultural activities
N 82. Office administrative office support and other business support activities
E 39. Remediation activities and other waste management services
C 32. Other manufacturing
F 41. Construction of buildings
G 45. Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
C 23. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
I 55. Accommodation
B 08. Other mining and quarrying
C 14. Manufacture of wearing apparel
M 69. Legal and accounting activities
N 77. Rental and leasing activities
C 15. Manufacture of leather and related products
C 33. Repair and installation of machinery and equipment
H 52. Warehousing and support activities for transportation
Q 88. Social work activities without accommodation
J 58. Publishing activities
F 42. Civil engineering
E 38. Waste collection treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery
J 60. Programming and broadcasting activities
C 13. Manufacture of textiles
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M 71. Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis
C 18. Printing and reproduction of recorded media
C 25. Manufacture of fabricated metal products except machinery and
equipment
C 27. Manufacture of electrical equipment
C 10. Manufacture of food products
N 80. Security and investigation activities
N 78. Employment activities
Q 86. Human health activities
C 31. Manufacture of furniture
C 28. Manufacture of machinery and equipment nec
Q 87. Residential care activities
C 22. Manufacture of rubber and plastic products
C 26. Manufacture of computer electronic and optical products
C 11. Manufacture of beverages
C 30. Manufacture of other transport equipment
L 68. Real estate activities
C 17. Manufacture of paper and paper products
C 21. Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical
preparations
H 49. Land transport and transport via pipelines
C 16. Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork except furniture;
manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials
C 20. Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
M 70. Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities
E 37. Sewerage
H 50. Water transport
K 64. Financial service activities except insurance and pension funding
J 61. Telecommunications
C 29. Manufacture of motor vehicles trailers and semi-trailers
D 35. Electricity gas steam and air conditioning supply
C 24. Manufacture of basic metals
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H 53. Postal and courier activities
E 36. Water collection treatment and supply
K 66. Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities
K 65. Insurance reinsurance and pension funding except compulsory social
security

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
:
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STEP 7: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The final step of the methodology proposed checks the robustness of the composite indicator and its
dependence on the methodological choices taken during the construction of the indicator. To do so, other
PCA using alternative criteria are computed, especially:


PCA resulting from the application of different methodological options (e.g. weighting, normalisation,
etc – see below)



PCA produced after dropping from the final model (Model 1) one selected variable at the time

PCA resulting from the application of the different options
The methodological options taken into consideration rely on OECD & JRC, 2008; Dugato, De Simoni, &
Savona, 2014:


Rotation of components (Varimax or Oblimin)



Normalisation method (either of the components and the final indicator)



Weighting



Components’ aggregation

ROTATION OF COMPONENTS
Rotation of components enhances the interpretability of the results, by seeking so-called "Simple Structure".
The goal is to obtain a pattern of loadings where each item loads strongly on only one component, and much
more weakly on the other components. Rotations (either orthogonal or oblique) drive loadings towards zero
or towards their maximum possible absolute value (equal to 1). The idea is to identify for each component
the variables with loadings closed to 1 (Jolliffe, 2002, p. 271). Two rotation options are explored:
-

Varimax is an orthogonal rotation method that minimizes the number of fields with high loadings on
each component

-

Direct Oblimin is a method for oblique (non-orthogonal) rotation.

DATA NORMALISATION
Two different methods to normalise the data are explored and compared:
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-

Min – max (100)

-

Z – score (calculated by subtracting from any given value the mean of the distribution and dividing
the results by the standard deviation of the original variable)

̅

WEIGHTING
Weights can have a significant effect on the overall composite indicator and the country rankings. Two
weighting methods are explored and compared.
-

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained by the PCA model: it is a technique that
allows to weight each principal component (PC) according to the variability of the data explained by
the component. The PC associated with a higher variance are attributed a higher weight.

-

Equal weights: each component is assigned the same weight. Therefore, those PC which do not
explain much data variability receive the same ‘importance’ of those associated with higher variance.

COMPONENTS’ AGGREGATION
Components are aggregated using only weighted arithmetic mean. Weights refer what illustrated above,
i.e. to the weights derived from the proportion of variance explained or to equal weights.

The Table below summarises all the methodological options used in the PCA and compared through the
sensitivity analysis. Options highlighted in grey are those adopted for computing the ‘final’ model presented
in the main body of the report (Model 1 – VPSTM).

Table 21 – List of methodological options for constructing the Composite Indicator in the PCA
Step

Methodological options

Label

Varimax

V

Oblimin

O

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained

P

Equal weights (average score)

E

Weighted arithmetic mean

S

Standardisation or Z-scores

T

Min - Max

D

Standardisation or Z-scores

Z

Min - Max

M

PCA rotation of components

Weighting

Aggregation
Normalisation method of the
components

Normalisation method of the
final indicator

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Table 22 – List of models using different methodological options with description
Model
name/
code

Description
Final model presented in the report  ML risk composite indicator
Rotation: Varimax

VPSTM

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax

VPSDM

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSDM

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSTM

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax.

VESDM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalised: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax

VESTM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OESDM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Oblimin

OESTM

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: MIN-MAX.
Rotation: Varimax

VPSTZ

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score.
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Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin
OPSTZ

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VESTZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin
PC Weighting: Equal weights

OESTZ

PC Normalisation: Z-score
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VPSDZ

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Varimax

VESDZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin

OPSDZ

PC Weighting: proportion of variance explained
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.
Rotation: Oblimin

OESDZ

PC Weighting: Equal weights
PC Normalisation: MIN-MAX
Final indicator Normalisation: Z-score.

Source: Transcrime - UCSC elaboration
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Table 23 - Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator by business sector. Use of different methodological options.

I 56. Food and beverage service
activities
J 59. Motion picture video and
television programme
production sound recording and
music publishing activities
S 95. Repair of computers and
personal and household goods
R 92. Gambling and betting
activities
R 90. Creative arts and
entertainment activities
S 96. Other personal service
activities
N 79. Travel agency tour
operator reservation service and
related activities
M 74. Other professional
scientific and technical activities
P 85. Education
R 93. Sports activities and
amusement and recreation
activities
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OESDZ

OESDZ

VESDZ

VPSDZ

OESTZ

VESTZ

OPSTZ

VPSTZ

OESTM

OESDM

VESTM

VESDM

OPSTM

OPSDM

VPSDM

Business Sector –
Division level

VPSTM

Business sector level. NACE division. VSPTM (Final model). Including Business profitability

A 03. Fishing and aquaculture
C 19. Manufacture of coke and
refined petroleum products
S 94. Activities of membership
organisations
M 73. Advertising and market
research
A 02. Forestry and logging
N 81. Services to buildings and
landscape activities
A 01. Crop and animal
production hunting and related
service activities
F 43. Specialised construction
activities
J 62. Computer programming
consultancy and related
activities
E 39. Remediation activities and
other waste management
services
N 77. Rental and leasing
activities
M 72. Scientific research and
development
R 91. Libraries archives
museums and other cultural
activities
J 63. Information service
activities
I 55. Accommodation
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G 47. Retail trade except of
motor vehicles and motorcycles
H 52. Warehousing and support
activities for transportation
N 82. Office administrative office
support and other business
support activities
J 60. Programming and
broadcasting activities
M 69. Legal and accounting
activities
G 46. Wholesale trade except of
motor vehicles and motorcycles
C 32. Other manufacturing
C 14. Manufacture of wearing
apparel
J 61. Telecommunications
C 15. Manufacture of leather
and related products
C 23. Manufacture of other nonmetallic mineral products
B 08. Other mining and
quarrying
F 42. Civil engineering
F 41. Construction of buildings
Q 88. Social work activities
without accommodation
C 18. Printing and reproduction
of recorded media
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C 33. Repair and installation of
machinery and equipment
J 58. Publishing activities
G 45. Wholesale and retail trade
and repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
E 38. Waste collection treatment
and disposal activities; materials
recovery
C 13. Manufacture of textiles
Q 86. Human health activities
M 71. Architectural and
engineering activities; technical
testing and analysis
C 25. Manufacture of fabricated
metal products except
machinery and equipment
C 27. Manufacture of electrical
equipment
L 68. Real estate activities
C 21. Manufacture of basic
pharmaceutical products and
pharmaceutical preparations
C 26. Manufacture of computer
electronic and optical products
C 28. Manufacture of machinery
and equipment nec
C 22. Manufacture of rubber
and plastic products
Q 87. Residential care activities
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C 10. Manufacture of food
products
H 50. Water transport
H 49. Land transport and
transport via pipelines
C 11. Manufacture of beverages
C 31. Manufacture of furniture
M 70. Activities of head offices;
management consultancy
activities
K 64. Financial service activities
except insurance and pension
funding
E 37. Sewerage
N 80. Security and investigation
activities
C 17. Manufacture of paper and
paper products
N 78. Employment activities
D 35. Electricity gas steam and
air conditioning supply
C 30. Manufacture of other
transport equipment
E 36. Water collection treatment
and supply
C 20. Manufacture of chemicals
and chemical products
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C 16. Manufacture of wood and
of products of wood and cork
except furniture; manufacture of
articles of straw and plaiting
materials
C 24. Manufacture of basic
metals
C 29. Manufacture of motor
vehicles trailers and semitrailers
H 53. Postal and courier
activities
K 66. Activities auxiliary to
financial services and insurance
activities
K 65. Insurance reinsurance
and pension funding except
compulsory social security

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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PCA produced after dropping from the final model one selected variables at the time
In order to check the robustness of the ML risk indicator produced, another sensitivity analysis is carried out
dropping from the final model (Model 1) one selected variable at the time.
The table below shows the corresponding variable dropped for each model.
Table 24 – List of models produced dropping one selected variables at the time
PCA Code

Type of variable excluded from the PCA

1

MODEL 1

Final model presented in the report

2

MODEL 2

No PROFIT

3

MODEL 3

No RISKY_BO_w

4

MODEL 4

No RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w

5

MODEL 5

No BO_DISTANCE_w

6

MODEL 6

No CASH_ASSETS

7

MODEL 7

No CURRENT_ASSETS

8

MODEL 8

No IRREGULAR_LABOUR

9

MODEL 9

No CONFISCATED_COMPANIES

10

MODEL 10

Italy’s FSS ≠ 0 in RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w and RISKY_BO_w

11

MODEL 11

Ownership risk not weighted by average company size: i.e. RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS instead
than RISKY_SHAREHOLDERS_w

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Table 25 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator by business sector. One selected variable dropped at the time.

I 56. Food and beverage service activities
J 59. Motion picture video and television programme production sound recording and music publishing
activities
S 95. Repair of computers and personal and household goods
R 92. Gambling and betting activities
R 90. Creative arts and entertainment activities
S 96. Other personal service activities
N 79. Travel agency tour operator reservation service and related activities
M 74. Other professional scientific and technical activities
P 85. Education
R 93. Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities
A 03. Fishing and aquaculture
C 19. Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
S 94. Activities of membership organisations
M 73. Advertising and market research
A 02. Forestry and logging
N 81. Services to buildings and landscape activities
A 01. Crop and animal production hunting and related service activities
F 43. Specialised construction activities
J 62. Computer programming consultancy and related activities
E 39. Remediation activities and other waste management services
N 77. Rental and leasing activities
M 72. Scientific research and development
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MODEL 11

MODEL 10

MODEL 9

MODEL 8

MODEL 7

MODEL 6

MODEL 5

MODEL 4

MODEL 3

MODEL 2

Business Sector (NACE division)

MODEL 1

Business sector level. NACE division. Model 1 (Final model) – Including Business profitability

R 91. Libraries archives museums and other cultural activities
J 63. Information service activities
I 55. Accommodation
G 47. Retail trade except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
H 52. Warehousing and support activities for transportation
N 82. Office administrative office support and other business support activities
J 60. Programming and broadcasting activities
M 69. Legal and accounting activities
G 46. Wholesale trade except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
C 32. Other manufacturing
C 14. Manufacture of wearing apparel
J 61. Telecommunications
C 15. Manufacture of leather and related products
C 23. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
B 08. Other mining and quarrying
F 42. Civil engineering
F 41. Construction of buildings
Q 88. Social work activities without accommodation
C 18. Printing and reproduction of recorded media
C 33. Repair and installation of machinery and equipment
J 58. Publishing activities
G 45. Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
E 38. Waste collection treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery
C 13. Manufacture of textiles
Q 86. Human health activities
M 71. Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis
C 25. Manufacture of fabricated metal products except machinery and equipment
C 27. Manufacture of electrical equipment
L 68. Real estate activities
C 21. Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations
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C 26. Manufacture of computer electronic and optical products
C 28. Manufacture of machinery and equipment nec
C 22. Manufacture of rubber and plastic products
Q 87. Residential care activities
C 10. Manufacture of food products
H 50. Water transport
H 49. Land transport and transport via pipelines
C 11. Manufacture of beverages
C 31. Manufacture of furniture
M 70. Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities
K 64. Financial service activities except insurance and pension funding
E 37. Sewerage
N 80. Security and investigation activities
C 17. Manufacture of paper and paper products
N 78. Employment activities
D 35. Electricity gas steam and air conditioning supply
C 30. Manufacture of other transport equipment
E 36. Water collection treatment and supply
C 20. Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
C 16. Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork except furniture; manufacture of articles
of straw and plaiting materials
C 24. Manufacture of basic metals
C 29. Manufacture of motor vehicles trailers and semi-trailers
H 53. Postal and courier activities
K 66. Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities
K 65. Insurance reinsurance and pension funding except compulsory social security

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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A.3 – ANNEX CHAPTER 3: THE NETHERLANDS13
A.3.1 Analysis at business sector level in the Netherlands
Classification of Business Sectors
For the purpose of this study, the NACE Rev.2 classification of business sectors, reference at EU level, is
adopted. For more details see:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL&StrNom=NACE_R
EV2 and relevant documents. NACE Rev. 2 has a hierarchical structure, made of business sectors and subsectors. The analysis is conducted at two levels: NACE Section level and NACE Division level (see below).
Table 26 – List of NACE Rev.2 Business sectors – Division level
NACE REV2 SECTOR – SECTION LEVEL
CODE
DESCRIPTION LABEL

COVERED
by
ANALYSIS
14

A 01

Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities

YES

A 02

Forestry and logging

YES

A 03

Fishing and aquaculture

YES

B 05

Mining of coal and lignite

NO

B 06

Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas

YES

B 07

Mining of metal ores

NO

B 08

Other mining and quarrying

YES

B 09

Mining support service activities

YES

C 10

Manufacture of food products

YES

C 11

Manufacture of beverages

YES

C 12

Manufacture of tobacco products

YES

C 13

Manufacture of textiles

YES

C 14

Manufacture of wearing apparel

YES

13 Written by Joras Ferwerda and Edward Kleemans, VU Amsterdam (the Netherlands)
14 The number of companies in the various business sectors in the Netherlands varies greatly. Relative values have been used to make
sure that this does not influence the PCA; but to prevent outliers and missing variables, those business sectors that include on average
fewer than 10 registered companies according to the company data from the Statistics Bureau Netherlands (CBS) in the quartiles of
2014 and 2015 were excluded from the dataset. This means that four sectors (NACE divisions) were removed: B 05 Mining of coal and
lignite, T 97 Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel, T 98 Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities
of private households for own use, and U 99 Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies. As a result, ML risk is assessed
across 83 NACE divisions of the Dutch legal economy.
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C 15

Manufacture of leather and related products

YES

C 16

Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture;
manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials

YES

C 17

Manufacture of paper and paper products

YES

C 18

Printing and reproduction of recorded media

YES

C 19

Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products

YES

C 20

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products

YES

C 21

Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations

YES

C 22

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

YES

C 23

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

YES

C 24

Manufacture of basic metals

YES

C 25

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment

YES

C 26

Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products

YES

C 27

Manufacture of electrical equipment

YES

C 28

Manufacture of machinery and equipment nec

YES

C 29

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

YES

C 30

Manufacture of other transport equipment

YES

C 31

Manufacture of furniture

YES

C 32

Other manufacturing

YES

C 33

Repair and installation of machinery and equipment

YES

D 35

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

YES

E 36

Water collection, treatment and supply

YES

E 37

Sewerage

YES

E 38

Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery

YES

E 39

Remediation activities and other waste management services

YES

F 41

Construction of buildings

YES

F 42

Civil engineering

YES

F 43

Specialised construction activities

YES

G 45

Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES

G 46

Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES

G 47

Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

YES
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H 49

Land transport and transport via pipelines

YES

H 50

Water transport

YES

H 51

Air transport

YES

H 52

Warehousing and support activities for transportation

YES

H 53

Postal and courier activities

YES

I 55

Accommodation

YES

I 56

Food and beverage service activities

YES

J 58

Publishing activities

YES

J 59

Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and
music publishing activities

YES

J 60

Programming and broadcasting activities

YES

J 61

Telecommunications

YES

J 62

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities

YES

J 63

Information service activities

YES

K 64

Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

YES

K 65

Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security

YES

K 66

Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities

YES

L 68

Real estate activities

YES

M 69

Legal and accounting activities

YES

M 70

Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities

YES

M 71

Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis

YES

M 72

Scientific research and development

YES

M 73

Advertising and market research

YES

M 74

Other professional, scientific and technical activities

YES

M 75

Veterinary activities

YES

N 77

Rental and leasing activities

YES

N 78

Employment activities

YES

N 79

Travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities

YES

N 80

Security and investigation activities

YES

N 81

Services to buildings and landscape activities

YES

N 82

Office administrative, office support and other business support activities

YES
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O 84

Public administration and defence; compulsory social security

YES

P 85

Education

YES

Q 86

Human health activities

YES

Q 87

Residential care activities

YES

Q 88

Social work activities without accommodation

YES

R 90

Creative, arts and entertainment activities

YES

R 91

Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities

YES

R 92

Gambling and betting activities

YES

R 93

Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities

YES

S 94

Activities of membership organisations

YES

S 95

Repair of computers and personal and household goods

YES

S 96

Other personal service activities

YES

T 97

Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel

NO

T 98

Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households for
own use

NO

U 99

Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

NO

Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration

STEP 1 – 2: ML RISK FACTORS IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATIONALISATION
The table below shows the proxies considered in IARM analysis at business sector level.

Table 27 – List of proxy variable considered for IARM analysis at business sector level (NACE Rev. 2
classification)
ML Risk factor

Proxy variable

OC infiltration evidence
(OCM)
Organised crime
(OC) infiltration

OC infiltration evidence
(OCP)
Administrative denials
(BIBOB)

Source
OC monitor
(Kruisbergen, van de
Bunt, & Kleemans,
2012)
OC portfolio project
(E.U. Savona &
Riccardi, 2015)
BIBOB annual report
2014

Available
disaggregation
level

Covered
years

Used
in
PCA

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

1996-2012

Yes

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

1996-2012

Yes

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

2014

Yes
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NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Corporate tax
anomalies

Dutch Tax Office

Unreported
employment/ Irregular
labour / Moonlighting

No data available on NACE Rev.2 Divisions and/or Sections level

Cash/total assets

Bureau van Dijk

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

Yes

Current assets / Total
assets

Bureau van Dijk

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

No

Receivable days

Bureau van Dijk

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

No

BO distance

VU elaboration BvD
data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

Yes

BOs’ risk score

VU elaboration BvD
and TJN data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

Yes

Shareholders’ risk
score

VU elaboration BvD
and TJN data

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

Yes

Business
profitability

EBITDA margin

Bureau van Dijk

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

Yes

Other
vulnerabilities

Labour intensity

Bureau van Dijk

NACE Rev.2
Divisions and
Sections

Last
available
year

No

2011-2015

Yes

Corporate fraud

Cashintensiveness

Complexity of
business
ownership

Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration

Cash-intensiveness: the cash assets ratio
As stressed in the table above, cash-intensiveness can be calculated in different ways:


the average ratio cash/total assets of the companies operating in a certain sector;



the average ratio current assets/total assets, which – with respect to the previous one – takes into
account other types of current assets (e.g. trade receivables, inventory, etc).



receivable days (or debtors days) which measures the average length of time being taken by a
company’s customers to pay their debts (O’Regan, 2006, p. 223). It can be assumed that the lower
the receivables days, the more liquid the payments received by a company.
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The most simple and direct measure has been used in the PCA: cash/total assets. There was insufficient
data to reliably calculate the receivable days systematically and current assets/total assets is a more indirect
measure. A descriptive analysis of the relation of these measures with other indicators for ML risk confirmed
the decision to use cash/total assets as the measure for cash-intensiveness in business sectors in the
Netherlands.
Cash/total assets is calculated relying on BvD data collected for the last available year for each company,
and then aggregated. In details, given :
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
CASH = amount of cash & equivalents in the last available year (value, euro)
TOTAL ASSETS = amount of total assets in the last available year (value, euro)

(
∑

∑

)

Opacity of business ownership
The complexity of corporate structures at industry level is analysed with respect to two sub-dimensions:


The level of complexity of businesses’ ownership structure as such;



The volume of business ownership connections with shareholders and BOs from risky jurisdictions;

Complexity of business ownership: BO distance
15

It is measured through the so-called Beneficial ownership distance (BO distance) , provided by Bureau van
Dijk (BvD). For the purpose of this study, the BO distance for each business sector is computed as the
average of the BO distances of the BOs of all the companies registered in that sector.
As illustrated in the report, a higher BO distance in a certain sector may be due to a higher number of
multinational companies registered in that sector. This is not assumed to be a risk factor per se, while it is
interesting to identify ‘unnecessarily complex’ business structures, i.e. those which record high BO distance
despite the presence of relatively small companies. For this reason, and in order to control for company size
and identify actual ownership complexity anomalies, the BO distance in each sector is weighted by the
average company size calculated as the ratio between total assets on number of companies in each sector
(unfortunately, it is not possible to discriminate this directly at a company level). In detail, given:
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
BO_DISTANCE = average BO distance of the BOs of the companies registered in the business sector i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

15 BO distance definition is given in section A.2.2
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(

∑

)

Ownership links with risky jurisdictions
In each business sector, the volume of connections with ‘risky jurisdictions’ can be understood by
considering the average level of opacity of the jurisdictions of the shareholders and BOs of the companies
registered in that business sector. The level of opacity of each jurisdiction is measured through the Secrecy
Score of the FSI – Financial Secrecy Index developed by TJN – Tax Justice Network.
The Financial Secrecy Score (hereafter FSS) is a composite indicator published by the Tax Justice Network
(http://www.taxjustice.net/), covering 102 countries in 2015, which combines different dimensions (see Tax
Justice Network, 2015):


access to beneficial ownership information;



corporate transparency;



efficiency of tax and financial regulation;



compliance with international standards;



international cooperation (Tax Justice Network, 2015).

The FSS is preferred to other measures of opacity of risky jurisdictions (e.g. international or national
blacklists, Transparency International CPI, Basel AML Index, etc.) because of its independency, consistency
and methodological reliability. Moreover, this indicator has been also used in previous studies (Cassetta et
al., 2014; Gara & De Franceschis, 2015; Riccardi et al., 2016).
In each business sector, the volume of ownership links with risky jurisdictions has been calculated as
follows:


it is calculated the % of each nationality of shareholders (natural and legal persons) and BOs on the
total number of shareholders and BOs respectively in that sector;



the % of each nationality is multiplied by the relevant value of the FSS of that jurisdiction (for the
countries not originally covered by the FSS, the average FSS value of available jurisdictions is
assigned)



the obtained values are summed in order to obtain a single score for business sector. The higher,
the higher the level of opacity of that area or sector.

In detail, given:
x = number of shareholders
y = number of BOs
j = nationality of shareholders or BOs
i = business sector
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FSS = Secrecy Score of the FSI

∑[

∑[

(∑

(∑

]

)
]

)

FSS = 0 is attributed to the Netherlands. In other words, the score is calculated only on foreign shareholders
and BOs. This because it is assumed that the ‘local’ shareholders and BOs pose less risk (whatever the FSS
of the jurisdiction) since easier to investigate and monitor. Obviously, this approach implies sectors with a
higher number of foreign shareholders and BOs would record a higher risk score.
Again, the volume of shareholders’ and BOs’ connections with risky jurisdictions may be subject to the
number of multinational companies active in a certain sector. And again for this reason it is decided to weigh
the risk score by the average company size in order to identify ‘actual anomalies’. In particular, given:
i = business sector
C = number of companies registered in the business sector i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(
(

∑

∑

)
)

STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION AND NORMALISATION
The data collection and normalisation process is very different across different data sources.


The data on organised crime infiltration is based on individual cases and therefore these cases have
to be classified in the different business sectors. For the data from the Organised Crime Monitor
classification made available by one of the authors of Organised Crime Monitor is used: special
thanks to Edwin Kruisbergen. That classification was based on the old Dutch business sector
classification called SBI 2008 and was reclassified by hand using a schedule (‘schakelschema’)
provided by the Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS). Since IARM measures relative risk, the
number of OC infiltration cases is divided by the number of companies (according to Bureau van Dijk
data in the last available year). In those instances where the classification was not at the division
level but on the section level, the amount of cases is divided by the total number of companies in that
section and that ratio is then applied to all divisions in that section. The data on organised crime
infiltration from the OCP project (E.U. Savona & Riccardi, 2015) has been classified by Transcrime
and was made available for IARM. In total this database consists of 114 investments in companies of
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which 27 could not be classified due to a too general name. Also this data on the number of cases is
divided by the total number of companies in each division (according to Bureau van Dijk data in the
last available year).


Data on the number of administrative denials had to be reclassified from the Dutch descriptions in the
annual report of BIBOB to the NACE rev. 2 classification: Bouw > F 41; Transport > H 49;
Coffeeshops > I 56; Horeca > I 55, I 56; vastgoed > L 68; speelautomaten > R 92; seksinrichtingen >
R 93.



The confidential yearly corporate tax anomalies data (2011-2015) on the number of corrections by a
tax inspector and the number of visits were aggregated. The number of corrections is divided by the
number of visits to get a relative indicator. For those divisions which have not been visited, the
average of all other divisions is used so that these do not generate missing values or influence the
results significantly.



See the technical annex of Italy in this report for the data collection and normalization process of
Bureau van Dijk data.

STEP 4: DATA EXPLORATION AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Once identified the ML proxies, data have been compared and combined. ML RF variables’ distribution has
been explored (through descriptive statistics and basic inference tests) to identify specific data patterns. For
instance, this analysis was used to check the decision to use cash/total assets as the most appropriate
measure for cash-intensiveness. Association among the proxies identified has been conducted with
correlation tests.

STEP 5: PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS (PCA)
Principal component analysis is a multivariate data analysis technique used, in a similar way of other
approaches (e.g. factor analysis), to reduce the information contained in large datasets into a smaller
number of components (or factors, in factor analysis), each of them able to summarise a specific
phenomenon explained by a range of correlated variables. For doing so, PCA uses an orthogonal
transformation of the correlated variables into a set of principal components which are uncorrelated each
other (OECD & JRC, 2008). For the purpose of IARM, PCA is particularly useful because:


it allows to easily construct sub-indicators of ML risk



it can confirm the starting hypothesis on the theoretical framework



it allows to aggregate the different components of ML risk using non-discretionary weights extracted
from the PCA, such as the proportion of variance explained.

The PCA was conducted on a selected subset of variables (see table presented in step 1-2).
Table 28 – List of selected variables used in PCA
Proxy variable
Organised crime (OC) infiltration

Variable labels
OC infiltration OCM
OC infiltration OCP
Administrative denials
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Corporate fraud

Corporate tax anomalies

Cash-intensiveness

Cash intensity
BO distance

Complexity of business ownership

Shareholders' risk score

Business profitability

BOs' risk score
Profitability

Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration
The selection of the number of meaningful components to retain follows three main criteria (OECD & JRC,
2008; Rencher, 2002):
7) The eigenvalue-one criterion for which each observed component that displays an eigenvalue
greater than 1 is retained. Results of a parallel analysis based on the analyses of the eigenvalues of
the principal components (the so called Kaiser-Harris criterion, with Cattell Scree test and parallel
analysis) is shown below (see Figure 1).
8) Proportion of variance accounted for. Any component that accounts for at least 10% of the total
variance in the data is retained.
9) Amount of variance explained. The components, which accordingly to the previous points, have
eigenvalue greater than 1 and account for at least 10% of the total variance in the data, should
explain at least 65% of the variability in the data to be kept in the model.

STEP 6: AGGREGATION AND COMPOSITE INDICATOR CONSTRUCTION
The principal components, identified through the PCA, are then combined together in a synthetic composite
indicator of ML risk at business sector level. They are aggregated using as weight the proportion of
variance (of the model) explained by each PC, and then normalized to the scale 0-100 according to a minmax criterion, where 100 = highest ML risk. In other words, given
i = 1, .., I business sectors at NACE division level (in our case I = 83)
J component (J = 3)
wj = proportion of variance

∑

(

)=

+

+

Table 29 – Top 10 Risky Sectors by final ML Risk Composite Indicator, with sub-indicators

R 92. Gambling and betting activities
I 55. Accommodation

PC1

PC2

PC3

OC
infiltration
and BO
secrecy

Opacity of
business
ownership

Cooking
the books

ML
comp
osite
risk
indicat
or

83.1
100.0

24.6
42.9

82.0
14.9

100.0
97.9
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R 90. Creative, arts and entertainment activities
N 80. Security and investigation activities
S 95. Repair of computers and personal and household
goods
N 79. Travel agency, tour operator reservation service and
..

3.3
15.6

74.2
100.0

95.3
22.9

72.9
69.8

0.5

85.2

39.2

54.4

15.2

59.3

50.9

54.1

58.0
30.0

62.1
77.2

48.7
46.6

39.2
45.5

62.2
28.0

44.0
43.8

S 96. Other personal service activities
4.0
O 84. Public administration and defence; ..
16.4
R 93. Sports activities and amusement and recreation
activities
13.5
I 56. Food and beverage service activities
25.5
Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration

STEP 7: SENSITIVITY
The final step of the methodology checks the robustness of the composite indicator and its dependence on
the methodological choices taken during the construction of the indicator. To do so, other PCAs using
alternative criteria have been computed, especially:


PCA produced after dropping from the final model – presented in the main text – one of selected
variable at a time (to test whether the results are dependent on individual variables)



PCA resulting from the application of different methodological choices (to test whether one the
choices of the researchers influenced the results significantly).

PCA produced after dropping from the final model one selected variable at the time
In order to check the robustness of the ML risk indicator produced, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out
in which one of the selected variable at a time is dropped from the final model that is presented in the main
text. The results are presented in the table below.

no
profitability

no BOs’
risk score

no
Sharehold
ers' risk
score

no BO
distance

no cash
intensity

no tax
anomalies

no
administrat
ive denials

no
infiltration
OCP

No
infiltration
OCM

ML
composite
risk score

Table 30 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator: One variable dropped at a time.

A 01
A 02
A 03
B 06
B 08
B 09
C 10
C 11
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C 12
C 13
C 14
C 15
C 16
C 17
C 18
C 19
C 20
C 21
C 22
C 23
C 24
C 25
C 26
C 27
C 28
C 29
C 30
C 31
C 32
C 33
D 35
E 36
E 37
E 38
E 39
F 41
F 42
F 43
G 45
G 46
G 47
H 49
H 50
H 51
H 52
H 53
I 55
I 56
J 58
J 59
J 60
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J 61
J 62
J 63
K 64
K 65
K 66
L 68
M 69
M 70
M 71
M 72
M 73
M 74
M 75
N 77
N 78
N 79
N 80
N 81
N 82
O 84
P 85
Q 86
Q 87
Q 88
R 90
R 91
R 92
R 93
S 94
S 95
S 96
Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration
Due to confidentiality of some of the data, the precise scores have been removed. One can see that the
results of the final PCA presented in the main text are robust with respect to variable selection. The
correlation table in the main text shows that the correlations between all the ten models shown above are at
least 0.83.

PCA resulting from the application of the different options
The methodological options taken into consideration rely on OECD & JRC, 2008; Dugato, De Simoni, &
Savona, 2014:
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Rotation of components (Varimax or Oblimin)



Normalisation method (either of the components and the final indicator)



Weighting



Components’ aggregation

ROTATION OF COMPONENTS
Rotation of components enhances the interpretability of the results, by seeking so-called "Simple Structure".
The goal is to obtain a pattern of loadings where each item loads strongly on only one component, and much
more weakly on the other components. Rotations (either orthogonal or oblique) drive loadings towards zero
or towards their maximum possible absolute value (equal to 1). The idea is to identify for each component
the variables with loadings closed to 1 (Jolliffe, 2002, p. 271). Two rotation options are explored:
-

Varimax is an orthogonal rotation method that minimizes the number of fields with high loadings on
each component

-

Direct Oblimin is a method for oblique (non-orthogonal) rotation.

DATA NORMALISATION
Two different methods to normalise the data are explored and compared:
-

Min – max (100)

-

Z – score (calculated by subtracting from any given value the mean of the distribution and dividing
the results by the standard deviation of the original variable)

̅

WEIGHTING
Weights can have a significant effect on the overall composite indicator and the country rankings. Two
weighting methods are explored and compared.
-

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained by the PCA model: it is a technique that
allows to weight each principal component (PC) according to the variability of the data explained by
the component. The PC associated with a higher variance are attributed a higher weight.

-

Equal weights: each component is assigned the same weight. Therefore, those PC which do not
explain much data variability receive the same ‘importance’ of those associated with higher variance.

COMPONENTS’ AGGREGATION
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Components are aggregated using only weighted arithmetic mean. Weights refer what illustrated above,
i.e. to the weights derived from the proportion of variance explained or to equal weights.
The Table below summarises all the methodological options used in the PCA and compared through the
sensitivity analysis. Options highlighted in grey are those adopted for computing the ‘final’ model presented
in the main body of the report (Model 1 – VPSTM).

Table 31 – List of methodological options for constructing the Composite Indicator in the PCA
Step

Methodological options

Label

Varimax

V

Oblimin

O

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained

P

Equal weights (average score)

E

Weighted arithmetic mean

S

Standardisation or Z-scores

T

Min - Max

D

Standardisation or Z-scores

Z

Min - Max

M

PCA rotation of components

Weighting

Aggregation
Normalisation method of the
components

Normalisation method of the
final indicator

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration

A 01
A 02
A 03
B 06
B 08
B 09
C 10
C 11
C 12
C 13
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OESDZ

OESDM

OESTZ

OESTM

OPSDZ

OPSDM

OPSTZ

OPSTM

VESDZ

VESDM

VESTZ

VESTM

VPSDZ

VPSDM

VPSTZ

VPSTM

ML
Composite
risk score

Table 32 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator: Different methodological choices.

C 14
C 15
C 16
C 17
C 18
C 19
C 20
C 21
C 22
C 23
C 24
C 25
C 26
C 27
C 28
C 29
C 30
C 31
C 32
C 33
D 35
E 36
E 37
E 38
E 39
F 41
F 42
F 43
G 45
G 46
G 47
H 49
H 50
H 51
H 52
H 53
I 55
I 56
J 58
J 59
J 60
J 61
J 62
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J 63
K 64
K 65
K 66
L 68
M 69
M 70
M 71
M 72
M 73
M 74
M 75
N 77
N 78
N 79
N 80
N 81
N 82
O 84
P 85
Q 86
Q 87
Q 88
R 90
R 91
R 92
R 93
S 94
S 95
S 96

Source: VU Amsterdam elaboration

Due to confidentiality of some of the data, the precise scores have been removed. One can see that the
results of the final PCA presented in the main text are robust with respect to these methodological choices.
The correlation table in the main text shows that the correlations between all the 16 models shown above are
at least 0.96.
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A.4 – ANNEX CHAPTER 4: UNITED KINGDOM16
A.4.1 UK National Risk Assessment
The UK AML regime
The UK anti-money laundering regime requirements are set out in:


The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) (as amended by the Crime and Courts Act 2013 and
the Serious Crime Act 2015). Under the Crime and Courts Act (2013) the National Crime Agency
(NCA) was established. The NCA replace the Serious Organised Crime Agency and took over its
money laundering and terrorist financing investigation responsibilities. The Serious Crime Act 2015
amended POCA 2002 in a number of areas, including protection for firms making authorised money
laundering disclosures from civil liability.
POCA holds the single set of money laundering offences applicable throughout the UK to the
proceeds of all crimes. It provides the framework for asset recovery in the UK, as well as a number of
investigative powers to enable law enforcement agencies to investigate money laundering and
develop cases to recover the proceeds of crime. The principal money laundering offences in POCA
2002 are designed to cover all elements of money laundering. The key sections of the Act are:



o

s 327: An offence is committed if a person conceals, disguises, converts, transfers or
removes from the jurisdiction property which is, or represents, the benefit of criminal conduct
(i.e. the proceeds of crime) and the person knows or suspects represents such a benefit.

o

s 328: An offence is committed when a person enters into or becomes concerned in an
arrangement which he knows or suspects will facilitate another person to acquire, retain, use
or control benefit from criminal conduct and the person knows or suspects that the property is
benefit from criminal conduct.

o

s 329: An offence is committed when a person acquires, uses or has possession of property
which he knows or suspects represents benefit from criminal conduct.

Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs). POCA requires organisations in the regulated sectors (as set out
in the Money Laundering Regulations 2007) to report suspicions about money laundering to the NCA
(the NCA provides SARs guidance to both regulated and non-regulated, National Crime Agency,
2016). Under POCA, there are separate offences of failing to disclose money laundering, including:
o

s 330: An offence is committed by those working in the regulated sector if they do not submit
a STR to a nominated officer or a SAR to the NCA if they know or suspect, or have
reasonable grounds to know or suspect, that another person is engaged in money laundering;
and the information came to them in the course of their business in the regulated sector.

o

s 331: An offence is committed by ‘nominated officers’ in the regulated sector if they do not
submit a SAR if they know or suspect, or have reasonable grounds to know or suspect, that
another person is engaged in money laundering; and the information came to them in the
course of their role as nominated officer.

16 Written by Matt Hopkins and Nikki Shelton, University of Leicester (United Kingdom)
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o





s.332: an offence is committed by other nominated officers if they do not submit a SAR to the
NCA when they know certain information and they suspect that another person is engaged in
money laundering and the information came to them in consequence of a protected or
authorised disclosure.

Asset Recovery: POCA provides a legislative framework for asset recovery, with four routes for the
recovery of criminal assets:
o

Criminal confiscation (post-conviction).

o

Civil recovery (a form of non-conviction confiscation).

o

Cash seizure and forfeiture.

o

Taxation.

Money Laundering Regulations 2007
o

The Regulations “apply to the following persons acting in the course of business carried on by
them in the United Kingdom (‘relevant persons’)” (HM Government, 2007, p. 6):


Credit institutions



Financial institutions



Auditors, insolvency practitioners, external accountants and tax advisers



Independent legal professionals



Trust or company service providers



Estate agents



High value dealers



Casinos

o

The Money Laundering Regulations 2007 place requirements on ‘relevant persons’ who are
subject to the regulations to have in place systems and controls to identify, assess, manage
and mitigate risk to prevent and detect money laundering and terrorist financing (HM
Treasury, 2015).

o

Relevant persons must be effectively monitors for compliance with the requirements of the
Regulations by the appropriate supervisory authority (HM Government, 2007, sec. 24).

o

The Regulations for “relevant persons” include the requirement to (HM Treasury, 2015, p. 14):


Conduct customer due diligence (CDD) and identify categories of higher risk
customer including Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs).



Appoint a nominated officer to whom knowledge or suspicion of money laundering
or terrorist financing must be reported.



Have policies and procedures, including for risk assessment and management.



Monitor and manage compliance with those policies and procedures.



Ensure awareness and training of staff.
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Other legislation: The Terrorism Act 2000 (as amended by the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act
2001, the Terrorism Act 2006 and the Terrorism Act 2000 and Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
(Amendment) Regulations 2007).

Table 33 - UK Anti-Money Laundering Action Plan – Summary of action points and timescales
Action

Lead

Completed by

Home Office /
National Crime
Agency (NCA)

Oct 2018

NCA

July 2016

A stronger partnership with the private sector

1

Reform the Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
regime, making the necessary legislative, operational
and technical changes to deliver the proposals
detailed in this Action Plan.

2

Move Joint Money Laundering Intelligence
Taskforce (JMLIT) to a permanent footing.

3

Create a register of banks’ particular business
specialisms and make it available to JMLIT to ensure
that relevant expertise is brought into JMLIT work on
money laundering and terrorist financing typologies.

British Bankers’
Association

End 2016

4

Explore legislation to achieve better information
sharing between law enforcement agencies and the
private sector, and between private sector entities.

Home Office

Oct 2017

5

Deliver Prevent campaigns to raise awareness
amongst professionals in the regulated sector of
money laundering risks and the actions needed to
mitigate them.

Home Office, HM
Treasury (HMT)

Ongoing

6

Public-private partnership to run a Prevent
campaign to educate consumers and businesses as
to the risks of becoming involved in money
laundering.

British Bankers’
Association, Home
Office, HMT

End 2017

Enhancing the law enforcement response
7

Deliver improvements in intelligence
collection capability.

NCA

Jan 2017

8

Ensure an effective multi-agency investigation
response, drawing on private sector expertise, to
target the most complex high-end money laundering
cases.

NCA

Oct 2016

9

Create a programme to upskill intelligence,
analytical, investigative and legal staff to take on
complex money laundering cases.

NCA

June 2017
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Action

Lead

Completed by

10

Establish a more sustainable funding model for
Regional Asset Recovery Teams to ensure their
robust response to money laundering linked to
serious and organised crime, including through asset
confiscation and denial.

Home Office

Oct 2016

11

Explore new powers to tackle money laundering.

Home Office

Oct 2016

12

Reduce vulnerabilities and close loopholes that can
be exploited by terrorists.

Home Office

Oct 2017

HMT

Autumn 2016

NCA

Mar 2017

HMT, Home Office

ongoing

NCA

Mar 2017

National Terrorist
Financial
Investigation Unit
(NTFIU)

Ongoing

Improving the effectiveness of the supervisory regime

13

Complete the review of the supervisory regime taking
into account relevant evidence submitted to the
Cutting Red Tape Review, and announce reforms.

Increasing our international reach
14

Create new NCA International Liaison Officer
posts in important jurisdictions.

15

Develop a new approach for cross-border
information sharing between private sector and
Government entities.

16

Submit a new approach for
enforcement and prosecutor
international corruption cases.

17

Deliver training to, and share expertise with, key
overseas partners to help them build their capacity
and capability to investigate and combat the financing
of terrorism.

18

Continue to support Counter-ISIL Finance Group
efforts to degrade Daesh finances and work to
support activity to combat terrorist finance.

Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office (FCO)

Ongoing

19

Support UK charities operating in difficult
environments overseas to mitigate the risk of their
funds being abused for terrorist purposes.

Charity Commission

Ongoing

international law
co-operation on

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of Home Office (2016, pp. 5–6)

The UK National risk assessment
Methodology used in the UK NRA and associated problems
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Although the UK NRA presents an overall risk score for regulated business sectors, it is not clear how
threats to businesses are measured. Indeed, in order to fully understand the limitations with the UK NRA, it is
worth describing the methodology in detail. The NRA used a methodology known as MoRiLE - Management
of Risk in Law Enforcement, which is increasingly being used as a risk assessment tool in law enforcement.
The basic principle of MoRILE is that a risk score can be calculated by multiplying the scores attributed to a
number of ‘harms’ and multiplying them by the likelihood of events occurring. Harms are specific criminal
events that policing and policy agencies are expected to prevent and detect – such as conventional crimes,
cybercrimes, terrorist events and money laundering. Seven categories of harms are identified in MoRiLE
including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Individual: The physical, psychological or financial impact suffered by an individual;
Community: The impact on the community;
Public Expectation: What would the public expect, if they knew what you knew about the issue;
Environmental: The impact on the environment and ecological infrastructure;
Financial: The impact upon the national economy;
Organisational: The impact on the organisation's reputation and the effect of internal and
external political factors;
Organisational – economic: The impact upon the organisation to tackle the issue.

These harms are then measured by using the following scores:








None – no harm: 0
Low: 1
Moderate: 2
Substantial: 4
Severe: 8
Critical: 16
Catastrophic: 32

By way of example, the table below presents a definition of how events that are scored as catastrophic are
defined in a MoRILE assessment.
Table 34: ‘Catastrophic’ harms scoring as used in MoRiLE.
Event

Definition

Individual

Mass casualty or loss of business impacting within the wider community. Psychological
impact results in individual endangering or causing loss of other lives (32)

Community

Critical Incident declared requiring significant, co-ordinated multi-agency (4+) approach
to tackle (32)

Public
Expectation

Group places expectations upon organisation regarding an issue which has an
international impact (32)

Environmental

Critical Incident declared requiring significant, co-ordinated multi-agency (4+) approach
to tackle, incident causes permanent damage to the environment (32)

Economic

Severe economic consequences (large financial implication for prolonged period of
time, impacts on the general public and causes hardship) (32)
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Event

Definition

Organisational

Impact of issue is felt at international levels and results in an international dispute
(trade embargoes, etc) (32)

Organisational economic

Severe economic consequences (large, prolonged resource implication which is
unsustainable, restricts the ability to conduct daily business) (32)

Source: University of Leicester elaboration on data supplied by MoRiLE programme officers.
In order to calculate a risk score, the seven harm grouping scores are added together and multiplied by a
likelihood score. Likelihood is a measure of scale of criminality – the frequency with which the activity is
seen to be committed - added to the volume of activity. Frequency is scored across five categories from
once every five years (scored as 0.25) to weekly (scored as 2). Volume is also scored across five categories
from ‘no/ negligible activity’ (scored as 0.25) to large volumes (scored as 2).
A version of MoRiLE was used to calculate overall risk scores for regulated sector businesses in the UK ML
risk assessment. The model used in the NRA was revised slightly and what is presented is a total
vulnerabilities score (instead of a harms score) and a total likelihood score. These scores are multiplied to
give a structural risk score across each of the regulated sectors. The vulnerabilities that were assessed
include:





Complexity of services offered and reach;
Capacity to move money internationally;
Volume and speed of money movement;
Level of regulatory compliance in the sector.

The likelihood that a threat might materialise was based upon:




The size of the sector or area;
The likelihood of reporting suspicious activity to law enforcement as indicated by SARs
submissions;
Law enforcement knowledge of money laundering through the sector.

While the methodology used in the UK NRA is of interest, some important issues arise:


First, it is unclear why the methodology utilises different language from that used by the FATF. For
example, it is unclear why total vulnerabilities, total likelihood and structural risk are measured rather than threats, vulnerabilities and overall risks.



Second, it is not entirely clear what data have been used to make the threat assessment. In the NRA
(HM Treasury, 2015, p. 10) it is stated that workshops and questionnaires were issued across
sectors, though it is not clear what was asked in these workshops/ questionnaires. Also, it is later
suggested that the assessment relies upon “expert judgement” (HM Treasury, 2015, p. 10).



Third, it is not made clear how the scores that appear on page 12 are derived. For example, why do
banks have a vulnerabilities score of 34 as compared to 10 for high value dealers? The same might
also be said for the “total likelihood” scores that appear on the same page.



Fourth, it is also unclear how the risk scores have been developed for the three thematic areas
identified at the bottom of table 1.A in the NRA (HM Treasury, 2015, p. 12) – cash, new payment
methods and digital currencies – are calculated.
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Fifth, once the structural risk score is calculated then a “risk with mitigation grading” is calculated.
Essentially, this takes the structural risk score, but considers “mitigating measures” – such as “UK
law enforcement and supervisors capabilities and capacity” (HM Treasury, 2015, p. 11) to combat
laundering in that sector. Again it is not clear how these have been calculated.
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A.4.2 Analysis at sub-national area level in the United Kingdom
STEP 1 – 2: ML RISK FACTORS IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATIONALISATION
These are based upon availability of data at time database was built.
Table 35 - Money Laundering Threats: sources of data
Threats

Variable

Data Source / notes

Number of OCGs

Number of OCGs/OC
presence

National Crime Agency – 2016 data estimates

Impacting OCGs

OCGs impacting within a
local area

National Crime Agency– 2016 data estimates

% of various crime types
attributable to organised
crime

Estimates made by Mills et al, 2013.

Distraction burglary
(code 28c)

2014/15 taken from Home Office Crime in England
and Wales data (HO supplied)

Theft of motor vehicle
(code 48)

2014/15 taken from Home Office Crime in England
and Wales data

Drugs trafficking &
seizures (code 92a and
b)

Three year average (2012/3; 2013/4; 2014/5) taken
from Home Office Crime in England and Wales data

Human Trafficking (code
72)

Two year average (2013/14; 2014/15) Home Office
Crime in England and Wales data

Blackmail (code 35)

2014-15 figures from Crime in England and Wales

Kidnap (code 36)

2014-15 figures from Crime in England and Wales

Modern Slavery (code
106)

2015-16 figures from Crime in England and Wales –
Q1 only.

Proceeds of Crime
Offences (profit from or
conceal knowledge of
proceeds of crime) (code
38)

Three year average (2012/3; 2013/4; 2014/5) taken
from Home Office Crime in England and Wales data

Forgery (code 61)

2015-16 figures from Crime in England and Wales

Fraud

Action Fraud Estimates for 2016

Child sex exploitation
(code 71)

Two year average (2013/14; 2014/15) Home Office
Crime in England and Wales data

Metal Theft

Figures to year end April 2013 (Home office, 2013)

Predicate Offences
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Threats

Crime Revenues/ Costs

Variable

Data Source / notes

Cash in transit robberies

2014/15 data from Safercash.

Plant theft

2015 estimate from PANIU (Plant and Agricultural
National Intelligence Unit)

Acquisitive crime
revenues

Crime revenue estimates made in Mills et al, 2013.
Where possible actual average cost of crime is
applied – such as cost of property in burglary.

Source: University of Leicester elaboration

Table 36 - Sub-national vulnerabilities quantitative variables: sources of data
Area Vulnerability Categories

Presence of cash intensive
businesses

Variable Description

Data Source

Business cash intensiveness measure 1: Business
cash & cash equivalent/ total assets;

BvD

Business cash intensiveness measure 2: Business
current assets/total assets.

BvD

Average number of employees per company

BvD/ BEIS

Average turnover per company

BvD/ BEIS

Business size
Businesses liquidity 1: average number of payable
days (days to be paid by suppliers)

BvD

Business liquidity 2: average number of receivable
days (days to be paid by customers)

BvD

Profitability

Measure of company profitability

BvD

Availability of cash in local area

Presence of cash machines per 1m population

UK Payments

Attractiveness of local area for
investment

Average real estate values

UK BEIS data

Annual increase in real estate values

UK BEIS data

Business liquidity

Area international connectivity

Business ownership structures

Presence of transit hubs such as ports and
international airports

Estimate
developed by UoL

% non-UK beneficial owners in UK business

BvD

% non-UK shareholders in UK business

BvD

Average distance to beneficial owners

BvD

Beneficial owner risk scores: Financial Secrecy
Scores of beneficial owners [controlling for
company value (assets)]

BvD
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Business types: presence
businesses thought to be at ‘high
risk’ of money laundering (i.e.
regulated business)

Shareholder risk scores: Financial Secrecy Scores
of company shareholders [controlling for company
value (assets)]

BvD

Presence of legal, real estate, gambling,
accountancy businesses.

BVD

Source: University of Leicester elaboration

Table 37 - Control variables: sources of data
Control Variable

Data source/ notes

Area population

Area Resident Population - UK Census 2014 estimate

Business population

UK Department for Business Innovation and Skills/Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy data – UK business
population estimates

Business population

Area Business Population from BvD data estimates

Area GDP

Area GDP: UK GDP per head base upon BIS data = $42,000 per head
Source: University of Leicester elaboration

UK SARs national level statistics (value)
Data relating to the value of seizures, restrains and arrest figures arising from consent SARS provide a
useful indication of the extent to which the consent regime is effective in disrupting criminal finance (National
Crime Agency, 2013). For example, the table below presents the outcomes of both refused and granted
consent requests for the past three reporting periods:
Table 38 – UK SARs: refused and granted consent requests (2012-2015)
Interventions arising from refused
consent requests
Restraint sums
Cash seizure sums
Funds indemnified by HMRC
Funds recovered by HMRC
Total

Oct 2012 to

Oct 2013 to

Oct 2014 to

Sept 2013
£19,887,133

Sept 2014
£141,178,112

Sept 2015
£42,079,328

£173,374

£107,951

£1,313,437

£19,932,349

£1,286,499

£376,035

£2,752,287

£1,176,091

£369,040

£42,745,143

£143,748,653

£45,137,840
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Cases with arrests recorded

32 (38 arrests)

35 (47 arrests)

16 (17 arrests)

9.8%

11.5%

9.4%

Oct 2012 to

Oct 2013 to

Oct 2014 to

Sept 2013

Sept 2014

Sept 2015

Restraint sums

£217,081

£339,540

£99,137

Cash seizure sums

£148,374

£309,260

£1,138,472

Total

£365,455

£648,800

£1,237,609

8 (8 arrests)

5 (5 arrests)

5 (5 arrests)

Refusal rate for the period
Interventions arising from granted
consent requests

Cases with arrests recorded

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of National Crime Agency (2013, 2014, 2015b)

National level UK tax gap statistics
As indicated in the figure below, there is an overall trend of the tax gap reducing over the reporting period,
from 8.3% in 2005/06 to 6.5% in 2014/15, and becoming relatively stable in more recent years. In terms of
value, this means that the tax gap estimate for 2014/15 of £36 billion is £11 billion less than if the percentage
tax gap had remained at the 2005/06 level of 8.3% (HMRC, 2016). HMRC (2016) state that the percentage
of theoretical tax liabilities is a better indicator of compliance over time, as it takes some key factors into
account, such as economic growth, inflation and changes to tax rates (where as the monetary figures do
not).
Figure 39 - Tax gap and percentage of theoretical tax liabilities (2005-1015)

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of HMRC (2016)
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The tax gap provides an indication of total tax lost each year, but these losses are known to be for a number
of reasons and through a variety of behaviours, as illustrated in the table below. The breakdown of
behaviours does include a category for “criminal attacks”. HMRC provide the following description for the
kinds of behaviours that are considered to be criminal attacks: “organised criminal gangs undertake coordinated and systematic attacks on the tax system. This includes smuggling goods such as alcohol or
tobacco, VAT repayment fraud and VAT Missing Trader Intra-Community (MTIC) fraud” (HMRC, 2016, p.
20). However, many of the other behaviours could also be indicators of criminal activity and, by implication,
money laundering.

Table 40 - UK tax gap time series by behaviour and percentage of total theoretical liabilities
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Behaviour
%

£bn

%

£bn

%

£bn

%

£bn

%

£bn

%

£bn

Criminal attacks

1.3%

5.9

1.1%

5.6

1.0%

5.0

0.9%

4.7

1.0%

5.5

0.9%

4.8

Evasion

0.8%

3.8

0.9%

4.3

0.9%

4.4

1.0%

4.9

1.0%

5.1

0.9%

5.2

Hidden economy

1.1%

4.8

1.1%

5.2

1.1%

5.7

1.2%

6.3

1.2%

6.4

1.1%

6.2

Avoidance

0.7%

2.9

0.7%

3.5

0.5%

2.5

0.4%

2.2

0.5%

2.4

0.4%

2.2

Legal interpretation

1.0%

4.5

0.9%

4.4

0.9%

4.7

1.0%

5.1

1.0%

5.1

1.0%

5.2

Non-payment

1.0%

4.5

0.8%

3.8

0.9%

4.5

0.8%

4.0

0.8%

4.1

0.7%

3.6

Failure to take
reasonable care

0.8%

3.7

0.8%

4.0

0.8%

4.0

0.9%

4.8

1.0%

5.1

1.0%

5.5

Error

0.5%

2.3

0.5%

2.4

0.5%

2.7

0.6%

3.1

0.6%

3.1

0.6%

3.2

Total

7.2%

32

6.8%

33

6.6%

33

6.9%

35

6.9%

37

6.5%

36

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of HMRC (2016)

UK national level asset recovery statistics – confiscation orders
Confiscation orders are the main means by which the government seeks to deprive criminals of their illicit
gains. However, it is acknowledged that only a very small percentage of criminal proceeds/gains can, in
practical terms, ever be confiscated; for example, in 2012/13, an estimated 26p was confiscated for every
£100 points of criminal proceeds (National Audit Office, 2013).
Table 41 - Confiscation orders: Key facts comparing the years 2012/2013 and 2014/2015
2012/13

2014/15

Confiscation orders imposed

6,392

5,924

Number of restraint orders used to freeze offenders’ assets

1,368

1,203
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Overall enforcement rate of all confiscation orders imposed, as at
September of each reporting year

41%

45%

Enforcement rate for confiscation order of £1 million or more

18%

22%

Collected by enforcement agencies from confiscation orders

£133 million

£155 million

Confiscation order debt outstanding, as at September of each
reporting year

£1.46 billion

£1.61 billion

Confiscation order debt HM Courts & Tribunals Service estimate to
be collectable in its annual trust statement for each reporting year

£102 million

£203 million

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of National Audit Office confiscation order reports
(National Audit Office, 2013, 2016)
The substantial differences in the level of confiscation order debt outstanding and the confiscation order debt
amounts estimated to be realistically collectable in both reporting periods illustrates the low impact of
confiscation orders on recovering criminal assets.
The Confiscation Order system has been reviewed in recent years by the National Audit Office and the
Committee of Public Accounts. It was concluded that the confiscation order process was poorly
implemented, was not effective and did not provide value for money, and the National Audit Office and the
Committee of Public Accounts set out a number of recommendations to reform the system (see National
Audit Office, 2016, Appendix 4).
The government accepted these findings and implemented a programme of reform, based on these
recommendations, to be carried out in 2014 and 2015. However, in 2016, the National Audit Office reviewed
the overall progress of reform against the recommendations and found that, although there has been some
improvement in terms of confiscated income and the introduction of stronger sanctions, the expected
transformation of the confiscation order system as a whole as at the end of 2015 had not happened, and
urgently requires more determined efforts by all of the criminal justice bodies to implement the
recommendations (National Audit Office, 2016). In line with the measures set out in the UK Action Plan for
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist finance (Home Office, 2016), HM Government have introduced
the Criminal Finances Bill. This Bill aims to “significantly improve” the UK’s capability to “recover the
proceeds of crime; to tackle money laundering and corruption; and to counter terrorist financing”, and “make
the UK a more hostile place for organised criminals” (Home Office, 2017, pp. 1–3).

Opacity of business ownership
The UK business population compared to BvD coverage
Of course, understanding money laundering risks at territory level requires some understanding of the
composition of the business population. According to the UK Department for Business, Innovation and
17
Skills (BIS), at the start of 2015 there were around 5.4m VAT registered UK businesses, with 4.9m based
in England and Wales (BEIS, 2016). The highest concentrations of business are in the London and South
East regions with nearly one million business in London and 800,000 in the South East (BEIS, 2016).

17 Department for Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS) was replaced by Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) in
July 2016
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However, one of the problems with the UK business statistics is that information on business sector is only
disaggregated to regional level and also, data are not available on many of the vulnerabilities that the
literature review suggests are drivers of money laundering. Therefore, many of the vulnerabilities variables
developed for the analysis use Bureau van Dijk (BvD) data.
An overview of the numbers of businesses for which BvD data were available as compared to the UK
business population (businesses operating at start of 2015 and those operating at the start of 2016) is
presented (by sector) below. This shows that while there were around 5.3 million business recorded in the
UK business statistics recorded at the start of 2015 and 2016, the BvD data record details for 3.7 million
businesses. Across the sectors there are also some substantial differences in the numbers recorded. This
may partially be accounted for by the fact the BvD only collates information about private limited companies.
While, ideally, the BvD data would more closely match BIS data in terms of the numbers observed across
each category it still serves as a useful source of data from which to develop proxy measures of
vulnerabilities.
Table 42 - UK Business Population Statistics compared to BvD
Sector

UK BIS Stats (Jan 2015)

UK BEIS Stats (Jan 2016)

BvD data

Agriculture

153,360

153,640

72,441

Mining, Energy, Water
& waste

29,390

28,285

41,076

C

Manufacturing

275,565

265,735

241,257

F

Construction

956,105

974,625

387958

G

Wholesale and Retail

522,690

544,490

514309

H

Transport

274,840

313,860

116,263

I

Hotels and bars

183,180

185,510

244,974

J

ICT

338,905

337,850

333,393

K

Finance

84,140

89,215

114,873

L

Real Estate

105,045

105,700

210247

M

Professional activities

792,885

823,560

506,932

N

Admin services

443,400

459,860

404,309

P

Education

267,550

312,220

116,071

Q

Social Work

371,375

347,700

255,851

R

Entertainment

268,365

252,495

126,267

A
B,D,E
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Sector
S

Other Service Activities

Total

UK BIS Stats (Jan 2015)

UK BEIS Stats (Jan 2016)

BvD data

322,655

302,925

265,356

5,389,450

5,497,670

3,741,330

*Sectors of households (T) and extraterritorial (U) not included in BEIS statistics.

Source: University of Leicester elaboration of Business Population Statistics (BEIS, 2016; BIS, 2015) as
compared to BvD data.
For the purposes of this study, the opacity of business ownership is analysed with respect to two subdimensions: complexity of business ownership and ownership links with risky jurisdictions.
Complexity of business ownership: BO distance
It is measured through the so-called Beneficial ownership distance (BO distance), provided by Bureau van
Dijk (BvD). BOs in BvD definition are identified as the individual(s) who ultimately own or control an
entity. They are identified by BvD reconstructing the ownership chain until finding natural persons holding
above a certain shareholding. For the purpose of this study it has been decided to set the minimum
thresholds at 10% at the first level of company structure and 10% at further levels. The adopted threshold is
lower than EU Directive definition (25% threshold) but allows for a more comprehensive analysis.
BO distance in BvD definition is the number of ownership levels separating the BO from a given company.
When BO distance equals 1, the company is directly controlled by its BO(s). If the BO distance equals 2, it
means that between a given company and its BO(s), there is another intermediate corporate entity.
For the purpose of this study, the BO distance for each area is computed as the average of the BO distances
of the BOs of all the companies registered in that area.
As illustrated in the report, a higher BO distance in a certain area may be due to a higher number of
multinational companies registered in that area. This is not assumed to be a risk factor per se, while it is
interesting to identify ‘unnecessarily complex’ business structures, i.e. those which record high BO distance
despite the presence of relatively small companies. For this reason, and in order to control for company size
and identify actual ownership complexity anomalies, the BO distance in each area is weighted by the
average company size calculated as the ratio between total assets on number of companies in each area
(unfortunately, it is not possible to discriminate this directly at a company level). In detail, given:
i = police area
C = number of companies registered in the police area i
BO_DISTANCE = average BO distance of the BOs of the companies registered in the police area i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(

∑

)

After calculating it, weighted BO distance is normalised min-max on the scale 0-100 (see main report).
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Ownership links with risky jurisdictions
In each police area, the volume of connections with ‘risky jurisdictions’ can be understood by considering
the average level of opacity of the jurisdictions of the shareholders and BOs of the companies registered in
that area. The level of opacity of each jurisdiction is measured through the Secrecy Score of the FSI –
Financial Secrecy Index developed by TJN – Tax Justice Network.
The Financial Secrecy Score (hereafter FSS) is a composite indicator published by the Tax Justice Network
(http://www.taxjustice.net/), covering 102 countries in 2015, which combines different dimensions (see Tax
Justice Network, 2015):


access to beneficial ownership information;



corporate transparency;



efficiency of tax and financial regulation;



compliance with international standards;



international cooperation (Tax Justice Network, 2015).

The FSS is preferred to other measures of opacity of risky jurisdictions (e.g. international or national
blacklists, Transparency International CPI, Basel AML Index, etc.) because of its independency, consistency
and methodological reliability. Moreover, this indicator has been also used in previous studies (Cassetta et
al., 2014; Gara & De Franceschis, 2015; Riccardi et al., 2016).
In each police area, the volume of ownership links with risky jurisdictions has been calculated as follows:


it is calculated the % of each nationality of shareholders (natural and legal persons) and BOs on the
total number of shareholders and BOs respectively in that area;



the % of each nationality is multiplied by the relevant value of the FSS of that jurisdiction (for the
countries not originally covered by the FSS, the average FSS value of available jurisdictions is
assigned)



the obtained values are summed in order to obtain a single score for each area. The higher, the
higher the level of opacity of that area.

In detail, given:
x = number of shareholders
y = number of BOs
j = nationality of shareholders or BOs
i = police area
FSS = Secrecy Score of the FSI

∑[

(∑

)

]
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∑[

(∑

]

)

UK is attributed FSS = 0. In other words, the score is calculated only on foreign shareholders and BOs. This
because it is assumed that the ‘local’ shareholders and BOs pose less risk (whatever the FSS of the
jurisdiction) since easier to investigate and monitor. Obviously, this approach implies that areas with a higher
number of foreign shareholders and BOs would record a higher risk score.
Again, the volume of shareholders’ and BOs’ connections with risky jurisdictions may be subject to the
number of multinational companies active in a certain area. And again for this reason it is decided to weigh
the risk score by the average company size in order to identify ‘actual anomalies’. In particular, given:
i = police area
C = number of companies registered in the police area i
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(

∑

)
(

∑

)

STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION AND NORMALISATION
Data collection, cleaning, imputation of missing value, validation
Data relating to the threats and vulnerabilities are collected from a number of sources. However, due to the
paucity of data on business vulnerabilities, there is a reliance here on BvD data.
When conducting geographical analysis, the highest numbers of organised crime groups and predicate
offences are most likely to be observed in the larger metropolitan areas. Therefore, control variables – such
as resident area population, numbers of businesses and local rates of GDP – are used to control for
differences in area size. While this allowed for meaningful area comparisons to be conducted across 42
police areas, it is problematic to compare predicate offences in the City of London to other police areas. The
main reasons for this is that the City of London has a small population (of less than 10,000 residents),
compared to an average of 1.2m across all other areas. Therefore, care has to be taken when interpreting
data for the City of London to other areas. This is taken into account below as two area risk models are
developed – one that includes the City of London and one that excludes this area.

Data transformation and normalisation
As said before, IARM model builds up on a concept of relative risk (see Chapter 1 of the main report), i.e.
each ML threat and vulnerability should be considered relatively to the size of the local population and/or the
economy. For this reason, when necessary, for each proxy variable counts have been transformed into ratios
on population, GDP or other relevant control variables. For examples, variables expressed in monetary
values (such as value of bank deposits or the amount of proceeds of crime) are weighted according to GDP;
crime statistics (e.g. number of homicides or number of arrested people brought into formal contact with the
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police) are expressed as ratios on the population. After having computed the ratios, all variables available for
multiple years/all longitudinal data are aggregated according to the arithmetic mean.

STEP 4 – 5: DATA EXPLORATION, CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND PRINCIPAL
COMPONENTS ANALYSIS (PCA)
Once collected, data are analysed through descriptive statistics and basic inference tests to identify specific
data patterns. Association among the proxies is explored through a correlation analysis.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate data analysis technique used, in a similar way of other
approaches (e.g. factor analysis), to reduce the information contained in large datasets into a smaller
number of components (or factors, in factor analysis), each of them able to summarise a specific
phenomenon explained by a range of correlated variables. For doing so, PCA uses an orthogonal
transformation of the correlated variables into a set of principal components which are uncorrelated each
other (Jolliffe, 2002; OECD & JRC, 2008; Kabacoff, 2015). For the purpose of IARM, PCA is particularly
useful because:


it allows to confirm the starting hypothesis on the theoretical framework on ML risk factors;



it allows to easily identify components of the overall ML risk;



it allows to aggregate the different components of ML risk using non-discretionary weights extracted
from the PCA, namely the proportion of variance explained.

The PCA is conducted on a selected subset of variables (see table below).
Table 43 - List of selected variables used in PCA
Proxy variable

Variable labels

Organized crime groups per 100,000 population

OCG

Grouped drugs crimes per 100,000 population

DRUG

Acquisitive crime revenues as % of GDP

ACQUISITIVE_GDP

Average ratio Cash / Total assets

CASH_ASSETS

Average ratio Current assets / Total assets

CURRENT_ASSETS

BO distance

BO_DISTANCE

Number of transit hubs such as ports and international airports

TRANSIT_HUB

Shareholders’ risk score

RISKY_SH_w

BOs’ risk score

RISKY_BO_w
Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration

The selection of the number of meaningful components to retain follows three main criteria (OECD & JRC,
2008; Rencher, 2002):
1) The eigenvalue-one criterion for which each observed component that displays an eigenvalue
greater than 1 is retained. Results of a parallel analysis based on the analyses of the eigenvalues of
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the principal components (the so called Kaiser-Harris criterion, with Cattell Scree test and parallel
analysis) is shown below (see Figure 1).
2) Proportion of variance accounted for. Any component that accounts for at least 10% of the total
variance in the data is retained.
3) Amount of variance explained. The components, which accordingly to the previous points, have
eigenvalue greater than 1 and account for at least 10% of the total variance in the data, should
explain at least 65% of the variability in the data to be kept in the model.
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STEP 6: AGGREGATION AND COMPOSITE INDICATOR CONSTRUCTION
The principal components, identified through the PCA, are then combined together in order to construct a
synthetic composite indicator of ML risk. For doing so, they are aggregated using as weight the
proportion of variance (of the model) explained by each component, and then normalized to the scale 0100 according to a min-max criterion, where 100 = highest ML risk. In other words, given:
i = 1, ..,I police area (in our case I = 43)
j = 1, … , J component (in our case case J = 3)
wj ∈ [0, 1] , so that ∑

= 1  Proportion of variance explained

Sij = PCA score (police area)

∑

(

)=

+

+

Table 44 – Top 10 most risky and 10 least risky areas according to the final ML Risk Composite
indictor
Model 1 – All 43 police areas
PC1

PC2

PC3

Serious and
organised
crime

Connections
to risky
jurisdictions

Business opacity
and cash-intensity

100.0

52.4

58.0

100.0

Metropolitan Police

0.0

100.0

87.5

31.4

Greater Manchester

5.8

54.2

97.3

21.2

West Midlands

4.7

57.0

96.5

21.2

Essex

5.9

44.0

89.5

16.6

Leicestershire

6.9

43.8

78.0

15.8

Cambridgeshire

5.1

49.8

61.6

14.3

Northamptonshire

4.1

44.6

80.8

14.0

Sussex

0.5

49.3

91.7

13.9

Dyfed-Powys

15.7

8.3

100.0

13.9

West Mercia

7.2

25.2

62.0

7.3

London, City of (EC)

ML Risk
Composite
Indicator
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PC1

PC2

PC3

Serious and
organised
crime

Connections
to risky
jurisdictions

Business opacity
and cash-intensity

North Wales

12.7

0.0

92.6

7.1

Cleveland

7.7

25.0

52.2

6.3

Surrey

4.1

47.7

9.8

5.7

Nottinghamshire

6.7

32.8

32.8

5.6

Northumbria

9.3

23.5

35.8

5.0

Suffolk

6.0

30.0

36.3

4.5

North Yorkshire

7.2

15.8

60.1

3.6

Durham

7.4

28.0

19.7

2.8

Gloucestershire

4.6

34.5

0.0

0.0

ML Risk
Composite
Indicator

Source: University of Leicester elaboration

Table 45 – Top 10 most risky, and 10 least risky areas according to the final ML Risk Composite
indictor
Model grouping City of London and Metropolitan Police
PC1

PC2

PC3

Serious
organized crime
and transit hubs

Connections to
risky
jurisdictions

Business cash
intensity

Metropolitan Police +
City of London

95.6

40.4

100.0

100.0

Greater Manchester

100.0

43.0

22.4

75.3

Dyfed-Powys

45.3

100.0

12.0

67.9

Leicestershire

91.7

35.5

14.9

64.0

Lancashire

63.9

54.0

31.1

63.0

West Midlands

82.4

35.4

26.6

62.9

Merseyside

67.2

57.5

15.7

60.9

South Yorkshire

79.7

40.7

12.0

58.5

ML Risk
Composite
Indicator
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PC1

PC2

PC3
ML Risk
Composite
Indicator

Serious
organized crime
and transit hubs

Connections to
risky
jurisdictions

Business cash
intensity

Essex

72.0

42.6

15.8

56.4

Sussex

34.6

56.9

49.9

54.3

Norfolk

14.5

50.6

18.1

27.8

West Mercia

8.9

49.3

26.7

27.1

Warwickshire

23.6

25.6

30.5

25.4

North Yorkshire

25.0

41.6

5.7

25.0

Thames Valley

20.7

17.5

44.7

24.9

Northumbria

22.6

24.1

8.7

16.0

Durham

27.0

14.0

10.5

14.3

Suffolk

2.4

22.3

19.7

7.5

Surrey

0.0

0.0

37.5

1.6

Gloucestershire

0.7

3.4

27.5

0.0

Source: University of Leicester elaboration

STEP 7: SENSITIVITY
The final step of the methodology checks the robustness of the composite indicator and its dependence on
the methodological choices taken during the construction of the indicator. To do so, other PCAs using
alternative criteria have been computed, especially:


PCA produced after dropping from the final model – presented in the main text – one of selected
variable at a time (to test whether the results are dependent on individual variables)



PCA resulting from the application of different methodological choices (to test whether one the
choices of the researchers influenced the results significantly).

PCA produced after dropping from the final model one selected variable at the time
In order to check the robustness of the ML risk indicator produced, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out
in which one of the selected variable at a time is dropped from the final model that is presented in the main
text (See table 46). The results are presented in the tables 47 and 48.
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Table 46 - List of models produced dropping one selected variables at the time
MODEL

Variable excluded from the model

MODEL_1

Final model (VPSTM)

MODEL_2

No OCG

MODEL_3

No DRUG

MODEL_4

No ACQUISITIVE

MODEL_5

No TRANSIT_HUBS

MODEL_6

No CASH_ASSETS

MODEL_7

No CURRENT_ASSETS

MODEL_8

No RISKY_SH_w

MODEL_9

No RISKY_BO_w

MODEL_10

No BO_DISTANCE
Source: University of Leicester elaboration
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Table 47 - Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator: One variable dropped at a time

London, City of (EC)
Metropolitan Police
Greater Manchester
West Midlands
Essex
Leicestershire
Cambridgeshire
Northamptonshire
Sussex
Dyfed-Powys
South Yorkshire
Staffordshire
Hampshire
Thames Valley
Humberside
West Yorkshire
Kent
South Wales
Cheshire
Cumbria
Hertfordshire
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MODEL_10

MODEL_9

MODEL_8

MODEL_7

MODEL_6

MODEL_5

MODEL_4

MODEL_3

MODEL_2

Area

MODEL_1

Model 1 – All 43 police areas

Bedfordshire
Wiltshire
Avon & Somerset
Merseyside
Lincolnshire
Warwickshire
Devon & Cornwall
Lancashire
Norfolk
Dorset
Derbyshire
Gwent
West Mercia
North Wales
Cleveland
Surrey
Nottinghamshire
Northumbria
Suffolk
North Yorkshire
Durham
Gloucestershire

Source: University of Leicester elaboration
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Table 48 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator: One variable dropped at a time
Model grouping City of London and Metropolitan Police
Area

MODEL_1

MODEL_2

MODEL_3

MODEL_4

MODEL_5

MODEL_6

MODEL_7

MODEL_8

MODEL_9

MODEL_10

Metropolitan Police
Greater Manchester
Dyfed-Powys
Leicestershire
Lancashire
West Midlands
Merseyside
South Yorkshire
Essex
Sussex
Staffordshire
Avon & Somerset
South Wales
Cambridgeshire
Gwent
North Wales
Humberside
Northamptonshire
Cumbria
West Yorkshire
Kent
Hampshire
Lincolnshire
Derbyshire
Cleveland
Dorset
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Hertfordshire
Cheshire
Devon & Cornwall
Nottinghamshire
Bedfordshire
Wiltshire
Norfolk
West Mercia
Warwickshire
North Yorkshire
Thames Valley
Northumbria
Durham
Suffolk
Surrey
Gloucestershire

Source: University of Leicester elaboration
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PCA resulting from the application of the different options
The methodological options taken into consideration rely on OECD & JRC, 2008; Dugato, De Simoni, &
Savona, 2014:


Rotation of components (Varimax or Oblimin)



Normalisation method (either of the components and the final indicator)



Weighting



Components’ aggregation

ROTATION OF COMPONENTS
Rotation of components enhances the interpretability of the results, by seeking so-called "Simple Structure".
The goal is to obtain a pattern of loadings where each item loads strongly on only one component, and much
more weakly on the other components. Rotations (either orthogonal or oblique) drive loadings towards zero
or towards their maximum possible absolute value (equal to 1). The idea is to identify for each component
the variables with loadings closed to 1 (Jolliffe, 2002, p. 271). Two rotation options are explored:
-

Varimax is an orthogonal rotation method that minimizes the number of fields with high loadings on
each component

-

Direct Oblimin is a method for oblique (non-orthogonal) rotation.

DATA NORMALISATION
Two different methods to normalise the data are explored and compared:
-

Min – max (100)

-

Z – score (calculated by subtracting from any given value the mean of the distribution and dividing
the results by the standard deviation of the original variable)

̅
WEIGHTING
Weights can have a significant effect on the overall composite indicator and the country rankings. Two
weighting methods are explored and compared.
-

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained by the PCA model: it is a technique that
allows to weight each principal component (PC) according to the variability of the data explained by
the component. The PC associated with a higher variance are attributed a higher weight.

-

Equal weights: each component is assigned the same weight. Therefore, those PC which do not
explain much data variability receive the same ‘importance’ of those associated with higher variance.
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COMPONENTS’ AGGREGATION
Components are aggregated using only weighted arithmetic mean. Weights refer what illustrated above,
i.e. to the weights derived from the proportion of variance explained or to equal weights.
The Table below summarises all the methodological options used in the PCA and compared through the
sensitivity analysis. Options highlighted in grey are those adopted for computing the ‘final’ model presented
in the main body of the report (Model 1 – VPSTM).

Table 49 – List of methodological options for constructing the Composite Indicator in the PCA
Step

Methodological options

Label

Varimax

V

Oblimin

O

Weights based on the proportion of variance explained

P

Equal weights (average score)

E

Weighted arithmetic mean

S

Standardisation or Z-scores

T

Min - Max

D

Standardisation or Z-scores

Z

Min - Max

M

PCA rotation of components

Weighting

Aggregation
Normalisation method of the
components

Normalisation method of the
final indicator

Source: Transcrime – UCSC elaboration
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Table 50 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator by Police area

London, City of (EC)
Metropolitan Police
Greater Manchester
West Midlands
Essex
Leicestershire
Cambridgeshire
Northamptonshire
Sussex
Dyfed-Powys
South Yorkshire
Staffordshire
Hampshire
Thames Valley
Humberside
West Yorkshire
Kent
South Wales
Cheshire
Cumbria
Hertfordshire
Bedfordshire
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VESTZ

VESDZ

VPSTZ

VPSDZ

VESTM

VESDM

VPSDM

OESTZ

OESDZ

OPSTZ

OPSDZ

OESTM

OESDM

OPSTM

OPSDM

Police area

VPSTM

Top twenty - all police areas

Wiltshire
Avon & Somerset
Merseyside
Lincolnshire
Warwickshire
Devon & Cornwall
Lancashire
Norfolk
Dorset
Derbyshire
Gwent
West Mercia
North Wales
Cleveland
Surrey
Nottinghamshire
Northumbria
Suffolk
North Yorkshire
Durham
Gloucestershire

Source: University of Leicester elaboration
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Table 51 – Sensitivity analysis of the ML risk composite indicator by Police area

VESTZ

VESDZ

VPSTZ

VPSDZ

VESTM

VESDM

VPSDM

OESTZ

OESDZ

OPSTZ

OPSDZ

OESTM

OESDM

OPSTM

OPSDM

Police area

VPSTM

Model grouping City of London and Metropolitan Police

Metropolitan Police
Greater Manchester
Dyfed-Powys
Leicestershire
Lancashire
West Midlands
Merseyside
South Yorkshire
Essex
Sussex
Staffordshire
Avon & Somerset
South Wales
Cambridgeshire
Gwent
North Wales
Humberside
Northamptonshire
Cumbria
West Yorkshire
Kent
Hampshire
Lincolnshire
Derbyshire
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Cleveland
Dorset
Hertfordshire
Cheshire
Devon & Cornwall
Nottinghamshire
Bedfordshire
Wiltshire
Norfolk
West Mercia
Warwickshire
North Yorkshire
Thames Valley
Northumbria
Durham
Suffolk
Surrey
Gloucestershire

Source: University of Leicester elaboration
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A.5 – ANNEX CHAPTER 5: OPACITY OF BUSINESS
OWNERSHIP18
Chapter 5 of the final report provides some comparative overview of statistics on the opacity of business
ownwership in Italy, Netherlands and the UK. As mentioned, data are very innovative but must be taken
cautiously due to the different coverage and availability of BvD data on shareholders and BOs across the
three countries. The paragraphs below illustrate how the proxies have been computed at country level.

Opacity of business ownership
It is analysed with respect to two sub-dimensions: complexity of business ownership and ownership links
with risky jurisdictions.
Complexity of business ownership
It is measured through the so-called Beneficial ownership distance (BO distance), provided by Bureau van
Dijk (BvD). BOs in BvD definition are identified as the individual(s) who ultimately own or control an
entity. They are identified by BvD reconstructing the ownership chain until finding natural persons holding
above a certain shareholding. For the purpose of this study it has been decided to set the minimum
thresholds at 10% at the first level of company structure and 10% at further levels. The adopted threshold is
lower than EU Directive definition (25% threshold) but allows for a more comprehensive analysis.
BO distance in BvD definition is the number of ownership levels separating the BO from a given company.
When BO distance equals 1, the company is directly controlled by its BO(s). If the BO distance equals 2, it
means that between a given company and its BO(s), there is another intermediate corporate entity.
For the purpose of this study, the BO distance for each area and business sector is computed as the
average of the BO distances of the BOs of all the companies registered in a given area or sector. For
calculating the BO distance at country level is instead necessary to calculate the average of the BO
distances across business sectors. Please note that it could differ from the BO distance calculated as the
average of the country regions’ BO distances. It has been decided to adopt this approach in order to
compare the score among the three countries more properly, as the number, size and nature of areas could
change from country to country, while the sectorial classification remains the same.
As illustrated in the report, a higher BO distance in a certain area or sector may be due to a higher number of
multinational companies registered in that area or sector. This is not assumed to be a risk factor per se,
while it is interesting to identify ‘unnecessarily complex’ business structures, i.e. those which record high BO
distance despite the presence of relatively small companies. For this reason, and in order to control for
company size and identify actual ownership complexity anomalies, the BO distance in each area or sector,
and consequently at country level, is weighted by the average company size calculated as the ratio between
total assets on number of companies in each area or sector (see A.2, A.3 and A.4 for details).

Ownership links with risky jurisdictions
18 Written by Riccardo Milani, Transcrime – Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore (Italy)
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In each area or business sector, the volume of connections with ‘risky jurisdictions’ can be understood
by considering the average level of opacity of the jurisdictions of the shareholders and BOs of the companies
registered in that area or business sector. The same approach is also applied at country level. The level of
opacity of each jurisdiction is measured through the Secrecy Score of the FSI – Financial Secrecy Index
developed by TJN – Tax Justice Network.
The Financial Secrecy Score (hereafter FSS) is a composite indicator published by the Tax Justice Network
(http://www.taxjustice.net/), covering 102 countries in 2015, which combines different dimensions (see Tax
Justice Network, 2015):


access to beneficial ownership information;



corporate transparency;



efficiency of tax and financial regulation;



compliance with international standards;



international cooperation (Tax Justice Network, 2015).

The FSS is preferred to other measures of opacity of risky jurisdictions (e.g. international or national
blacklists, Transparency International CPI, Basel AML Index, etc.) because of its independency, consistency
and methodological reliability. Moreover, this indicator has been also used in previous studies (Cassetta et
al., 2014; Gara & De Franceschis, 2015; Riccardi et al., 2016).
In each country, the volume of ownership links with risky jurisdictions has been calculated as follows:


it is calculated the % of each nationality of shareholders (natural and legal persons) and BOs on the
total number of shareholders and BOs respectively in that area or sector;



the % of each nationality is multiplied by the relevant value of the FSS of that jurisdiction (for the
countries not originally covered by the FSS, the average FSS value of available jurisdictions is
assigned)



the obtained values are summed in order to obtain a single score for each country of the study. The
higher, the higher the level of opacity of that area or sector.

In detail, given:
x = number of shareholders
y = number of BOs
j = nationality of shareholders or BOs
p = country
FSS = Secrecy Score of the FSI

∑[
(∑

)

]
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∑[
(∑

]

)

For shareholders and BOs resident in the country, their FSS is set equivalent to zero. In other words, the
score is calculated only on foreign shareholders and BOs. This because it is assumed that the ‘local’
shareholders and BOs pose less risk (whatever the FSS of the jurisdiction) since easier to investigate and
monitor. Obviously, this approach implies that countries with a higher number of foreign shareholders and
BOs would record a higher risk score.
Again, the volume of shareholders’ and BOs’ connections with risky jurisdictions may be subject to the
number of multinational companies active in a specific country. And again for this reason it is decided to
weigh the risk score by the average company size in order to identify ‘actual anomalies’. In particular, given:
p = country
C = number of companies registered in the country p
TOTAL ASSETS = value (euro) of total assets of company c

(

∑

)

(

∑

)
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